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Mathias Le´cuyer
Machine learning (ML) is transforming a wide range of applications, promising to bring im-
mense economic and social benefits. However, it also raises substantial security, privacy, and
transparency challenges. ML workloads indeed push companies toward aggressive data collection
and loose data access policies, placing troves of sensitive user information at risk if the company
is hacked. ML also introduces new attack vectors, such as adversarial example attacks, which
can completely nullify models’ accuracy under attack. Finally, ML models make complex data-
driven decisions, which are opaque to the end-users, and difficult to inspect for programmers. In
this dissertation we describe three systems we developed. Each system addresses a dimension of
the previous challenges, by combining new practical systems techniques with rigorous theory to
achieve a guaranteed level of protection, and make systems easier to understand. First we present
Sage, a differentially private ML platform that enforces a meaningful protection semantic for the
troves of personal information amassed by today’s companies. Second we describe PixelDP, a
defense against adversarial examples that leverages differential privacy theory to provide a guar-
anteed level of accuracy under attack. Third we introduce Sunlight, a tool to enhance the trans-
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Introduction
The recent machine learning (ML) revolution, powered by new systems supporting massive amounts
of data and advanced algorithms to analyse them, is transforming a wide range of applications.
These include search, personalized recommendations, and smart assistants, as well as security
and safety-critical applications, such as self-driving cars, face recognition based access control,
and fraud detection. However, ML-driven applications also introduce disruptive workloads and
atypical semantics that do not fit existing system paradigms. Adversaries can manipulate model
predictions without explicitly breaking into host machines. Traditional protection abstractions
from operating systems are ill-equipped to handle the new data access patterns of ML workloads,
hence being ineffective at safeguarding the vast troves of collected data. And ML models are of-
ten too opaque for end-users to understand and trust, and too brittle for system designers security
requirements. These challenges pose serious barriers to reaching ML’s full potential.
We propose that by combining techniques from systems and theory, we can design ML systems
that are both practical and provide provable guarantees of security, privacy, and transparency.
Three steps are involved. First, components requiring strong guarantees should be separated from
those that can do with best-effort, heuristic operation. This separation enables designs that are
practical but still guarantee clear semantics. Second, each component requiring rigorous guar-
antees is matched to the theoretical field best suited as a foundation for a solution, either within
theoretical computer science or from other domains. Third, building blocks are assembled into a
coherent architecture to implement a prototype, evaluated against multiple workloads and at scale
to understand its strengths and limitations.
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This thesis describes abstractions, tools, and systems that leverage this approach to enhance the
security, robustness, and transparency in ML-powered systems. We start with background on the
shift to ML-driven code and the challenges it raises in security, privacy, and transparency. We then
focus on the specific aspects of these challenges we will address, before detailing each contribution
in its dedicated chapter.
The Shift to ML-Driven Code
Three recent trends are combining to make Machine Learning (ML) ubiquitous. First, enor-
mous amounts of data is constantly generated and collected. The internet started this trend by
connected data generating devices and sensors to means of storage and analysis. More recent tech-
nological developments such as mobile phones, social media, or the internet of things accelerated
this trend. Second, recent advances in ML, and in particular deep learning, leverage this data to
enable great performance at many tasks, such as processing and understanding images, voice, or
text, personalizing content, and performing data-driven optimization of decisions. Third, maturing
systems support gives broad access to the tools and hardware necessary to process these troves of
data, train state-of-the-art models, and deploy them around the world.
Because of its success, ML is now used in many domains and applications. The best known
applications may be those of user facing online services, such as ad targeting, search, price opti-
mization, content personalization, content recommendation, or voice based smart assistants. But
these are only the tip of the iceberg. ML is also used in less visible applications, from cloud
infrastructure optimization, to fraud detection, malware detection, or face recognition based au-
thentication. ML is even used in decisions with important societal implications, for instance to
sort applications in hiring, personalize education, prioritize patients for medical interventions, and
make bail recommendations for prisoners.
This ubiquity of ML deployments is changing the origin and makeup of the code driving many
of our applications, services, and devices. Traditional code is written by programmers and encodes
algorithms that express business logic and configuration. While this code can be complex, its ideal
behavior is specified in advance, and the implementation includes the entire logic. Traditional
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code can thus be understood by humans, and audited for incorrect behavior. ML is a drastic shift
from this paradigm: it is used when one cannot specify the desired behavior of the “code” in
advance. This happens when there are too many tasks or variables to handle, such as in large scale
personalization or price optimization, or when tasks are too complex and not well understood, such
as in autonomous driving or speech recognition. To enable these applications part of the “code”
is learned using: an ML model, an optimization algorithm, and a lot of data. Data is leveraged
both at training time to learn the “code”, and at prediction time to run the “code”. Often, this data
comes from users which means that it can be of personal nature (e.g. emails, searches, website
visits, locations, heartbeats), and it can be manipulated.
Security, Privacy, and Transparency Implications
The shift to ML-driven “code” has profound security, privacy, and transparency implications.
Increased Data Exposure: A looming security and privacy threat posed by ML-driven applica-
tions is the vast troves of personal information that organizations routinely collect to fuel them. ML
applications indeed have blurry data requirements: data collected to improve a news recommen-
dation service may also be relevant for ad targeting, a smart assistant, or fraud detection. Because
data requirements are unclear many organizations collect all the data they can even if no clear use-
case exists yet. They also adopt wide-access policies for this data, such as the “data lake” policy:
all data collected from the company’s various products is integrated into one central repository, to
which all employees and services get access. Improperly protected, this data can be grabbed by
hackers or unethical employees – and frequently is, as countless data breach reports demonstrate.
Moreover, ML models increase exposure because of their relationship with the data. ML mod-
els indeed incorporate the sensitive data they train on, but are often handled as traditional, secret-
free code would be. ML platforms, such as Google’s Tensorflow-Extended (TFX), Facebook’s
FBLearner, and Uber’s Michelangelo, routinely push models trained over sensitive data to servers
all around the world [13;79;116;162] and sometimes to end-user devices [198;178] for faster predictions.
Some companies also report pushing feature models – such as user embedding vectors and statis-
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tics of user activity – into shared model stores that are widely accessible within the company, even
though they may not enable such wide access for the data itself [79;116;172].
There is perhaps a sense that, because ML models aggregate data from multiple users, they
“obfuscate” individuals’ data sufficiently to warrant weaker protection than that of the data itself.
However, that perception is succumbing to increasing evidence that ML models leak substantial
information about their training sets. Carlini, et.al. [28] showed that language models over users’
emails leak secrets – such as passwords, social security numbers, and credit card numbers – that
users often include in their communications. Shokri, et.al. [173] showed that membership in a train-
ing set can be inferred from ML models even when the attacker only has access to the model’s
external predictions. Calandrino, et.al. [26] showed recommenders leak information across users.
Finally, it has long been established both theoretically and empirically that access to too many
linear statistics from a dataset – as an adversary might have due to periodic releases of ML code
which often includes statistics used for featurization – is fundamentally non-private [9;48;65;83].
New Attack Vectors. In addition to leaking training set information, leaving logic decisions to
trained ML models opens new attacks surfaces. In traditional appliactions, an adversary trigger-
ing behavior outside of the code’s specification by crafting specific inputs is concidered a major
vulnerability. Examples include gaining priviledged access to protected data, executing code of
the adversary’s chosing on remote machines, or triggering actions under another user’s credentials
with cross site scripting. In ML-driven applications, code is learned from data and inputs influence
the program’s behavior by design. Since these changes are part of the expected behavior, it is hard
to defend against malicious users trying to influence the code through data, opening new attack
surfaces in two broad phases of the applications’ life cycle [147].
First, in many applications users have some control over the data used at prediction time (e.g
tection, text in spam filtering, the binary in malware detection, part of the image is face recognition,
sound in voice recognition). An adversary can manipulate these inputs at prediciton time, creating
small perturbations to correctly classified inputs that cause a DNN to produce an erroneous pre-
diction, possibly of the adversary’s choosing [180]. These adversarial examples pose serious threats
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to security-critical applications. Since the initial demonstration of adversarial examples, attack
methodologies have been refined to become much more efficient [30;6], demonstrated on physical
objects [7], and extended to other applications such as voice recognition [159] as well as other ML
tasks such as reinforcement learning [101] and generative models [100].
Second, an attacker can sometimes influence the training data (e.g. through crowdsourcing,
data sharing, or user actions) with the aim of corrupting the learned model. In this broad class of
attacks, called data poisoning, the goal can be to degrade accuracy, or to ensure that targeted data
features will be assigned a specific label of the attackers’ chosing at prediction time. After being
introduced for support verctor machines in [16], it has then been the focus of intense research with
extensions to clustering [17], topic modeling [131], collaborative filtering [115], or neural networks [204].
Opaque Decisions Applied at Large Scale. Finally, ML applications introduce a new scale in the
complexity of software systems. In traditional applications code is written by software developers.
This requires significant efforts, which has two consequences. First, the logic typically follows
specifications and is built to be as simple as possible and understandable by humans. Code can
thus be audited to understand its behavior, and tested against the specifications. Second, the same
logic is deployed for every user with minimal personalization, as manual fine grained personaliza-
tion is not realistic. In ML applications on the other hand, the code in learned from large amounts
of data. Because data is constantly updated, can be complex and noisy, and can be user generated,
ML code is much more complex and hard to audit. And since the code can automatically be opti-
mized for different users and population segments, it is possible to personalize the logic at scale,
resulting in a context dependent behavior. This paradigm shift has three important technical and
societal ramifications. First, the complexity of ML models and the data they are trained on makes it
hard to interpret and explain their decisions. This poses difficulties both by making ML-driven ap-
plications increasingly hard to understand and debug [169;88;4], and by preventing applications from
providing justifications and transparency for their decisions [209].
Second, this lack of transparency is turning the Web into an opaque and privacy-insensitive
environment. As ML-driven applications exploit data for varied and undisclosed purposes, per-
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sonalizing decisions to each user, it is increasingly hard for users and investigators (such as FTC
agents, journalists, or researchers) to answer questions such as: Who has what data, and for what
purposes is it used? Who shares data with whom? Does the service adhere to its own privacy
policy? Examples of problematic practices abound, highlighting the need for more transparency.
Google was found to have used institutional emails from ad-free Google Apps for Education to
target ads in users’ personal accounts [73;167]. MySpace was found to have violated its privacy
policy by leaking personally identifiable information to advertisers [102]. Several consumer sites,
such as Orbitz and Staples, were found to have adjusted their product pricing based on user loca-
tion [122;187]. Large tech companies were found to enable questionable targeting [91], or participate
in undisclosed data sharing deals [134].
Third, deploying hard to audit data driven code in increasingly impactful applications such as
hiring [89], insurance pricing [92], or policing [156;140], can introduce and perpetuate discriminatory or
otherwise unfair practices. These effects can be hard to measure, as they can affect specific sub-
populations or individuals even when ML models have a great average performance over the entire
population. These unfair behaviors can come from existing biases encoded in the data [21;27], result
from optimizing in average over the population [37;25], be caused by the need for exploration in the
data gathering process [18;160], or follow from strategic adaptation to the deployed algorithms [137].
Focus of This Dissertation
In this dissertation, we focus on one specific aspect of each of the previous challenges. In
each case, we build systems and tools mixing both theory and systems mechanisms to alleviate the
adverse impact of the shift to ML-driven code. Through this work, we hope to enable the promises
of ML driven ecosystems without imposing undue risks.
First, Chapter 1 focuses on the increased data exposure challenge brought by the switch to
ML code. Focusing on reducing the exposure of data through the release of ML models, we
make the case that in ML systems, privacy and data protection are intertwined. To reduce and
bound the data exposure coming from ML models leaking information about their training data,
we leverage differential privacy (DP) theory, which offers strong guarantees against such leaks.
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However, differential privacy is not directly applicable to entire ML workloads. We thus designed
and built an ML platform [111] that enforces a global DP guarantee across all models produced from
a constantly updating data stream. To make this possible, we use and extend DP theory, proposing
a new model of interaction with the data more adapted to the requirements of ML workloads.
To alleviate differential privacy’s adversarial impact on models’ utility, we devise a heuristic, but
practical, privacy resource allocation mechanism, and leverage theory form statistics to ensure that
only high quality models are released. We also leverage training set minimization techniques from
the ML literature to create DP summaries of past data [109]. These summaries can be leveraged to
provide high utility despite the privacy constraints.
Second, Chapter 2 considers the new attack vectors introduced by ML. Specifically, it describes
a new defense strategy [106] against adversarial examples, an ML-specific class of attacks in which
the adversary finds a small perturbation to an input which results in a prediction of the adversary’s
choosing. This defense leverages differential privacy, a seemingly unrelated theory from the pri-
vacy domain, to provide provable robustness guarantees against adversarial examples. To ensure
scalability, a crucial property given the trend of using larger and larger models, we devise a train-
ing technique that empirically maximizes models’ utility while maintaining the strong robustness
guarantees. This approach yields the first certified defense that both scales to large networks and
datasets (such as Google’s Inception network for ImageNet) and applies broadly to arbitrary model
types. Moreover, this approach enables a firewall-like security architecture, in which a small model
is prepended to an existing, already trained one to make it more robust. Such an architecture is
common in traditional software systems but unique for ML workloads.
Third, Chapter 3 concentrates on a facet of the challenge of ML’s opaque decisions. More pre-
cisely, it presents transparency tools [108;110] that provide a new visibility into how ML-driven web
services use end-users’ data for targeting. These tools enable large scale randomized experiments
that collect and analyse data from the studied services to deduce which user inputs cause which out-
puts (e.g. ads, recommendations). The data collection and analysis is decomposed in a multi-stage
pipeline. Crucial stages leverage theory from causal inference and statistics to audit the impact of
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specific pieces of user data on targeting, giving strong causal semantics and measures of statistical
confidence. Other stages, such as the targeting detection stage, leverage sparsity assumptions and
filtering heuristics to provide scalability without compromising the strong semantics.
The remainder of this dissertation details each contribution, an evaluation of the corresponding
system, and the relevant related work.
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Chapter 1
Data Protection and Privacy in Machine Learning Sys-
tems
9
This chapter focuses on the information that ML models leak about their training data, an as-
pect of the first challenge brought by the switch to ML, increased data exposure. It draws heavily
on our paper describing Sage [111], an ML platform that enforces a global differential privacy guar-
antee over entire ML workloads, to bound the data exposure through all released models. It also
incorporates parts of Pyramid [109], in which we introduced training set reduction techniques as a
mechanism to reduce access to past data.
1.1 Motivation
Machine learning (ML) is changing the origin and makeup of the code driving many of our
applications, services, and devices. Traditional code is written by programmers and encodes algo-
rithms that express business logic, plus a bit of configuration data. We keep sensitive data – such
as passwords, keys, and user data – out of our code, because we often ship this code to untrusted
locations, such as end-user devices and app stores. We mediate accesses to sensitive data with
access control. When we do include secrets in code, or when our code is responsible for leaking
user information to an unauthorized entity (e.g., through an incorrect access control decision), it is
considered a major vulnerability.
With ML, “code” – in the form of ML models – is learned by an ML platform from a lot
of training data. Learning code enables large-scale personalization, as well as powerful new ap-
plications like autonomous cars. Often, the data used for learning comes from users and is of
personal nature, including emails, searches, website visits, heartbeats, and driving behavior. And
although ML “code” is derived from sensitive data, it is often handled as secret-free code. ML
platforms, such as Google’s Tensorflow-Extended (TFX), routinely push models trained over sen-
sitive data to servers all around the world [13;79;116;162] and sometimes to end-user devices [198;178] for
faster predictions. Some companies also push feature models – such as user embedding vectors
and statistics of user activity – into model stores that are often times widely accessible within the
companies [79;116;172]. Such exposure would be inconceivable in a traditional application. Think of
a word processor: it might push your documents to your device for faster access, but it would be
outrageous if it pushed your documents to my (and everyone else’s) device!
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There is perhaps a sense that because ML models aggregate data from multiple users, they
“obfuscate” individuals’ data and warrant weaker protection than the data itself. However, this
perception is succumbing to growing evidence that ML models can leak specifics about individual
entries in their training sets. Language models trained over users’ emails for auto-complete have
been shown to encode not only commonly used phrases but also social security numbers and credit
card numbers that users may include in their communications [28]. Prediction APIs have been
shown to be enable testing for membership of a particular user or entry within a training set [173].
Finally, it has long been established both theoretically and empirically that access to too many
linear statistics from a dataset – as an adversary might have due to periodic releases of models,
which often incorporate statistics used for featurization – is fundamentally non-private [9;48;65;83].
1.2 The Sage System
As companies continue to disseminate many versions of models into untrusted domains, con-
trolling the risk of data exposure becomes critical. We present Sage, an ML platform based on TFX
that uses differential privacy (DP) [55] to bound the cumulative exposure of individual entries in a
company’s sensitive data streams through all the models released from those streams. At a high
level, DP randomizes a computation over a dataset (e.g. training one model) to bound the leakage
of individual entries in the dataset through the output of the computation (the model). Each new
DP computation increases the bound over data leakage, and can be seen as consuming part of a
privacy budget that should not be exceeded; Sage makes the process that generates all models and
statistics preserve a global DP guarantee.
Sage builds upon the rich literature on DP ML algorithms (e.g., [2;207;125], see §2.3.2) and con-
tributes pragmatic solutions two of the most pressing systems challenges of global DP: (1) run-
ning out of privacy budget and (2) the privacy-utility tradeoff. Sage expects to be given training
pipelines explicitly programmed to individually satisfy a parameterized DP guarantee. It acts as
a new access control layer in TFX that: mediates all accesses to the data by these DP training
pipelines; instantiates their DP parameters at runtime; and accounts for the cumulative privacy
loss from all pipelines to enforce the global DP guarantee against the stream. At the same time,
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Sage provides the developers with: control over the quality of the models produced by the DP
training pipelines and mechanisms to minimize privacy budget use (thereby addressing challenge
(2)); and the ability to release models endlessly without running out of privacy budget for the
stream (thereby addressing challenge (1)).
The key to addressing both challenges is the realization that ML workloads operate on grow-
ing databases, a model of interaction that has been explored very little in DP, and only with a
purely theoretical and far from practical approach [44]. Most DP literature, largely focused on indi-
vidual algorithms, assumes either static databases (which do not incorporate new data) or online
streaming (where computations do not revisit old data). In contrast, ML workloads – which consist
of many algorithms invoked periodically – operate on growing databases. Across invocations of
different training algorithms, the workload both incorporates new data and reuses old data, often
times adaptively. It is in that adaptive reuse of old data coupled with new data that our design of
Sage finds the opportunity to address the preceding two challenges in ways that are practical and
integrate well with TFX-like platforms.
To address the running out of privacy budget challenge, we develop block composition, the
first privacy accounting method that both allows efficient training on growing databases and avoids
running out of privacy budget as long as the database grows fast enough. Block composition splits
the data stream into blocks, for example by time (e.g., one day’s worth of data goes into one block)
or by users (e.g., each user’s data goes into one block), depending on the unit of protection (event-
or user-level privacy). Block composition lets training pipelines combine available blocks into
larger datasets to train models effectively, but accounts for the privacy loss of releasing a model
at the level of the specific blocks used to train that model. When the privacy loss for a given
block reaches a pre-configured ceiling, the block is retired and will not be used again. However,
new blocks from the stream arrive with zero privacy loss and can be used to train future models.
Thus, as long as the database adds new blocks fast enough relative to the rate at which models
arrive, Sage will never run out of privacy budget for the stream. Finally, block composition allows
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adaptivity in the choice of training computation, privacy parameters, and blocks to execute on,
thereby modeling the most comprehensive form of adaptivity in DP literature.
To address the privacy-utility tradeoff we develop privacy-adaptive training, a training pro-
cedure that controls the utility of DP-trained models by repeatedly and adaptively training them
on growing data and/or DP parameters available from the stream. Models retrain until, with high
probability, they meet programmer-specified quality criteria (e.g. an accuracy target). Privacy-
adaptive training uses block composition’s support for adaptivity and integrates well with TFX’s
design, which includes a model validation stage in training pipelines. Another implication of
Sage’s privacy guarantees is that data is retired when its privacy budget is exhausted. This can lead
to less data being available, reducing utility. Sage proposes a mechanism that leverages training
set minimzation mechanisms to build protected data summaries. These DP summarizes can be
used and re-used at will to create new features that minimize the need for training data, thereby
conserving the privacy budget of available data and retaining some utility from retired data.
1.3 Background
Our effort builds upon an opportunity we observe in today’s companies: the rise of ML plat-
forms, trusted infrastructures that provide key services for ML workloads in production, plus
strong library support for their development. They can be thought of as operating systems for
ML workloads. Google has TensorFlow-Extended (TFX) [13]; Facebook has FBLearner [79]; Uber
has Michelangelo [116]; and Twitter has DeepBird [113]. The opportunity is to incorporate DP into
these platforms as a new type of access control that constrains data leakage through the models a
company disseminates.
1.3.1 ML Platforms
Fig. 11 shows our view of an ML platform; it is based on [13;79;116]. The platform has several
components: Training Pipelines (one for each model pushed into production), Serving Infrastruc-
ture, and a shared data store, which we call the Growing Database because it accumulates data
from the company’s various streams. The access control policies on the Growing Database are
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Fig. 11: Typical Architecture of an ML Platform.
The Training Pipeline trains a model on data from the Growing Database and verifies that
it meets specific quality criteria before it is deployed for serving or shared with other teams. It
is launched periodically (e.g., daily) on datasets containing samples from a representative time
window (e.g., logs over the past month). It has three customizable modules: (1) Pre-processing
loads the dataset from the Growing Database, transforms it into a format suitable for training and
inference by applying feature transformation operators, and splits the transformed dataset into a
training set and a testing set; (2) Training trains the model on a training set; and (3) Validation
evaluates one or more quality metrics – such as accuracy for classification or mean squared error
(MSE) for regression – on the testing set. It checks that the metrics reach specific quality targets
to warrant the model’s push into serving. The targets can be fixed by developers or can be val-
ues achieved by a previous model. If the model meets all quality criteria, it is bundled with its
feature transformation operators (a.k.a. features) and pushed into the Serving Infrastructure. The
model+features bundle is what we call ML code.
The Serving Infrastructure manages the online aspects of the model. It distributes the model+features
to inference servers around the world and to end-user devices and continuously evaluates and par-
tially updates it on new data. The model+features bundle is also often pushed into a company-wide
Model and Feature Store, from where other teams within the company can discover it and integrate
into their own models. Twitter and Uber report sharing embedding models [172] and tens of thou-
sands of summary statistics [116] across teams through their Feature Stores. To enable such wide
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sharing, companies sometimes enforce more permissive access control policies on the Model and
Feature Store than on the raw data.
1.3.2 Threat Model
We are concerned with the increase in sensitive data exposure that is caused by applying looser
access controls to data-carrying ML code –models+features– than are typically applied to the
data. This includes placing models+features in company-wide Model and Feature Stores, where
they can be accessed by developers not authorized to access the raw data. It includes pushing
models+features, or their predictions, to end-user devices and prediction servers that could be
compromised by hackers or oppressive governments. And it includes opening the models+features
to the world through prediction APIs that can leak training data if queried sufficiently [186;173]. Our
goal is to “neutralize” the wider exposure of ML codes by making the process of generating them
DP across all models+features ever released from a sensitive stream.
We assume the following components are trusted and implemented correctly: Growing Database;
Stream-level ACLs; the ML platform code running a Training Pipeline. We also trust the developer
that instantiates the modules in each pipeline as long as the developer is authorized by Stream-
level ACLs to access the data stream(s) used by the pipeline. However, we do not trust the wide-
access Model and Feature Store or the locations to which the serving infrastructure disseminates
the model+features or their predictions. Once a model/feature is pushed to those components, it is
considered released to the untrusted domain and accessible to adversaries.
We focus on two classes of attacks against models and statistics (see Dwork [64]): (1) member-
ship inference, in which the adversary infers whether a particular entry is in the training set based
on either white-box or black-box access to the model, features, and/or predictions [9;65;83;173]; and
(2) reconstruction attacks, in which the adversary infers unknown sensitive attributes about entries
in the training set based on similar white-box or black-box access [28;48;64].
1.3.3 Differential Privacy
DP is concerned with whether the output of a computation over a dataset – such as training
an ML model – can reveal information about individual entries in the dataset. To prevent such
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information leakage, randomness is introduced into the computation to hide details of individual
entries.
Definition 1 (Differential Privacy (DP) [61]). A randomized algorithmQ : D → V is (, δ)-DP if for
anyD,D′ with |D⊕D′| ≤ 1 and for any S ⊆ V , we have: P (Q(D) ∈ S) ≤ eP (Q(D′) ∈ S)+δ.
The  > 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1] parameters quantify the strength of the privacy guarantee: small
values imply that one draw from such an algorithm’s output gives little information about whether
it ran on D or D′. The privacy budget  upper bounds an (, δ)-DP computation’s privacy loss with
probability (1-δ). ⊕ is a dataset distance (e.g. the symmetric difference [130]). If |D ⊕D′| ≤ 1, D
and D′ are neighboring datasets.
Multiple mechanisms exist to make a computation DP. They add noise to the computation
scaled by its sensitivity s, the maximum change in the computation’s output when run on any











) gives (, δ)-DP.
DP is known to address the attacks in our threat model [173;64;28;90]. At a high level, membership
and reconstruction attacks work by finding data points that make the observed model more likely:
if those points were in the training set, the likelihood of the observed output increases. DP prevents
these attacks, as no specific data point can drastically increase the likelihood of the model outputted
by the training procedure.
DP literature is very rich and mature, including in ML. DP versions exist for almost ev-
ery popular ML algorithm, including: stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [2;207]; various regres-
sions [34;144;181;211;99]; collaborative filtering [128]; language models [127]; feature selection [36]; model
selection [175]; evaluation [23]; and statistics, e.g. contingency tables [10], histograms [203]. The privacy
module in TensorFlow v2 implements several SGD-based algorithms [125].
A key strength of DP is its composition property, which in its basic form, states that the process
of running an (1, δ1)-DP and an (2, δ2)-DP computation on the same dataset is (1 + 2, δ1 + δ2)-
DP. Composition enables the development of complex DP computations – such as DP Training
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Fig. 12: Sage DP ML Platform. Highlights changes from non-DP version.
Pipelines – from piecemeal DP components, such as DP ML algorithms. Composition also lets
one account for (and bound) the privacy loss resulting from a sequence of DP-computed outputs,
such as the release of multiple models+features.
A distinction exists between user-level and event-level privacy. User-level privacy enforces
DP on all data points contributed by a user toward a computation. Event-level privacy enforces
DP on individual data points (e.g., individual clicks). User-level privacy is more meaningful than
event-level privacy, but much more challenging to sustain on streams. Although Sage’s design
can in theory be applied to user-level privacy (§1.5.6), we focus most of the chapter on event-level
privacy, which we deem practical enough to be deployed in big companies. §1.8 discusses the
limitations of this semantic.
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1.4 Design
The Sage training platform enforces a global (g, δg)-DP semantic over all models+features that
have been, or will ever be, released from each sensitive data stream. The highlighted portions in
Fig. 12 show the changes Sage brings to a typical ML platform. First, each Training Pipeline must
be made to individually satisfy (, δ)-DP for some privacy parameters given by Sage at runtime
(box (, δ)-DP Training Pipeline, §1.4.1). The developer is responsible for making this switch to
DP, and while research is needed to ease DP programming, this work leaves that challenge aside.
Second, Sage introduces an additional layer of access control beyond traditional stream-level
ACLs (box Sage Access Control, §1.4.2). The new layer splits the data stream into blocks and
accounts for the privacy loss of releasing a model+features bundle at the level of the specific
blocks that were used to train that bundle. In theory, blocks can be defined by any insensitive
attribute, with two attributes particularly relevant here: time (e.g., one day’s worth of data goes
into one block) and user ID (e.g., a user’s data goes into the same block). Defining blocks by time
provides event-level privacy; defining them by user ID accommodates user-level privacy. Because
of our focus on the former, the remainder of this section assumes that blocks are defined by time;
§1.5 discusses sharding by user ID and other attributes.
When the privacy loss for a block reaches the (g, δg) ceiling, the block is retired (blocks
D1, D2, D7 are retired in Fig. 12). However, new blocks arrive with a clean budget and can be used
to train future models: as long as the database grows fast enough in new blocks, the system will
never run out of privacy budget for the stream. Perhaps surprisingly, this privacy loss accounting
method, which we call block composition, is the first practical approach to avoid running out of
privacy budget while enabling effective training of ML models on growing databases. §1.4.2 gives
the intuition of block composition while §1.5 formalizes it and proves it (g, δg)-DP.
Third, Sage provides developers with control over the quality of models produced by the DP
Training Pipelines. Such pipelines can produce less accurate models that fail to meet their quality
targets more often than without DP. They can also push in production low-quality models whose
validations succeed by mere chance. Both situations lead to operational headaches: the former
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1 def preprocessing_fn(inputs, epsilon):
2 dist_01 = tft.scale_to_0_1(inputs["distance"],0,100)
3 speed_01 = tft.scale_to_0_1(inputs["speed"],0,100)
4 hour_of_day_speed = group by mean
5 sage.dp group by mean(
6 inputs["hour_of_day"], speed_01, 24, epsilon, 1.0)





12 def trainer_fn(hparams, schema, epsilon, delta): [...]
13 feature_columns = [numeric_column("dist_scaled"),
14 numeric_column("hour_of_day_speed"),
15 categorical_column("hour_of_day", num_buckets=24)]













29 metric_fn = _MSE_FN, target = _MSE_TARGET,
30 epsilon=epsilon, confidence=0.95, B=1)
31 return model_validator
32
33 def dp_group_by_mean(key_tensor, value_tensor, nkeys,
34 epsilon, value range):
35 key_tensor = tf.dtypes.cast(key_tensor, tf.int64)
36 ones = tf.fill(tf.shape(key_tensor), 1.0)
37 dp_counts = group_by_sum(key_tensor, ones, nkeys)\
38 + laplace(0.0, 2/epsilon, nkeys)
39 dp_sums = group_by_sum(
40 key_tensor,value_tensor,nkeys)\
41 + laplace(0.0, value range * 2/epsilon, nkeys)
42 return tf.gather(dp_sums/dp_counts, key_tensor)
List. 1.1: Example Training Pipeline. Shows non-DP TFX (stricken through) and DP Sage (high-
lighted) versions. TFX API is simplified for exposition.
gives more frequent notifications of failed training, the latter gives dissatisfied users. The issue
is often referred to as the privacy-utility tradeoff of running under a DP regime. Sage addresses
this challenge by wrapping the (, δ)-DP Training Pipeline into an iterative process that reduces
the effects of DP randomness on the quality of the models and the semantic of their validation by
invoking training pipelines repeatedly on increasing amounts of data and/or privacy budgets (box
Privacy-Adaptive Training, §1.4.3).
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1.4.1 Example (, δ)-DP Training Pipeline
Sage expects each pipeline submitted by the ML developer to satisfy a parameterized (, δ)-DP.
Acknowledging that DP programming abstractions warrant further research, L 1.1 illustrates the
changes a developer would have to make at present to convert a non-DP training pipeline written
for TFX to a DP training pipeline suitable for Sage. Removed/replaced code is stricken through
and the added code is highlighted. The pipeline processes New York City Yellow Cab data [146] and
trains a model to predict the duration of a ride.
To integrate with TFX (non-DP version), the developer implements three TFX callbacks.
(1) preprocessing fn uses the dataset to compute aggregate features and make user-specified
feature transformations. The model has three features: the distance of the ride; the hour of the
day; and an aggregate feature representing the average speed of cab rides each hour of the day.
(2) trainer fn specifies the model that is to be trained: it configures the columns to be mod-
eled, defines hyperparameters, and specifies the dataset. The model trains with a neural network
regressor. (3) validator fn validates the model by comparing test set MSE to a constant.
To integrate with Sage (DP version), the developer: (a) switches library calls to DP ver-
sions of the functions (which ideally would be available in the ML platform) and (b) splits the
(, δ) parameters, which are assigned by Sage at runtime, across the DP function calls. (1)
preprocessing fn replaces one call with a DP version that is implemented in Sage: the mean
speed per day uses Sage’s dp group by mean. This function (lines 32-40) computes the number
of times each key appears and the sum of the values associated with each key. It makes both DP
by adding draws from appropriately-scaled Laplace distributions to each count. Each data point
has exactly one key value so the privacy budget usage composes in parallel across keys [130]. The
privacy budget is split across the sum and count queries. We envision common functions like this
being available in the DP ML platform. (2) trainer fn switches the call to the non-private
regressor with the DP implementation, which in Sage is a simple wrapper around TensorFlow’s
DP SGD-based optimizer. (3) validator fn invokes Sage’s DP model validator (§1.4.3).
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Fig. 13: Characteristics of Data Interaction in ML.
1.4.2 Sage Access Control
Sage uses the composition property of DP to rigorously account for (and bound) the cumu-
lative leakage of data from sensitive user streams across multiple releases of models+features
learned from these streams. Specifically, for each sensitive stream, Sage maintains a pre-specified
event-level (g, δg)-DP guarantee across all uses of the stream. Unfortunately, traditional DP com-
position theory considers either static databases, which leads to wasteful privacy accounting; or
purely online streaming, which is inefficient for many ML workloads, including deep neural net-
work training. We thus developed our own composition theory, called block composition, which
leverages characteristics of ML workloads running on growing databases to permit both efficient
privacy accounting and efficient learning. §1.5 formalizes the new theory. This section describes
the limitations of existing DP composition for ML and gives the intuition for block composition
and how Sage uses it as a new form of access control in ML platforms.
Data Interaction in ML on Growing Databases. Fig. 13 shows an example of a typical workload
as seen by an ML platform. Each training pipeline, or query in DP parlance, is denoted Qi. We
note two characteristics. First, a typical ML workload consists of multiple training pipelines,
training over time on a continuously growing database, and on data subsets of various sizes. For
instance, Q2 may train a large deep neural network requiring massive amounts of data to reach a
good performance, while Q3 may train a linear model with smaller data requirements, or even a
simple statistic like the mean of a feature over the past day. All pipelines are typically updated or
retrained periodically on new data, with old data eventually being deemed irrelevant and ignored.
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Second, the data given to a training pipeline – and for a DP model its DP parameters – are
typically chosen adaptively. For example, the model trained in Q1 on data from D1,2 with budget
1 may give unsatisfactory performance. After a new block D3 is collected, a developer may
decide to retrain the same model in query Q2 on data from D1,2,3, and with a higher DP budget
2. Adaptivity can also happen indirectly through the data. Suppose Q2 successfully trained a
recommendation model. Then, future data collected from the users (e.g. in D4) may depend on
the recommendations. Any subsequent query, such as Q3, is potentially influenced by Q2’s output.
These characteristics imply three requirements for a composition theory suitable for ML. It
must support:
R1 Queries on overlapping data subsets of diverse sizes.
R2 Adaptivity in the choice of: queries, DP parameters, and data subsets the queries process.
R3 Endless execution on a growing database.
Limitations of Existing Composition Theory for ML. No previous DP composition theory sup-
ports all three requirements. DP has mostly been studied for static databases, where (adaptively
chosen) queries are assumed to compute over the entire database. Consequently, composition ac-
counting is typically made at query level: each query consumes part of the total available privacy
budget for the database. Query-level accounting has carried over even in extensions to DP theory
that handle streaming databases [60] and partitioned queries [130]. There are multiple ways to apply
query-level accounting to ML, but each trades off at least one of our requirements.
First, one can query overlapping data subsets (R1) adaptively across queries, the data used,
and the DP parameters [163] (R2) by accounting for composition at the query level against the
entire stream. Queries on Fig. 13 would thus result in a total privacy loss of 1 + 2 + 3 over the
whole stream. This approach wastes privacy budget and leads to the problem of “running out of
budget”. Once g = 1 + 2 + 3, enforcing a global leakage bound of g means that one must
stop using the stream after query Q3. This is true even though (1) not all queries run on all the
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data and (2) there will be new data coming into the system in the future (e.g., D5). This violates
requirement (R3) of endless execution on streams.
Second, one can restructure the queries to enable finer granularity with query-level account-
ing. The data stream is partitioned in blocks, as in Fig. 13. Each query is split into multiple ones,
each running with DP on an individual block. The DP results are then aggregated, for instance
by averaging model updates as in federated learning [127]. Since each block is a separate dataset,
traditional composition can account for privacy loss at the block level. This approach supports
adaptivity (R2) and execution of the system on streams (R3) as new data blocks incur no privacy
loss from past queries. However, it violates requirement (R1), resulting in unnecessarily noisy
learning [50;51]. Consider computing a feature average. DP requires adding noise once, after sum-
ming all values on the combined blocks. But with independent queries over each block, we must
add the same amount of noise to the sum over each block, yielding a more noisy total. Addition-
ally, several DP training algorithms [2;127] fundamentally rely on sampling small training batches
from large datasets to amplify privacy, which cannot be done without combining blocks.
Third, one can consume the data stream online using streaming DP. A new data point is allo-
cated to one of the waiting queries, which consumes its entire privacy budget. Because each point
is used by one query and discarded, DP holds over the entire stream. New data can be adaptively
assigned to any query (R2) and arrives with a fresh budget (R3). However, queries cannot use past
data or overlapping subsets, violating R1 and rendering the approach impractical for large models.
Block Composition. Our new composition theory meets all three requirements. It splits the
data stream into disjoint blocks (e.g., one day’s worth of data for event-level privacy), forming a
growing database on which queries can run on overlapping and adaptively chosen sets of blocks
(R1, R2). This lets pipelines combine blocks with available privacy budgets to assemble large
datasets. Despite running overlapping queries, we can still account for the privacy loss of each
individual blocks, where each query impacts the blocks it actually uses, not the entire data stream.
Unused blocks, including future ones, incur no privacy loss. In Fig. 13, the first three blocks each
incur a privacy loss of 1 + 2 while the last block has 2 + 3. The privacy loss of these three
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queries over the entire data stream will only be the maximum of these two values. Moreover, when
the database grows (e.g. block D5 arrives), the new blocks’ privacy loss is zero. The system can
thus run endlessly by training new models on new data (R3).
Sage Access Control. With block composition, Sage controls data leakage from a stream by
enforcing DP on its blocks. The company configures a desirable (g, δg) global policy for each
sensitive stream. The Sage Access Control component tracks the available privacy budget for
each data block. It allows access to a block until it runs out of budget, after which access to the
block will never be granted again. When the Sage Iterator (described in §1.4.3) for a pipeline
requests data, Sage Access Control only offers blocks with available privacy budget. The Iterator
then determines the (, δ) privacy parameters it will use for its iteration and informs Sage Access
Control, which deducts (, δ) from the available privacy budgets of those blocks. Finally, the
Iterator invokes the developer-supplied DP Training Pipeline, trusting it to enforce the chosen
(, δ) privacy parameters. §1.5 proves that this access control policy enforces (g, δg)-DP for the
stream.
The preceding operation is a DP-informed retention policy, but one can use block composition
to define other access control policies. Suppose the company is willing to assume that its devel-
opers (or user devices and prediction servers in distinct geographies) will not collude to violate its
customers’ privacy. Then the company could enforce a separate (g, δg) guarantee for each context
(developer or geography) by maintaining separate lists of per-block available budgets.
1.4.3 Privacy-Adaptive Training
Sage’s design adds reliability to the DP model training and validation processes, which are ren-
dered imprecise by the DP randomness. We describe two novel techniques: (1) SLAed validation,
which accounts for the effect of randomness in the validation process to give a high-probability
guarantee of correctness for the validation (akin to a quality service level agreement, or SLA);
and (2) privacy-adaptive training, which launches the (, δ)-DP Training Pipeline repeatedly on




2 def validate(loss_fn, target, epsilon, confidence, B):
3 if _ACCEPT_test(..., epsilon, (1-confidence)/2, B):
4 return ACCEPT




9 def _ACCEPT_test(test_labels, dp_test_predictions,
10 loss_fn, target, epsilon, eta, B):
11 n_test = dp_test_predictions.size()
12 n_test_dp = n_test + laplace(2/epsilon)
13 n_test_dp_min = n_test_dp - 2*log(3/(2*eta))/epsilon
14 dp_test_loss = clip_by_value(loss_fn(test_labels,
15 dp_test_predictions), 0, B) + laplace(2*B/epsilon)
16 corrected_dp_test_loss = dp_test_loss +
17 2*B*log(3/(2*eta))/epsilon
18 return bernstein_upper_bound(
19 corrected_dp_test_loss / n_test_dp_min,
20 n_test_dp_min, eta/3, B) <= target
21
22 def _REJECT_test(train_labels, dp_train_predictions,
23 loss_fn, target, epsilon, eta, B):
24 n_train = dp_train_predictions.size()
25 n_train_dp = n_train + laplace(2/epsilon)
26 n_train_dp_min = n_train_dp - 2*log(3/eta)/epsilon
27 n_train_dp_max = n_train_dp + 2*log(3/eta)/epsilon
28 dp_train_loss = clip_by_value(loss_fn(train_labels,
29 dp_train_predictions), 0, B) + laplace(2*B/epsilon)
30 corrected_dp_train_loss = dp_train_loss -
31 2*B*log(3/(2*eta))/epsilon
32 return hoeffding_lower_bound(
33 corrected_dp_train_loss / n_train_dp_max,
34 n_train_dp_min, eta/3, B) > target
35
36 def bernstein_upper_bound(loss, n, eta, B):
37 return loss+sqrt(2*B*loss*log(1/eta)/n)+4*log(1/eta)/n
38 def hoeffding_lower_bound(loss, n, eta, B):
39 return loss-B*sqrt(log(1/eta)/n)
List. 1.2: Implementation of sage.DPLossValidator used in List. 1.1.
SLAed DP Validation. Fig. 12 shows the three possible outcomes of SLAed validation: ACCEPT,
REJECT, and RETRY. If SLAed validation returns ACCEPT, then with high probability (e.g. 95%)
the model reaches its configured quality targets when predicting on new data from the same dis-
tribution. For certain metrics and under certain assumptions, it is also possible to give statistical
guarantees of correct negative assessment. In such cases, if SLAed validation returns REJECT,
then with high probability (e.g., 95%) this type of model will never reach the target, no matter how
much data it is trained/validated on. Finally, if SLAed validation returns RETRY, it signals that
more data is needed for an assessment.
We have implemented SLAed validators for three classes of metrics: loss metrics (e.g. MSE,
log loss), accuracy metrics, and absolute errors of sum-based statistics such as mean and variance.
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We give the intuition for these tests before detailing each test. All validators follow the same
logic. First, we compute a DP version of the test quantity (e.g. MSE) on a testing set. Second,
we compute the worst-case impact of DP noise on that quantity for a given confidence probability;
we call this a correction for DP impact. For example, if we add Laplace noise with parameter 1

to the sum of squared errors on n data points, assuming that the loss is in [0, 1] we know that with




), because a draw from this Laplace
distribution has just an η probability to be more negative than this value. Third, we use known
statistical concentration inequalities, also made DP and corrected for worst case noise impact, to
upper bound with high probability the loss on the entire distribution.
Loss SLAed Validator. A loss function is a measure of erroneous predictions on a dataset (so
lower is better). Examples include: mean squared error for regression, log loss for classification,
and minus log likelihood for Bayesian generative models. L 1.2 shows our loss validator. The
validation function consists of two tests: ACCEPT and REJECT.
ACCEPT Test: Denote a loss function l(f, x, y) with range [0, B] measuring the quality of a
prediction f(x) with label y (lower is better), and a target loss τloss on the data distribution D.
Denote: the DP-trained model fdp; the loss function range [0, B]; the target loss τloss. Given a
the DP-trained model fdp, we want to release fdp only if LD(fdp) , E(x,y)∼Dl(fdp, x, y) ≤ τloss.
The test works as follows. First, compute a DP estimate of the number of samples in the test set,
corrected for the impact of DP noise to be a lower bound on the true value with probability (1− η
3
)
(Lines 11-13 L 1.2):









Then, compute a DP estimate of the loss corrected for DP impact (Lines 14-17 L 1.2) to be an
upper bound on the true value, Lte(fdp) , 1nte
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This test gives the following guarantee:
Proposition 1 (Loss ACCEPT Test). With probability at least (1−η), the ACCEPT test returns true
only if LD(fdp) ≤ τloss.
Proof. The corrections for DP noise imply that P (ndpte > nte) ≤ η3 , and P (Ldpte (fdp) > Lte(fdp)) ≤
η
3
(i.e. the lower bounds hold with probability at least (1-η
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stein’s inequality [171] yields P (LD(fdp) > UB) ≤ η3 . A union bound on those three inequalities
gives that with probability at least (1 − η), LD(fdp) ≤ UB ≤ UBdp. The test ACCEPTs when
UBdp ≤ τloss.
This test uses Bernstein’s concentration inequality to compute a upper bound for the loss over
the entire distribution [171], which will give good bounds if the loss is small. If instead one expects
the variance to be small, one can use empirical Bernstein bounds [123] as a drop-in replacement.
Otherwise, one can fall back to Hoeffding’s inequality [81].
REJECT Test: The ACCEPT test is already sufficient to ensure the quality of a model released by
Sage’s privacy-adaptive training. However, when the target is unachievable on the data distribution
D, these iterations waste valuable privacy resources. The REJECT test tries to detect unachievable
targets so iteration can stop early. Assuming fdp is obtained by a DP algorithm for approximately
minimizing the training loss, the test detects when no model (DP or not) from the considered
class F can ever hope to achieve τloss on D. The reasoning behind the test uses the fact that the
minimum training loss is no more than the training loss of any f ∈ F ; and this in particular holds
for the f ∗ ∈ F with smallest expected loss over D.
The REJECT test terminates a model when no model of the considered class F can hope to
achieve the desired τloss performance. Noting the best possible model on the data distribution
f ? , arg minf∈F LD(f), we want to reject when LD(f ?) > τloss. To do this, it considers the best
model in F on the training set fˆ , arg minf∈F Ltr(f), and proceeds as follows. First, compute
the DP upper and lower bounds for ntr, holding together with probability at least (1 − η3) (Lines
27
24-27 L 1.2):






















Then, compute a DP estimate of the loss corrected for DP impact (Lines 14-17 L 1.2) to be a lower

























This test gives the following guarantee:
Proposition 2 (Loss REJECT Test). With probability at least (1− η), fdp (or more accuratly F) is
rejected only if LD(f ?) > τloss.
Proof. By definition,Ltr(fˆ) ≤ Ltr(f ?). Applying Hoeffding’s inequality [81] to f ? gives P (LD(f ?) <






. Similarly to the proof for Proposition (1), applying a union bounds









> τloss, concluding the proof.
Here we leverage Hoeffding’s inequality [81] as we need to bound LD(f ?): since we do not
know f ?, we cannot compute its variance or loss on the training set to use (empirical) Bernstein
bounds.
We highlight that this result relies on fˆ , which may not always be available. In particular, is
can be computed for convex problems, but not for DNNs for instance. When fˆ is not available,
Sage will not use the REJECT test.
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DP Guarantee: We now need to prove that the ACCEPT and REJECT tests each are (, 0)-DP.
Since they each use a disjoint split of the dataset (training and testing) running both tests is (, 0)-
DP over the entire dataset.
Proposition 3 (DP ACCEPT). ACCEPT is (, 0)-DP.
Proof. The only data interaction for ACCEPT are to compute ndpte and Ldpte (fdp). The former is
sensitivity 1, and is made 
2
-DP with the Laplace mechanism. The latter uses data in the inner
summer, which is sensitivity B and is made 
2
-DP with the Laplace mechanism. Using basic
composition, the test is (, 0)-DP.
The proof for REJECT is a bit more complicated as part of the procedure involves computing
fˆ , which is not DP.
Proposition 4 (DP REJECT). REJECT is (, 0)-DP.
Proof. To apply the same argument as for Prop.3, we need to show that computing Ltr(fˆ), which
includes computing fˆ , has sensitivity B. Recall that fˆ minimizes the training loss:





If we add a data point d, then fˆtr has a loss at worst B on the new point. Because the best
model with the new data point fˆtr+d is a least as good as fˆtr (otherwise it wouldn’t be the arg min
model), Ltr+d(fˆtr+d) ≤ Ltr(fˆtr) +B. Similarly, fˆtr+d cannot be better than fˆtr on the training set,
so Ltr+d(fˆtr+d) ≥ Ltr(fˆtr). Hence the sensitivty of computing Ltr(fˆ) is at most B.
Finding fˆ is possible for some classes of problems (e.g. convex optimization), but not all (e.g.
DNNs). As we see in the proof of Prop.4, getting the loss minimizer fˆ is crucial to the DP property.
ACCEPT and REJECT are (, 0)-DP. They use disjoint datasets, so validate is (, 0)-DP.
Accuracy SLAed Validator. The accuracy metric applies to classification problems, where a
model predicts one out of many classes. The target τacc is the proportion of correct predictions to
reach on the data distribution. The accuracy validator follows the same logic as the loss validator,
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with two small changes. First, the upper and lower bounds are reversed as losses are minimized
while accuracy is maximized. Second, the result of classification predictions follows a binomial
distribution, which yields tighter confidence intervals. Note 1{predicate} the indicator function
with value 1 if the predicate is true, and 0 otherwise, and Bin(k, n, η) and Bin(k, n, η) the upper
and lower bounds on the probability parameter p of a binomial distribution such that k happen
can happen with probability at least η out of n independent draws (both can be conservatively
approximated using a Clopper-Pearson interval).
We compute kdpte =
∑
nte
1{f(x) = y} + Laplace(2






















































Using the same reasoning as before, we can prove the equivalent four Propositions (1, 2, 3, 4)
for the accuracy validator. Finding fˆ for accuracy is computationally hard.
Sum-based Statistics SLAed Validator. This validator applies to computing sum based statistics
(e.g. mean, variance). The target is defined as the maximum size of the absolute (additive) error
τerr for these summary statistics on the data distribution. This error can be computed directly on
the training set, so there is no need to a test set. Second, because of the law of large numbers, we
can always reach the target precision, so there is no rejection test. We next show the test using
Hoeffding’s inequality [81] (if we expect the variance to be small, empirical Bernstein bounds [123]
will be better and are directly applicable).
Compute:























in which case the absolute error is bellow τerr with probability at least (1− η), accounting for the
statistical error, as well as the impact of DP noise on both the sum based summary statistic and the
ACCEPT test. Once again, the same reasoning allows us to prove equivalent Propositions to 1 and
3.
Privacy-Adaptive Training. Sage attempts to improve the quality of the model and its validation
by supplying them with more data or privacy budgets so the SLAed validator can either ACCEPT or
REJECT the model. Several ways exist to improve a DP model’s quality. First, we can increase the
dataset’s size: at least in theory, it has been proven that one can compensate for the loss in accuracy
due to any (, δ)-DP guarantee by increasing the training set size [96]. Second, we can increase the
privacy budget (, δ) to decrease the noise added to the computation: this must be done within the
available budgets of the blocks involved in the training and not too aggressively, because wasting
privacy budget on one pipeline can prevent other pipelines from using those blocks.
Privacy-adaptive training searches for a configuration that can be either ACCEPTed or RE-
JECTed by the SLAed validator. We have investigated multiple strategies for how to do this search.
Those that conserve privacy budget have proven the most efficient. We start out with a small pri-
vacy budget (0, δ0) and with developer-configured start time and minimum window size for the
model’s training. On RETRY from the validator, we make sure to double either the privacy bud-
get or the number of samples available to the Training Pipeline by accepting new data from the
stream. Evaluation §1.6.4 shows that compared to alternatives, this iteration strategy conserves
privacy budgets and improves performance when multiple Training Pipelines contend for the same
blocks.
1.4.4 Preserving Privacy Budget and Mitigating Block Retirement
With Sage’s access control (§1.4.2) a data block is retired when its privacy budget is exhausted,
and the blocks’ data can never be queried again. To conserve privacy budget and retain some
utility from retired blocks, Sage proposes an optional mechanism that leverages a training set
minimization mechanism called count based featurization, together with differential privacy, to
build protected data summaries. These summaries are used to enhance the training data with new
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features, which reduces the volume of training data required to reach performance targets. This
reduces the amount of data queried by a training pipeline, conserving DP budget. Because these
protected data summaries are DP, they can remain in use even after a block is retired, retaining
some utility from old data.
We next detail how Sage leverages count featurization, a known ML mechanism, to count
featurize observations before feeding them to models for training and prediction. We then describe
our DP count tables that enable DP count featurization with minimal impact on utility.
Count Featurization
Count-based featurization [177] is a popular approach to handling categorical variables of high
cardinality. Rather than directly using the value of a categorical variable, this technique featurizes
the data with the number of times a particular feature value (e.g., a user ID) was observed with
each label and the conditional probability of the label given the feature value. This substantially
reduces dimensionality: standard encoding of categorical variables [5] results in a feature space of
dimension O(dK), whereas with count featurization it is O(dL). Count featurization can also be
applied to continuous variables or continuous labels by first discretizing them; this increases di-
mensionality but only by a small factor. The dramatic dimensionality reduction yields important
benefits. It is known that fewer dimensions permit more efficient learning, both statistically and
computationally, potentially at the cost of reducing predictive accuracy. However, count featur-
ization makes it feasible to apply advanced, nonlinear models, such as neural networks, boosted
trees, and random forests. This combination of succinct data representation and powerful learning
models enables substantial reduction of the training data with little loss in predictive performance.
Quantified in §1.6.5, this is the insight behind our use of count-based featurization to limit data
exposure.
Concretely, an observation is a pair 〈~x, l〉 with a feature vector ~x = 〈x1, x2, ..., xd〉 and a
label l. When using protected data summaries, a new observation is incorporated into a historical
statistics store, a data structures which consists of multiple count tables that maintain the number
of occurrences of each feature with each label. Sage maintains count tables for all features in ~x and
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               < userId, preferences, gender, age, // user features
                   urlHash, pageKeywords,                // context features
                   adId, adKeywords,                           // targeted item features





(b) Example count tables (one per feature/combo, time window):
           < 0x1111, ..., …, …, 0x7777, …, 0xAAAA, … >
          <   0.05,   ..., …, …,    0.15,   …,     0.1,       …,  0.33, … >
(c) Example of count-based featurization of
...
from userId table:
P(click | 0x1111) =
        50 / (50 + 950) = 0.05
from urlHash, adId table:
P(click | 0x7777, 0xAAAA) =



















⟨ x⃗ , l⟩ :
Fig. 14: Count featurization example.
for some feature combinations. A separate set of count tables is maintained for each data block (it
will consume a pre-determined part of its privacy budget).
For learning and prediction, featurization transforms a feature vector ~x into a count-featurized
feature vector ~x′, by replacing each feature xi with the conditional probabilities of each label value
given xi’s value. The conditional probabilities are computed directly from the count tables as
discussed below. To leverage protected data summaries, an ML pipeline featurizes its training
and validation et using the historical counts. Example. Fig. 14 shows (a) a sample observation
format, (b) some count tables used by Sage to count-featurize it, and (c) a sample count-featurized
observation.
• Observation format. In targeting and personalization, an observation’s feature vector ~x typically
consists of user features (e.g., id, gender, age, and previously compiled preferences) and contextual
information for the observation (e.g., the URL of the article or the ad shown to the user, plus any
features of these). The label l might indicate whether the user clicked on the article/ad.
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• Count tables. If a data stream of the preceding observation format is registered with Sage, the
userId table maintains for each user the number of clicks the user has made on any ad shown and
the number of non-clicks; it therefore encodes each user’s propensity to click on ads. The urlHash
table maintains for each URL the number of clicks that each user made on any ad shown on
that page; it therefore encodes the page’s inherent “ad-clickability.” Sage maintains count tables
for every feature in ~x and for some feature combinations with predictive potential, such as the
〈urlHash, adId〉 table, which encodes the joint probability of a particular ad being clicked when it
is shown on a particular page.
• Count featurization. To count-featurize a feature vector ~x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xd〉, Sage first re-
places each of its features with the conditional probabilities computed from the count tables,
e.g., ~x′ = 〈P (click|x1), P (click|x2), . . . , P (click|xd)〉, where P (click|xi) = clicksclicks+non-clicks from the row
matching the value of xi in the table corresponding to xi. Sage also appends to ~x′ the conditional
probabilities for any feature combinations it maintains. Fig. 14(c) shows an example of feature
vector ~x and its count-featurized version ~x′. This is a simplified version of the count featurization
function. We can also include the raw counts in ~x′, and support non-binary categorical labels by
including conditional probabilities for each label. To avoid featurizing with an effectively ran-
dom probability when a given feature value has very few counts, we estimate the variance of our
probability estimate and, if it is too high, featurize with a default probability P (click).
Process. Sage count-featurizes all features xi for each observation type. For categorical features,
we featurize them as described above. Continuous features are first mapped to a discrete space,
binning them by percentiles, and then count-featurized as categorical. We do the same with con-
tinuous labels. For low-cardinality and continuous features, we can additionally include the raw
feature values in ~x′ alongside the conditional probabilities.
Sage maintains count tables as follows. There is one count table per feature or feature group;
it has a column for each label and a row for each value the feature can take. To support granular
retention times, each count table is composed of count tables holding data for each data block,
each such count table using a user defined part of the block’s privacy budget (it is treated as a
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query and fits directly in Sage’s block composition approach). The complete count table is the
sum of the associated windowed count tables. When a new observation arrives, it is added to the
current block’s count table; this count table is withheld when computing the complete count table
until it is finished populating. At this point, Sage begins using it as part of the featurization process,
phases out the oldest count table if it is past its retention period, and begins populating a new count
table that has been initialized with differentially private noise. Once count tables are incorporated
into the featurization process, they are never updated again.
Count-min sketches (CMSes). A key challenge with count featurization is its storage require-
ment. For a categorical variable of cardinality K and a label of cardinality L, the count table is of
size O(LK). A common solution, used in Azure [8], is to store each table in a Count-Min Sketch
(CMS) [42], a data structure that approximates counts in sub-linear space. A CMS consists of a 2D
array with an independent hash function for each row. When a new feature arrives, the CMS uses
the hash function for each row to assign the feature to a column and increment the value in that
cell.
We query the CMS for a feature count by hashing the feature into a column of each row
and taking the minimum value. Despite overcounting from collisions, CMS provides sufficiently
accurate count estimates to train ML models. With a CMS, we can maintain more and/or larger
count tables with bounded storage overheads. This gives developers flexibility in the types of
modeling they can do atop in-use data without tapping into the historical data store. The CMS
poses challenges to our noise infusion process, as described next.
DP Count Tables
As all models and summary statistics in Sage, count tables need to be DP. They can then be
used indefinitely without additional privacy loss. Upon creating a count table, we initialize each
cell of the CMS storing that table with a random draw from a Laplace distribution. This noise is
added only once: the count tables are updated as observations arrive and are sealed when the hot
window rolls over. To determine the correct parameter for the Laplace distribution, b, we must
account for three factors: (1) the internal structure of the CMS, (2) the number of observations we
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want to hide simultaneously, and (3) the number of count tables (features or feature combinations)
we are maintaining.
First, an exact count table has sensitivity 1 since adding or removing an observation can only
change one count by 1. For a CMS, each observation is counted once per hash function; hence,
the sensitivity is h, the number of hash functions. For a privacy budget of , then we make a count
table -differentially private by adding noise from a Laplace distribution of parameter b = h

in
every cell of the CMS. Second, we must maintain multiple count tables for the different features
and feature groups. Since each observation affects every count table, we need to split the privacy
budget  among them, e.g., splitting it evenly by adding noise with b = nh

to each table.
This second consideration poses a significant challenge for Sage: the amount of noise we apply
grows linearly with the number of count tables we keep. Since the amount of noise directly affects
application accuracy, this yields a protection/accuracy tradeoff, which we address with weighted
noise infusion.
Weighted noise infusion process. We note that count tables are not all equally susceptible to
noise. For example in our movie recommender, the user table most likely contains low values,
since each user rates only a few movies (29 for the median user). Moreover, we do not expect this
count to change significantly when adding more data, since single users will not rate significantly
more movies. Each genre table however contains higher values (1M or more), since each genre
characterizes multiple movies, each rated by many users. Sharing noise equally between tables
would pollute all counts by a standard deviation of 145 ( = 1, h = 5, and k = 1), a reasonable
amount for genres, but devastating for the user feature, which essentially becomes random.
Sage’s weighted noise infusion distributes the privacy budget unevenly across count tables,
adding less noise to low-count features. This way, we retain more utility from those tables, and the
composability property of differential privacy preserves our protection guarantees. Each table’s
share of noise is determined automatically, based on the count values observed in the hot window.
Specifically, the user specifies a quantile, and the privacy budget is shared between each feature
proportionally to this quantile of its counts. For instance we use the first percentile, so that 99% of
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the counts for a feature will be less affected by the noise. Sharing the privacy budget proportionally
to the counts is a heuristic that makes the noise’s standard-deviation proportional to the typical
counts of each feature. This scheme is also independent of the learning algorithm.
Section 1.6.5 shows that weighted noise infusion is vital for providing protection while pre-
serving accuracy at scale: without it, the cost of hiding single observations is a 15% accuracy loss;
with it, the loss is less than 5%.
The weight selection process must be made differentially private lest it may leak information
about the hot window used to compute the weights, which we do as follows. We compute the
weights every so often (e.g., every month) using a query to data blocks. We use a configurable
portion of the blocks’ privacy budget and leverage smooth sensitivity [145] to compute differentially
private count percentiles, which we then use as feature weights. We use smooth sensitivity because
the quantile function has a poor global sensitivity, but on most datasets, including those we tried,
has a very small local sensitivity. We compute differentially private percentiles by adapting the J-
List algorithm for the differentially private median described in [145] modified in a straight forward
way for arbitrary quantiles. The maximum value of each count is the size of the window, and we
use a Cauchy distribution to preserve ()-differential privacy.
Unbiased private count-median sketch. Another factor that degrades performance when adding
differentially private noise is the interaction between the noise and the CMS. In the CMS, the
final estimate for a count is min(hi(key)) for each row i. The minimum makes sense here since
collisions can only increase the counts. The Laplace distribution however is symmetric around
zero, so we may add negative noise to the counts. Taking the minimum of multiple draws—each
cell is initiated with a random draw from the distribution—thus selects the most extreme negative
values, creating a downward bias that can be very large for a small .
We observe that because the mean of the Laplace distribution is 0, an unbiased estimator would
not suffer from this drawback. For tables with large noise, we thus use a count-median sketch [32],
which differs in two ways: 1) each row i has another hash function si that maps the key to a
random sign si(key) ∈ {+1,−1}, with each cell updated with si(key)hi(key); 2) the estimator
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is the median of all counts multiplied by their sign, instead of the minimum. The signed update
means that collisions have an expected impact of zero, since they have an equal chance of being
negative or positive, making the cell an unbiased estimate of the true count. The median is a robust
estimate that preserves the unbiased property.
Using this count-median sketch reduces the impact of noise, since values from the Laplace
distribution are exponentially concentrated around the mean of zero. §1.6.5 shows that for small
, or a large number of features, it is worth trading the CMS’s better guarantees for reduced noise
impact with the count-median sketch.
1.5 Theory
This section provides the theoretical backing for block composition, which we invent for Sage
but which we believe has broader applications (§1.5.6). To analyze composition, one formalizes
permissible interactions with the sensitive data in a protocol that facilitates the proof of the DP
guarantee. This interaction protocol makes explicit the worst-case decisions that can be made by
modeling them through an adversary. In the standard protocol (detailed shortly), an adversary A
picks the neighboring data sets and supplies the DP queries that will compute over one of these
data sets; the choice between the two data sets is exogenous to the interaction. To prove that the
interaction satisfies DP, one must show that given the results of the protocol, it is impossible to
determine with high confidence which of the two neighboring data sets was used.
Fig. 15 describes three different interaction protocols of increasing sophistication. Alg. (15a)
is the basic DP composition protocol. Alg. (15b) is a block-level protocol we propose for static
databases. Alg. (15c) is the protocol adopted in Sage; it extends Alg. (15b) by allowing a streaming
database and adaptive choices of blocks and privacy parameters. Highlighted are changes made to
the preceding protocol.
1.5.1 Traditional Query-Level Accounting
QueryCompose (Alg. (15a)) is the interaction protocol assumed in most analyses of composi-
tion of several DP interactions with a database. There are three important characteristics. First, the
number of queries r and the DP parameters (i, δi)ri=1 are fixed in advance. However the DP queries
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(a) QueryCompose(A, b, r, (i, δi)ri=1):
1: for i in 1, . . . , r do . (A depends on V b1 , . . . , V bi−1 in iter. i)
2: A gives neighboring datasets Di,0 & Di,1
3: A gives (i, δi)-DP Qi
4: A receives V bi = Qi(Di,b)
return V b = (V b1 , . . . , V br )
(a) Traditional Query-level Accounting.
(b) BlockCompose(A, b, r, (i, δi)ri=1, (blocksi)ri=1):
1: A gives two neighboring block datasets D0 and D1
2: for i in 1, . . . , r do . (A depends on V b1 , . . . , V bi−1 in iter. i)
3: A gives (i, δi)-DP Qi




return V b = (V b1 , . . . , V br )
(b) Block Composition for Static Datasets. Change from query-level accounting shown in yellow background.
(c) AdaptiveStreamBlockCompose(A, b, r, g, δg,W):
1: A gives k, the index of the block with the adversarially chosen change
2: for i in 1, . . . , r do . (A depends on V b1 , . . . , V bi−1 in iter. i)
3: if create new block l and l == k then
4: A gives neighboring blocks D0k and D1k
5: else if create new block l and l 6= k then
6: Dbl = D(W, V b1 , . . . , V bi−1)












i , 0, ...) then




10: elseA receives no-op V bi =⊥
return V b = (V b1 , . . . , V br )
(c) Sage Block Composition. Adds support for streams (yellow lines 1-6) and adaptive choice of blocks, privacy
parameters (green lines 7-8).
Fig. 15: Interaction Protocols for Composition Analysis. A is an algorithm defining the adver-
sary’s power; b ∈ {0, 1} denotes two hypotheses the adversary aims to distinguish; r is the number of
rounds; (i, δi)ri=1 the DP parameters used at each round; (blocksi)
r
i=1 the blocks used at each round.
AccessControljg ,δg returns true if running (i, δi)-DP query Qi on block j ensures that with probability
≥ (1− δg) the privacy loss for block j is ≤ g.
Qi can be chosen adaptively. Second, the adversary adaptively chooses neighboring datasets Di,0
and Di,1 for each query. This flexibility lets the protocol readily support adaptively evolving data
(such as with data streams) where future data collected may be impacted by the adversary’s change
to past data. Third, the adversary receives the results V b of running the DP queries Qi on Di,b;
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here, b ∈ {0, 1} is the exogenous choice of which database to use and is unknown to A. DP is
guaranteed if A cannot confidently learn b given V b.
A common tool to analyze DP protocols is privacy loss:
Definition 2 (Privacy Loss). Fix any outcome v = (v1, . . . , vr) and denote v<i = (v1, . . . , vi−1).
The privacy loss of an algorithm Compose(A, b, r, ·) is:
Loss(v) = ln
(P (V 0 = v)





P (V 0i = vi|v<i)
P (V 1i = vi|v<i)
)
Bounding the privacy loss for any adversary A with high probability implies DP [97]. Suppose
that for any A, with probability ≥ (1 − δ) over draws from v ∼ V 0, we have: |Loss(v)| ≤ .
Then Compose(A, b, r, ·) is (, δ)-DP. This way, privacy loss and DP are defined in terms of
distinguishing between two hypotheses indexed by b ∈ {0, 1}.
Previous composition theorems (e.g. basic composition [58], strong composition [63], and vari-
ations thereof [95]) analyze Alg. (15a) to derive various arithmetics for computing the overall DP
semantic of interactions adhering to that protocol. In particular, the basic composition theorem [58]




i=1 δi)-DP. These theorems form the
basis of most ML DP work. However, because composition is accounted for at the query level,
imposing a fixed global privacy budget means that one will “run out” of it and stop training models
even on new data.
1.5.2 Block Composition for Static Datasets
Block composition improves privacy accounting for workloads where interaction consists of
queries that run on overlapping data subsets of diverse sizes. This is one of the characteristics
we posit for ML workloads (requirement R1 in §1.4.2). Alg. (15b), BlockCompose, formalizes
this type of interaction for a static dataset setting as a springboard to formalizing the full ML
interaction. We make two changes to QueryCompose. First (line 1), the neighboring datasets are
defined once and for all before interacting. This way, training pipelines accessing non-overlapping
parts of the dataset cannot all be impacted by one entry’s change. Second (line 4), the data is split
in blocks, and each DP query runs on a subset of the blocks.
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We prove that the privacy loss over the entire dataset is the same as the maximum privacy loss
on each block, accounting only for queries using this block:











P (V 0i = vi|v<i)
P (V 1i = vi|v<i)
)∣∣.
Proof. Let D0 and D1 be the neighboring datasets picked by adversary A, and let k be the block
index s.t. D0l = D1l for all l 6= k, and |D0k ⊕D1k| ≤ 1. For any result v of Alg. (15b):∣∣Loss(v)∣∣ = ∣∣ ln( r∏
i=1
P (V 0i = vi|v<i)
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P (V 0i = vi|v<i)
P (V 1i = vi|v<i)
)∣∣





D1j , hence P (V
0
i =vi|v<i)
P (V 1i =vi|v<i)
= 1.
Hence, unused data blocks allow training of other (adaptively chosen) ML models, and ex-
hausting the DP budget of a block means we retire that block of data, and not the entire data set.
This result, which can be extended to strong composition (see tech. report [112]), can be used to do
tighter accounting than query-level accounting when the workload consists of queries on overlap-
ping sets of data blocks (requirement R1). However, it does not support adaptivity in block choice
or a streaming setting, violating R2 and R3.
1.5.3 Sage Block Composition
Alg. (15c), AdaptiveStreamBlockCompose, addresses the preceding limitations with two changes.
First, supporting streams requires that datasets not be fixed before interacting, because future data
depends on prior models trained and pushed into production. The highlighted portions of lines
1-10 in Alg. (15c) formalize the dynamic nature of data collection by having new data blocks ex-
plicitly depend on previously trained models, which are chosen by the adversary, in addition to
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other mechanisms of the worldW that are not impacted by the adversary. Fortunately, Theorem 1
still applies, because model training can only use blocks that existed at the time of training, which
in turn only depend on prior blocks through DP trained models. Therefore, new data blocks can
train new ML models, enabling endless operation on streams (R3).
Second, interestingly, supporting adaptive choices in the data blocks implies supporting adap-
tive choices in the queries’ DP budgets. For a given block, one can express query i’s choice to
use block j as using a privacy budget of either (i, δi) or (0, 0). Lines 7-8 in Alg. (15c) formalize
the adaptive choice of both privacy budgets and blocks (requirement R2). It does so by leveraging
recent work on DP composition under adaptive DP budgets [163]. At each round, A requests access
to a group of blocks blocksi, on which to run an (i, δi)-DP query. Sage’s Access Control permits
the query only if the privacy loss of each block in blocksi will remain below (g, δg). Applying our
Theorem 1 and [163]’s Theorem 3.3, we prove the following result (proof in [112]):
Theorem 2 (Composition for Sage Block Composition). AdaptiveStreamBlockCompose(A,b,r,g,δg,W)












Proof. Denote li the highest block index that existed when query i was run. Denote Db≤li the
data blocks that existed at that time. Recall v<i denotes the results from all queries released pre-
vious to i. Query i depends on both v<i and Db≤li; the latter is a random variable that is fully
determined by v<i. Hence, the privacy loss for Alg. (15c) is: Loss(v) = ln
( r∏
i=1
P (V 0i =vi|v<i,D0≤li )






P (V 0i =vi|v<i)
P (V 1i =vi|v<i)
)
,
After applying Theorem 1, we must show that ∀k,∣∣ ln( r∏
i=1
k∈blocksi
P (V 0i =vi|v<i)








δi), which is the result
of Theorem 3.3 in [163]. Since Qi is i(v<i), δi(v<i))-DP,
∣∣ ln(P (V 0i =vi|v<i)
P (V 1i =vi|v<i)
)∣∣ ≤ i(v<i) with prob-
ability ≥ 1 − δi(v<i). Applying a union bound over all queries for which k ∈ blocksi concludes
the proof.
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The implication of the preceding theorem is that under the access control scheme described in
§1.4.2, Sage achieves event-level (g, δg)-DP over the sensitive data stream.
1.5.4 Strong Composition with Block-Level Accounting.
We now prove strong composition results for Algorithms (15b) and (15c).
Fixed Blocks and DP Parameters: We now show how to use advanced composition results
(e.g. [63]) is the context of block composition. This approach requires that both the blocks used
by each query and the DP parameters are fixed in advanced, and correspond to Algorithms (15b).
Theorem 3 (Strong Block Composition (fixed DP parameters)). BlockCompose(A, b, r, (i, δi)ri=1,























Proof. After applying Theorem 1, what remains to be shown is that ∀k, ∣∣ ln( r∏
i=1
i∈blocksk
P (V 0i =vi|v<i)

















fact Qi’s privacy loss is bounded by i with probability at least (1− δi), we know that there exists
events Ei and E ′i with joint probability at least (1 − δi) such that for all vi,
∣∣∣ ln (P (V 0i =vi|Ei)P (V 1i =vi|E′i))∣∣∣ ≤
e. We can now condition the analysis on Ei and E ′i, and use Theorem 3.20 of
[62] to get that
with probability at least (1 − δ˜),






). A union bound on the Ei and E ′i for all {i, k ∈ blocksi} completes the
proof.
The proof directly extends to the stream setting (yellow parts of Alg. (15b) in the same way as
in the proof of Theorem 2.
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Adaptive Blocks and DP Parameters: Recall that with either adaptive blocks or DP parameters
(or both), Note the fact that DP parameters (i(v<i, δi(v<i) depend on history, which is why tradi-
tional composition theorems do not apply to the adaptive parameter case. For basic composition,
the DP parameters still “sum” under composition. However, as showed in [163], strong composition
yields a different formula: while the privacy loss still scales as the square root of the number of
queries, the constant is worse than with parameters fixed in advance.
Theorem 4 (Strong Adaptive Stream Block Composition). AdaptiveStreamBlockCompose(A, b,








































Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, we apply Theorem 1, and bound the privacy loss of
any block k using Theorem 5.1 of [163].
1.5.5 Analysis and Precisions.
Neighboring Datasets. We measure the distance between datasets using the symmetric difference:
viewing a dataset as a multiset, twp datasets D and D′ are neighboring if their disjunctive union,
the elements which are in one of the sets but not in their intersection, is at most one. This definition
is not the most standard: most DP work uses the Hamming distance which counts the number of
records to change to go from D to D′. Intuitively, under the symmetric difference an attacker can
add or remove a record in the dataset. Changing a record corresponds to a symmetric difference of
size 2, but a Hamming distance of 1. Changing a record can still be supported under the symmetric
difference using group privacy [61]: it is thus slightly weaker but as general.
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We chose to use the symmetric difference following PINQ [130], as this definition is better suited
to the analysis of DP composition over splits of the dataset (our blocks). Changing one record can
indeed affect two blocks (e.g. the timestamp is changed) while adding or removing records can
only affect one block.
Neighboring Streams. This notion of neighboring dataset extends pretty directly to streams of
data [31;56;59;60]. Two streams D and D′ indexed by t are neighboring if there exists an index T such
that: for t < T the streams are identical (i.e. |Dt<T ⊕D′t<T | = 0), and for all t ≥ T the streams up
to t form neighboring datasets (i.e. |Dt≥T ⊕D′t≥T | ≤ 1). This is equivalent to our Algorithm (15b)
where the data, though unknown, is fixed in advance with only one record being changed between
the two streams.
This definition however is restrictive, because a change in a stream’s data will typically affect
future data. This is especially true in an ML context, where a record changed in the stream will
change the targeting or recommendation algorithms that are trained on this data, which in turn will
impact the data collected in the future. Because of this, D and D′ will probably differ in a large
number of observations following the adversary’s change of one record. Interactions described in
our Algorithm (15c) model these dependencies. We show in Theorem (2) that if the data change
impacts future data only through DP results (e.g. the targeting and recommendation models are
DP) and mechanisms outside of the adversary’s control (our world variable W ), composition re-
sults are not affected.
Privacy Loss Semantics. Recall that bounding the privacy loss (Definition 2) with high probability
implies DP [97]: if with probability (1 − δ) over draws from v ∼ V 0 (or v ∼ V 1) |Loss(v)| ≤ ,
then the interaction generating V b is (, δ)-DP.
In this exposition, we implicitly treated DP and bounded loss as equivalent by declaring Qis
as (, δ)-DP, but proving composition results using a bound on Qi’s privacy loss. However, this is
not exactly true in general, as (, δ)-DP implies a bound on privacy loss with weaker parameters,
namely that with probability at least (1 − 2δ
e
) the loss is bounded by 2. In practice, this small
difference in not crucial, as the typical Laplace and Gaussian DP mechanisms (and those we use
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in Sage) do have the same (, δ)-DP parameters for their bounds on privacy loss [62]: the Laplace
mechanism for (, 0)-DP implies that the privacy loss is bounded by  and achieving (, δ)-DP
with the Gaussian mechanism implies that the privacy loss is bounded by  with probability at
least (1− δ).
1.5.6 Blocks Defined by User ID and Other Attributes
Block composition theory can be extended to accommodate user-level privacy and other use
cases. The theory shows that one can split a static dataset (Theorem 1) or a data stream (Theorem 2)
into disjoint blocks, and run DP queries adaptively on overlapping subsets of the blocks while
accounting for privacy at the block level. The theory focused on time splits, but the same theorems
can be written for splits based on any attribute whose possible values can be made public, such as
geography, demographics, or user IDs. Consider a workload on a static dataset in which queries
combine data from diverse and overlapping subsets of countries, e.g., they compute average salary
in each country separately, but also at the level of continents and GDP-based country groups. For
such a workload, block composition gives tighter privacy accounting across these queries than
traditional composition, though the system will still run out of privacy budget eventually because
no new blocks appear in the static database.
As another example, splitting a stream by user ID enables querying or ignoring all observations
from a given user, adding support for user-level privacy. Splitting data over user ID requires
extra care. If existing user IDs are not knows, each query might select user IDs that do not exist
yet, spending their DP budget without adding data. However, making user IDs public can leak
information. One approach is to use incrementing user IDs (with this fact public), and periodically
run a DP query computing the maximum user ID is use. This would ensure DP, while giving an
estimate of the range of user IDs that can be queried. In such a setting, block composition enables
fine-grain DP accounting over queries on any subset of the users. While our block theory supports
this use case, it suffers from a major practical challenge. New blocks are now created only when
new users join the system, so new users must be added at a high rate relative to the model release








DP Alg. AdaSSP from [193], (, δ)-DP
Config. Regularization param ρ : 0.1
Budgets (, δ) ∈ {(1.0, 10−6), (0.05, 10−6)}




DP Alg. DP SGD from [2], (, δ)-DP
ReLU, 2 hidden layers (5000/100 nodes)
Config. Learning rate: 0.01, Epochs: 3
Batch: 1024, Momentum: 0.9
Budgets (, δ) ∈ {(1.0, 10−6), (0.5, 10−6)}
Targets MSE ∈ [2× 10−3, 7× 10−3]







DP Alg. DP SGD from [126], (, δ)-DP
Config. Learning rate: 0.1, Epochs: 3 Batch: 512
Budgets (, δ) ∈ {(1.0, 10−6), (0.25, 10−6)}




DP Alg. DP SGD from [126], (, δ)-DP
ReLU, 2 hidden layers (1024/32 nodes)
Config. Learning rate: 0.01, Epochs: 5
Batch: 1024
Budgets (, δ) ∈ {(1.0, 10−6), (0.25, 10−6)}
Targets Accuracy ∈ [0.74, 0.78]
Counts x26** Targets Absolute error ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.10}
Tab. 11: Experimental Training Pipelines. *Three time granularities: hour of day, day of week, week of
month. **Histogram of each categorical feature.
possible for emerging startups or hospitals, where the stream of incoming users/patients may be
high enough to sustain modest workloads.
1.6 Evaluation
We ask five questions: (Q1) Does DP impact the reliability of TFX Training Pipelines? (Q2) Does
Sage’s privacy-adaptive training increase reliability of DP Training Pipelines? (Q3) Does block
composition improve training over traditional composition? (Q4) How do workloads of multiple
pipelines perform under Sage’s (g, δg)-DP regime? (Q5) How can protected data summaries help
alleviate block retirements?
Methodology. We consider two datasets: 37M-samples from three months of NYC taxi rides [146]
and 45M ad impressions from Criteo [94]. On the Taxi dataset we define a regression task to pre-





































































(d) Criteo NN Accuracy
Fig. 16: Impacts on TFX Training Pipelines. Impact of DP on the overall performance of training
pipelines. 16a, and 16b show the MSE loss on the Taxi regression task (lower is better). 16c; 16d show the
accuracy on the Criteo classification task (higher is better). The dotted lines are naı¨ve model performance.
implement pipelines for a linear regression (LR), a neural network (NN), and three statistics (aver-
age speeds at three time granularities). On the Criteo dataset we formulate a binary classification
task predicting ad clicks from 13 numeric and 26 categorical features. We implement a logistic
regression (LG), a neural network (NN), and histogram pipelines. T 11 shows details.
Training: We make each pipeline DP using known algorithms, shown in T 11. Validation:
We use the loss, accuracy, and absolute error SLAed validators on the regression, classification,
and statistics respectively. Experiments: Each model is assigned a quality target from a range of
possible values, chosen between the best achievable model, and the performance of a naı¨ve model
(predicting the label mean on Taxi, with MSE 0.0069, and the most common label on Criteo, with
accuracy 74.3%). Most evaluation uses privacy-adaptive training, so privacy budgets are chosen
by Sage, with an upper-bound of  = 1. While no consensus exists on what a reasonable DP
budget is, this value is in line with practical prior work [2;127]. Where DP budgets must be fixed, we
use values indicated in T 11 which correspond to a large budget ( = 1), and a small budget that
varies across tasks and models. Other defaults: 90%::10% train::test ratio; η = 0.05; δ = 10−6.
Comparisons: We compare Sage’s performance to existing DP composition approaches described
in §1.4.2. We ignore the first alternative, which violates the endless execution requirement R3 and
cannot support ML workloads. We compare with the second and third alternatives, which we call





















































































(d) Criteo NN ACCEPT
Fig. 17: Number of Samples Required to ACCEPT models at achievable quality targets. For MSE targets (Taxi
regression 17a, and 17b) small targets are harder to achieve and require more samples. For accuracy targets (Criteo
classification 17c, and 17d) high targets are harder and require more samples.
1.6.1 Unreliability of DP Training Pipelines in TFX (Q1)
We first evaluate DP’s impact on model training. Fig. 16 shows the loss or accuracy of each
model when trained on increasing amounts data and evaluated on 100K held-out samples from
their respective datasets. Three versions are shown for each model: the non-DP version (NP), a
large DP budget version ( = 1), and a small DP budget configuration with  values that vary across
the model and task. For both tasks, the NN requires the most data but outperforms the linear model
in the private and non-private settings. The DP LRs catch up to the non-DP version with the full
dataset, but the other models trained with SGD require more data. Thus, model quality is impacted
by DP but the impact diminishes with more training data. This motivates privacy-adaptive training.
To evaluate DP’s impact on validation, we train and validate our models for both tasks, with and
without DP. We use TFX’s vanilla validators, which compare the model’s performance on a test set
to the quality metric (MSE for taxi, accuracy for Criteo). We then re-evaluate the models’ quality
metrics on a separate, 100K-sample held-out set and measure the fraction of models accepted by
TFX that violate their targets on the re-evaluation set. With non-DP pipelines (non-DP training and
validation), the false acceptance rate is 5.1% and 8.2% for the Taxi and Criteo tasks respectively.
With DP pipelines (DP training, DP validation), false acceptance rates hike to 37.9% and 25.2%,
motivating SLAed validation.
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Dataset η No SLA NP SLA UC DP SLA Sage SLA
Taxi 0.01 0.379 0.0019 0.0172 0.00270.05 0.379 0.0034 0.0224 0.0051
Criteo 0.01 0.2515 0.0052 0.0544 0.00180.05 0.2515 0.0065 0.0556 0.0023
Tab. 12: Target Violation Rate of ACCEPTed Models. Violations are across all models separately trained with
privacy-adaptive training.
1.6.2 Reliability of DP Training Pipelines in Sage (Q2)
Sage’s privacy-adaptive training and SLAed validation are designed to add reliability to DP
model training and validation. However, they may come at a cost of increased data requirements
over a non-DP test. We evaluate reliability and sample complexity for the SLAed validation AC-
CEPT test.
T 12 shows the fraction of ACCEPTed models that violate their quality targets when re-evaluated
on the 100K-sample held-out set. For two confidences η, we show: (1) No SLA, the vanilla TFX
validation with no statistical rigor, but where a model’s quality is computed with DP. (2) NP SLA,
a non-DP but statistically rigorous validation. This is the best we can achieve with statistical con-
fidence. (3) UC DP SLA, a DP SLAed validation without the correction for DP impact. (4) Sage
SLA, our DP SLAed validator, with correction. We make three observations. First, the NP SLA
violation rates are much lower than the configured η values because we use conservative statistical
tests. Second, Sage’s DP-corrected validation accepts models with violation rates close to the NP
SLA. Slightly higher for the loss SLA and slightly lower for the accuracy SLA, but well below the
configured error rates. Third, removing the correction increases the violation rate by 5x for the
loss SLA and 20x for the accuracy SLA, violating the confidence thresholds in both cases, at least
for low η. These results confirm that Sage’s SLAed validation is reliable, and that correction for
DP is critical to this reliability.
The increased reliability of SLAed validation comes at a cost: SLAed validation requires more
data compared to a non-DP test. This new data is supplemented by Sage’s privacy-adaptive train-
ing. Fig. 17a and 17b show the amount of train+test data required to ACCEPT a model under var-
ious loss targets for the Taxi regression task. Fig. 17c and 17d show the same for accuracy targets
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(a) Taxi LR REJECT (b) Criteo LG REJECT
Fig. 18: Number of Samples Required to REJECT models at unachievable quality targets for MSE targets (Taxi
regression 18a) and accuracy targets (Criteo classification 18b).
for the Criteo classification task. We make three observations. First, unsurprisingly, non-rigorous
validation (No SLA) requires the least data but has a high failure rate because it erroneously ac-
cepts models on small sample sizes. Second, the best model accepted by Sage’s SLA validation
are close to the best model accepted by No SLA. We observe the largest difference in Taxi LR
where No SLA accepts MSE targets of 0.0025 while the Sage SLA accepts as low as 0.0027. The
best achievable model is slightly impacted by DP, although more data is required. Third, adding
a statistical guarantee but no privacy to the validation (NP SLA) already substantially increases
sample complexity. Adding DP to the statistical guarantee and applying the DP correction incurs
limited additional overhead. The distinction between Sage and NP SLA is barely visible for all but
the Taxi LR. For Taxi LR, adding DP accounts for half of the increase over No SLA requiring twice
as much data (one data growth step in privacy-adaptive training). Thus, privacy-adaptive training
increases reliability of DP training pipelines for reasonable increase in sample complexity.
REJECT Test: We evaluate whether our validators can reject unachievable targets and stop
wasteful iterations. Recall from §1.4.3 that the REJECT test requires the models minimizing a
loss target on the training set. We use MSE for Taxi and log loss for Criteo which is the metric op-
timized during training. Fig. 18 shows the sample complexity of REJECT on unachievable targets
for LR and LG respectively, with privacy budget  = 1.0 and η = 0.05. On the Taxi regression
task 18a, LR can achieve a loss of 0.0025. The REJECT test is able to reject very low targets, up to
0.001 using less than 5M points, and can reject targets bellow 0.0019. On the Criteo classification








































































(d) Taxi DNN ACCEPT
Fig. 19: Block-level vs. Query-level Accounting. Block-level query accounting provides benefits to model quality
and validation.
be rejected with less than 2M points, and targets bellow 0.48 with 11M points. We also evaluate
whether our validators incorrectly reject pipelines with achievable targets. For LR and LG models,
false rejections are guaranteed to be bellow η. In practice, we observe no false rejections.
1.6.3 Benefit of Block Composition (Q3)
Block composition lets us combine multiple blocks into a dataset, such that each DP query
runs over all used blocks with only one noise draw. Without block composition a DP query is
split into multiple queries, each operating on a single block, and receiving independent noise. The
combined results are more noisy. Fig. 19a and 19c show the model quality of the LR and NN
models on the Taxi dataset, when operating on blocks of different sizes, 100K and 500K for the
LR, and 5M for the NN. Fig. 19b and 19d show the SLAed validation sample complexity of
the same models. We compare these configurations against Sage’s combined-block training that
allows ML training and validation to operate on their full relevance windows. We can see that block
composition helps both the training and validation stages. While LR training (Fig. 19a) performs
nearly identically for Sage and block sizes of 100K or 500K (6h of data to a bit more than a day),
validation is significantly impacted. The LR cannot be validated with any MSE better than 0.003
with block sizes of 500K, and 0.0044 for blocks of size 100K. Additionally, those targets that can
be validated require significantly more data without Sage’s block composition: 10x for blocks of
size 500K, and almost 100x for blocks of 100K. The NN is more affected at training time. With
blocks smaller than 1M points, it cannot even be trained. Even with an enormous block size of



















































Fig. 110: Average Model Release Time Under Load.
Sage’s block composition. Although on such large blocks validation itself is not much affected,
the worse performance means that models can be validated up to an MSE target of 0.0025 (against
Sage’s 0.0023), and requires twice as much data as with block composition.
1.6.4 Multi-pipeline Workload Performance (Q4)
Last is an end-to-end evaluation of Sage with a workload consisting of a data stream and ML
pipelines arriving over discrete time steps. At each step, a number of new data points correspond-
ing approximately to 1 hour of data arrives (16K for Taxi, 267K for Criteo). The time between
new pipelines is drawn from a Gamma distribution. When a new pipeline arrives, its sample com-
plexity (number of data points required to reach the target) is drawn from a power law distribution,
and a pipeline with the relevant sample complexity is chosen uniformly among our configurations
and targets (T 11). Under this workload, we compare the average model release in steady state for
four different strategies. This first two leverage Query Composition and Streaming Composition
from prior work, as explained in methodology and § 1.4.3. The other two take advantage of Sage’s
Block Composition. Both strategies uniformly divide the privacy budget of new blocks among all
incomplete pipelines, but differ in how each pipeline uses its budget. Block/Aggressive uses as
much privacy budget as is available when a pipeline is invoked. Block/Conserve (Sage) uses the
Privacy-Adaptive Training strategy defined in § 1.4.3.
Fig. 110 shows each strategy’s average model release time under increasing load (higher model
arrival rate), as the system enforces (g, δg) = (1.0, 10−6)-DP over the entire stream. We make
two observations. First, Sage’s block composition is crucial. Query Composition and Streaming
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App Dataset Obs. Feat. Baseline
Ad targeting (classification) Criteo Kaggle [94] 45M 39 neural net in Kaggle [93]
Ad targeting (classification) Criteo Full [43] 1.2B 39 regularized linear model
Movie recommendation (classifi-
cation)
MovieLens [78] 22M 21 matrix factorization [105]
Tab. 13: Workloads. Apps and datasets; number of observations and features in each dataset; and baselines
used for comparison. All baselines are trained using VW [105].
Composition quickly degrade to off-the-charts release times: supporting more than one model
every two hours is not possible and yields release times above three days. On the other hand,
strategies leveraging Sage’s block composition both provide lower release times, and can support
up to 0.7 model arrivals per hour (more than 15 new models per day) and release them within a day.
Second, we observe consistently lower release times under the privacy budget conserving strategy.
At higher rates, such as 0.7 new models per hour, the difference starts to grow: Block/Conserve has
a release time 4x and 2x smaller than Block/Aggressive on Taxi (Fig. 110a) and Criteo (Fig. 110b)
respectively. Privacy budget conservation reduces the amount of budget consumed by an individual
pipeline, thus allowing new pipelines to use the remaining budget when they arrive.
1.6.5 Benefits of Training Set Minimization As Protected Data Summaries (Q5)
We now show, using different versions of two data-driven applications based on two datasets
(see Table 13).
For each application, we use a variety of ML models, including linear or logistic regression,
neural networks, and boosted trees (see Table 14).. We split each dataset by time into a training
set (80%) and testing set (20%). On the training set, we compute the counts and train our models
on windows of growing sizes (to simulate using more and more data blocks), where all windows
contain the most recent training data and grow backwards to include older data. This ensures that
training occurs on the most recent data (closest to the testing set), and that count tables only include
observations from the hot window or the past. We use the testing set to compare the performance
of our count algorithms to their raw data counterparts and to the baseline algorithms, using each
models’ average logistic loss. That is, algorithms predict a probability for each class and are penal-




B: neural net (nn) VW. One 35 nodes hidden layer with tanh activa-
tion. LR: 0.15. BP: 25. Passes: 20. Early Termi-
nate: 1.
logistic regression (log. reg.) VW. LR: 0.5. BP: 26.
gradient boosted trees (gbt) Sklearn. 100 trees with 8 leaves. Subsample: 0.5.
LR: 0.1. BP: 8.




B: singular value decomposition
(svd)
VW. Rank 10. L2 penalty: 0.001. LR: 0.015. BP:
18. Passes: 20. LR decay: 0.97. PowerT: 0.
logistic regression (log. reg.) VW. LR: 0.5. BP: 22. Passes: 5. Early Terminate:
1.
gradient boosted trees (gbt) Sklearn. 100 trees with 8 leaves. Subsample: 0.5.
LR: 0.1. BP: 8.
Tab. 14: Model parameters. The libraries and parameters used to train each model. The parameters not
noted use library defaults. “LR” indicates the learning rate. “BP” indicates the hash featurization’s bit
precision (only applicable to raw models). “PowerT” exponent controls learning learning rate decay per
step. “B:” indicates that the model will be used as a baseline. VW and Sklearn denote that the model was
trained with Vowpal Wabbit [105] and scikit-learn [154], respectively.
penalized less for incorrect, low-confidence predictions and more for incorrect, high-confidence
predictions. Logistic loss is better suited than accuracy for classification problems with imbal-
anced classes because a model cannot perform well simply by returning the most common class.
For all baselines, we apply any dimensionality reduction mechanisms (e.g., hash featurization [194])
that those models typically apply to strengthen them.
All graphs report loss normalized by the baseline model trained on the entire training data.
Lower values are better in all graphs: a value of 1 or less means that we beat the baseline’s best
performance; and a value > 1 means that we do worse than the baseline. For completeness, we
specify our baselines’ performance: MovieLens classification matrix factorization has a logistic
loss of 0.537; Criteo-Kaggle neural network has a logistic loss of 0.467; and Criteo-Full ridge
regression has a logistic loss of 0.136.
We next show how training with counts requires accressing less data (thus saving privacy bud-
get), and how our mechanisms reduce the impact of noise to retain good utility.
Training with count reduces data requirements To reduce data needs, the count models must
converge faster than raw-data models (reach their best performance with less data), and perform on
par with state-of-the-art baselines. Fig. 111 shows the performance of several linear and nonlinear
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(a) MovieLens classification
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(b) Criteo-Kaggle classification
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B: rdg. reg. - raw rdg. reg. - counts
(c) Criteo-Full classification
Fig. 111: Normalized losses for raw and count algorithms. “B:” denotes the baseline model. Count
algorithms converge faster than raw data algorithms, to results that are within 4% on MovieLens, and within
2% and 4% on Criteo Kaggle and full respectively.
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gbt ²= 1 wght
gbt ²= 0. 33 wght
gbt ²= 0. 1 wght
(a) MovieLens boosted tree
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(b) Criteo-Kaggle algorithms
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rdg. reg. ²= 1
rdg. reg. ²= 0. 1
rdg. reg. ²= 0. 01
(c) Criteo-Full ridge regression
Fig. 112: Impact of data protection. Results are normalized by the baselines. We fix k = 1 and vary
, the privacy budget. Fig. 112a and Fig. 112b show results using the weighted noise (denoted wght).
On MovieLens our weighting scheme is crucial to hide 1 observation. On Criteo we can easily hide 1
observation with little performance degradation and can hide up to 100 observations while remaining within
5% of the baseline.
models, on raw and count-featurized data. We see that training with counts requires less data.
On both Criteo and MovieLens the best count-featurized algorithm approaches the best raw-data
algorithm by training on 1% of the data or less. On Criteo-Kaggle (Fig. 111b), the count-featurized
neural network comes within 3% of the baseline when trained on 0.4% of the data and performs
within 1.7% of the baseline with 28% of the training data. On Criteo-Full (Fig. 111c), the count-
featurized ridge regression model comes within 3.3% of the baseline with only 0.1% of the data,
and within 2.5% when trained on 15% of the data. These results show that models trained on count-
featurized data can perform close to raw models in both balanced and very imbalanced datasets
(Criteo Full and Kaggle’s respective click rates are 3% and 25%). On MovieLens (Fig. 111a), the
count-featurized boosted tree needs only 0.8% of the data to get within 4% of the baseline, or match
the raw data logistic regression. Because counts summarize history and reduce dimensionality,
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they allow algorithms to perform well with very little data. We say that they converge faster than
raw data algorithms.
Impact of DP noise. We have shown that count-featurized algorithms converge faster than models
trained on raw data. However the count tables have to be differentially private. The amount of noise
to add depends on the desired privacy guarantee, parameterized by  (smaller is more private), but
also on the number of features (see Table 13) and CMS hash functions (five here), through the
formula from §1.4.4. In this section we evaluate the noise’s impact on performance, as well as
Sage’s two mechanisms that increase data utility: automatic weighted noise infusion and the use
of private count-median sketches.
Fig. 112 shows the performance of different algorithms and datasets with different privacy
budgets . We find that Sage can protect observations with minimal performance loss. When
 = 1, the boosted tree model on the MovieLens dataset remains within 5% of the baseline with
only 1% of the training data. The logistic regression and neural network models on the Criteo-
Kaggle dataset perform within 2.7% and 1.8% of the baseline respectively, and the Criteo-Full
ridge regression is within 3%. All Criteo models also come within 5% of their respective baseline
with a privacy budget as small as  = 0.2. The Criteo-Full ridge regression performance degrades
less than models on other datasets when the noise increases. For instance, it degrades by less
than 1% with  going from 1 to 0.1, while the Criteo-Kaggle neural network loses 6.5%. This is
explained by the fact that the amount of noise required to make a query differentially private is not
related to the size of the dataset. The Criteo-Full dataset is much larger, so the additional noise is
much smaller relative to the counts.
Weighted noise infusion. Weighted noise infusion is integral to the protection of past observations
with minimal performance cost. Fig. 113a shows the impact of noise on the boosted tree for
the MovieLens dataset. Without weighting the privacy budget of different features, the model
performs 15% worse than the baseline even for  = 1. With non-private weighting, the MovieLens
model performs at 5% of the baseline. The weighted noise infusion technique is thus critical to
maintaining performance on the MovieLens dataset. Intuitively, this is because the users making
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Fig. 113: Impact of data protection (continued). Results are normalized to the baselines. We fix k = 1
and vary , the privacy budget. (a) Without the feature weighting trick the gradient boosted trees perform
unacceptably poorly. (b) The weighting trick marginally improves the performance of Criteo-Kaggle models
over equally distributing the privacy budget. (c) Private count-median sketch improves performance in both
MovieLens (ML) and Criteo-Kaggle (CK) models with  = 1.
the rating and the movie being rated are the most important features when predicting ratings. Most
users rate relatively few movies, and a long tail of movies are rarely rated, so their respective counts
are quickly overwhelmed by the noise when the privacy budget is equally distributed among all
features. The Criteo models do not depend as much on the weighting trick, since they do not
rely on a few features with small counts. Noise weighting is still beneficial, though: e.g., the
Criteo-Kaggle neural network gains about 0.5% of performance, as shown in Fig. 113b.
Private count-median sketch. Another technique that Sage uses to reduce the impact of noise
is to switch to a private count-median sketch. As noted in §1.4.4, the count-min sketch will ex-
hibit a strong downward bias when initialized with differentially private noise, because taking
the minimum of multiple observations will select the most extreme negative noise values. The
count-median sketch uses the median instead of the minimum and does not suffer from this ef-
fect. Fig. 113c shows that when noise is added, the count-median sketch improves performance
over the count-min sketch by around 0.5%, on MovieLens and Criteo-Kaggle. When combined
with weighted noise infusion, the private count-median sketch is less useful at first, since the noise
is small on features with small counts. However, it provides an improvement for lower . For
instance, the MovieLens boosted tree improves by 0.5% even after noise weighting for  = 0.10.
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1.7 Related Work
Sage’s main contribution – block composition – is related to DP composition theory. Basic [58]
and strong [63;95] composition theorems give the DP guarantee for multiple queries with adaptively
chosen computation. McSherry [130] and Zhang, et.al. [210] show that non-adaptive queries over non-
overlapping subsets of data can share the DP budget. Rogers, et.al. [164] analyze composition under
adaptive DP parameters, which is crucial to our block composition. These works all consider fixed
datasets and query-level accounting.
Compared to all these works, our main contribution is to formalize the new block-level DP
interaction model, which supports ML workloads on growing databases while enforcing a global
DP semantic without running out of budget. This model sits between traditional DP interaction
with static data, and streaming DP working only on current data. In proving our interaction model
DP we leverage prior theoretical results and analysis methods. However, the most comprehen-
sive prior interaction model [164] did not support all our requirements, such as interactions with
adaptively chosen data subsets, or future data being impacted by previous queries.
Streaming DP [31;56;59;60] extends DP to data streams but is restrictive for ML. Data is consumed
once and assumed to never be used again. This enables stronger guarantees, as data need not even
be kept internally. However, training ML models often requires multiple passes over the data.
Cummings, et.al. [44] consider DP over growing databases. They focus on theoretical analysis
and study two setups. In the fist setup, they also run DP workloads on exponentially growing data
sizes. However, their approach only supports linear queries, with a runtime exponential in the data
dimension and hence impractical. In the second setup, they focus on training a single convex ML
model and show that it can use new data to keep improving. Supporting ML workloads would
require splitting the privacy budget for the whole stream among models, creating a running out of
privacy budget challenge.
A few DP systems exist, but none focuses on streams or ML. PINQ [130] and its generalization
wPINQ [158] give a SQL-like interface to perform DP queries. They introduce the partition op-
erator allowing parallel composition, which resembles Sage’s block composition. However, this
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operator only supports non-adaptive parallel computations on non-overlapping partitions, which
is insufficient for ML. Airavat [165] provides a MapReduce interface and supports a strong threat
model against actively malicious developers. They adopt a perspective similar to ours, integrating
DP with access control. GUPT [139] supports automatic privacy budget allocation and lets pro-
grammers specify accuracy targets for arbitrary DP programs with a real-valued output; it is hence
applicable to computing summary statistics but not to training ML models. All these works focus
on static datasets and adopt a generic, query-level accounting approach that applies to any work-
load. Query-level accounting would force them to run out of privacy budget if unused data were
available. Block-level accounting avoids this limitation but applies to workloads with specific data
interaction characteristics (§1.4.2).
1.8 Summary
As companies disseminate ML models trained over sensitive data to untrusted domains, it
is crucial to start controlling data leakage through these models. We presented Sage, the first
ML platform that enforces a global DP guarantee across all models released from sensitive data
streams. Its main contributions are its block-level accounting that permits endless operation on
streams and its privacy-adaptive training that lets developers control DP model quality. The key
enabler of both techniques is our systems focus on ML training workloads rather than DP ML’s
typical focus on individual training algorithms. While individual algorithms see either a static
dataset or an online training regime, workloads interact with growing databases. Across executions
of multiple algorithms, new data becomes available (helping to renew privacy budgets and allow
endless operation) and old data is reused (allowing training of models on increasingly large datasets
to appease the effect of DP noise on model quality).
We believe that this systems perspective on DP ML presents further opportunities worth pur-
suing in the future. Chief among them is how to allocate data, privacy parameters, and compute
resources to conserve privacy budget while training models efficiently to their quality targets. Sage
proposes a specific heuristic for allocating the first two resources (§1.4.3), but leaves unexplored
tradeoffs between data and compute resources. To conserve budgets, we use as much data as is
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available in the database when a model is invoked, with the lowest privacy budget. This gives us
the best utilization of the privacy resource. But training on more data consumes more compute
resources. Identifying principled approaches to perform these allocations is an open problem.
A key limitation of this work is its focus on event-level privacy, a semantic that is insufficient
when groups of correlated observations can reveal sensitive information. The best known example
of such correlation happens when a user contributes multiple observations, but other examples
include repeated measurements of a phenomenon over time, or users and their friends on a social
network. In such cases, observations are all correlated and can reveal sensitive information, such as
a user’s demographic attributes, despite event-level DP. It should be noted that even in the face of
correlated data DP holds for each individual observation: other correlated observations constitute
side information, to which DP is known to be resilient. Still, to increase protection, an exciting area
of future work is to add support for and evaluate user-level privacy. Our block accounting theory
is amenable to this semantic (§1.5.6), but finding settings where the semantic can be sustained
without running out of budget is an open challenge.
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Chapter 2
Security Guarantees Against Adversarial Examples
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In addition to leaking information about sensitive training data, deploying ML models in appli-
cations also introduces new attack surfaces, the second challenge we described. In this chapter we
present a defense against one such ML specific attack, adversarial examples. This chapter is based
on our PixelDP paper [106], introducing the first defense to provide a guaranteed level of accuracy
under adversarial examples attack, and also scale to large deep learning models and datasets.
2.1 Motivation
Deep neural networks (DNNs) perform exceptionally well on many machine learning tasks,
including safety- and security-sensitive applications such as self-driving cars [20], malware clas-
sification [151], face recognition [150], and critical infrastructure [212]. Robustness against malicious
behavior is important in many of these applications, yet in recent years it has become clear that
DNNs are vulnerable to a broad range of attacks. Among these attacks – broadly surveyed in [149]
– are adversarial examples: the adversary finds small perturbations to correctly classified inputs
that cause a DNN to produce an erroneous prediction, possibly of the adversary’s choosing [180].
Adversarial examples pose serious threats to security-critical applications. A classic example is an
adversary attaching a small, human-imperceptible sticker onto a stop sign that causes a self-driving
car to recognize it as a yield sign. Adversarial examples have also been demonstrated in domains
such as reinforcement learning [101] and generative models [100].
Since the initial demonstration of adversarial examples [180], numerous attacks and defenses
have been proposed, each building on one another. Initially, most defenses used best-effort ap-
proaches and were broken soon after introduction. Model distillation, proposed as a robust de-
fense in [148], was subsequently broken in [30]. Other work [119] claimed that adversarial examples
are unlikely to fool machine learning (ML) models in the real-world, due to the rotation and scal-
ing introduced by even the slightest camera movements. However, [7] demonstrated a new attack
strategy that is robust to rotation and scaling. While this back-and-forth has advanced the state
of the art, recently the community has started to recognize that rigorous, theory-backed, defensive
approaches are required to put us off this arms race.
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Accordingly, a new set of certified defenses have emerged over the past year, that provide
rigorous guarantees of robustness against norm-bounded attacks [40;161;197]. These works alter the
learning methods to both optimize for robustness against attack at training time and permit prov-
able robustness checks at inference time. At present, these methods tend to be tied to internal
network details, such as the type of activation functions and the network architecture. They strug-
gle to generalize across different types of DNNs and have only been evaluated on small networks
and datasets.
2.2 The PixelDP Defense
We propose a new and orthogonal approach to certified robustness against adversarial exam-
ples that is broadly applicable, generic, and scalable. We observe for the first time a connection
between differential privacy (DP), a cryptography-inspired formalism, and a definition of robust-
ness against norm-bounded adversarial examples in ML. We leverage this connection to develop
PixelDP, the first certified defense we are aware of that both scales to large networks and datasets
(such as Google’s Inception network trained on ImageNet) and can be adapted broadly to arbitrary
DNN architectures. Our approach can even be incorporated with no structural changes in the target
network (e.g., through a separate auto-encoder as described in Section 2.4.1). We provide a brief
overview of our approach below along with the section references that detail the corresponding
parts.
§2.3 establishes the DP-robustness connection formally (our first contribution). To give the
intuition, DP is a framework for randomizing computations running on databases such that a small
change in the database (removing or altering one row or a small set of rows) is guaranteed to result
in a bounded change in the distribution over the algorithm’s outputs. Separately, robustness against
adversarial examples can be defined as ensuring that small changes in the input of an ML predictor
(such as changing a few pixels in an image in the case of an l0-norm attack) will not result in
drastic changes to its predictions (such as changing its label from a stop to a yield sign). Thus, if
we think of a DNN’s inputs (e.g., images) as databases in DP parlance, and individual features (e.g.,
pixels) as rows in DP, we observe that randomizing the outputs of a DNN’s prediction function to
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enforce DP on a small number of pixels in an image guarantees robustness of predictions against
adversarial examples that can change up to that number of pixels. The connection can be expanded
to standard attack norms, including l1, l2, and l∞ norms.
§2.4 describes PixelDP, the first certified defense against norm-bounded adversarial examples
based on differential privacy (our second contribution). Incorporating DP into the learning proce-
dure to increase robustness to adversarial examples requires is completely different and orthogonal
to using DP to preserve the privacy of the training set, the focus of prior DP ML literature [129;1;35]
(as § 2.7 explains). A PixelDP DNN includes in its architecture a DP noise layer that randomizes
the network’s computation, to enforce DP bounds on how much the distribution over its predic-
tions can change with small, norm-bounded changes in the input. At inference time, we leverage
these DP bounds to implement a certified robustness check for individual predictions. Passing the
check for a given input guarantees that no perturbation exists up to a particular size that causes the
network to change its prediction. The robustness certificate can be used to either act exclusively
on robust predictions, or to lower-bound the network’s accuracy under attack on a test set.
§2.6 presents the first experimental evaluation of a certified adversarial-examples defense for
the Inception network trained on the ImageNet dataset (our third contribution). We additionally
evaluate PixelDP on various network architectures for four other datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-
100, SVHN, MNIST), on which previous defenses – both best effort and certified – are usually
evaluated. Our results indicate that PixelDP is (1) as effective at defending against attacks as
today’s state-of-the-art, best-effort defense [120] and (2) more scalable and broadly applicable than
a prior certified defense.
Our experience points to DP as a uniquely generic, broadly applicable, and flexible foundation
for certified defense against norm-bounded adversarial examples (§2.5.2, §2.7). We credit these




2.3.1 Adversarial ML Background
An ML model can be viewed as a function mapping inputs – typically a vector of numerical
feature values – to an output (a label for multiclass classification and a real number for regression).
Focusing on multiclass classification, we define a model as a function f : Rn → K that maps
n-dimensional inputs to a label in the set K = {1, . . . , K} of all possible labels. Such models
typically map an input x to a vector of scores y(x) = (y1(x), . . . , yK(x)), such that yk(x) ∈ [0, 1]
and
∑K
k=1 yk(x) = 1. These scores are interpreted as a probability distribution over the labels, and
the model returns the label with highest probability, i.e., f(x) = arg maxk∈K yk(x). We denote the
function that maps input x to y as Q and call it the scoring function; we denote the function that
gives the ultimate prediction for input x as f and call it the prediction procedure.
Adversarial Examples. Adversarial examples are a class of attack against ML models, studied
particularly on deep neural networks for multiclass image classification. The attacker constructs
a small change to a given, fixed input, that wildly changes the predicted output. Notationally, if
the input is x, we denote an adversarial version of that input by x + α, where α is the change or
perturbation introduced by the attacker. When x is a vector of pixels (for images), then xi is the
i’th pixel in the image and αi is the change to the i’th pixel.
It is natural to constrain the amount of change an attacker is allowed to make to the input, and
often this is measured by the p-norm of the change, denoted by ‖α‖p. For 1 ≤ p <∞, the p-norm
of α is defined by ‖α‖p = (
∑n
i=1 |αi|p)1/p; for p = ∞, it is ‖α‖∞ = maxi |αi|. Also commonly
used is the 0-norm (which is technically not a norm): ‖α‖0 = |{i : αi 6= 0}|. A small 0-norm attack
is permitted to arbitrarily change a few entries of the input; for example, an attack on the image
recognition system for self-driving cars based on putting a sticker in the field of vision is such an
attack [66]. Small p-norm attacks for larger values of p (including p = ∞) require the changes to
the pixels to be small in an aggregate sense, but the changes may be spread out over many or all
features. A change in the lighting condition of an image may correspond to such an attack [104;155].
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The latter attacks are generally considered more powerful, as they can easily remain invisible to
human observers. Other attacks that are not amenable to norm bounding exist [201;176;200], but in this
chapter we deal exclusively with norm-bounded attacks.
Let Bp(r) := {α ∈ Rn : ‖α‖p ≤ r} be the p-norm ball of radius r. For a given classification
model, f , and a fixed input, x ∈ Rn, an attacker is able to craft a successful adversarial example
of size L for a given p-norm if they find α ∈ Bp(L) such that f(x+ α) 6= f(x). The attacker thus
tries to find a small change to x that will change the predicted label.
Robustness Definition. Intuitively, a predictive model may be regarded as robust to adversarial
examples if its output is insensitive to small changes to any plausible input that may be encountered
in deployment. To formalize this notion, we must first establish what qualifies as a plausible input.
This is difficult: the adversarial examples literature has not settled on such a definition. Instead,
model robustness is typically assessed on inputs from a test set that are not used in model training
– similar to how accuracy is assessed on a test set and not a property on all plausible inputs. We
adopt this view of robustness.
Next, given an input, we must establish a definition for insensitivity to small changes to the
input. We say a model f is insensitive, or robust, to attacks of p-norm L on a given input x if
f(x) = f(x+ α) for all α ∈ Bp(L). If f is a multiclass classification model based on label scores
(as in §2.3.1), this is equivalent to:
∀α ∈ Bp(L)  yk(x + α) > max
i:i 6=k
yi(x + α), (2.1)
where k := f(x). A small change in the input does not alter the scores so much as to change the
predicted label.
2.3.2 DP Background
DP is concerned with whether the output of a computation over a database can reveal informa-
tion about individual records in the database. To prevent such information leakage, randomness is
introduced into the computation to hide details of individual records.
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A randomized algorithm A that takes as input a database d and outputs a value in a space O
is said to satisfy (, δ)-DP with respect to a metric ρ over databases if, for any databases d and d′
with ρ(d, d′) ≤ 1, and for any subset of possible outputs S ⊆ O, we have
P (A(d) ∈ S) ≤ eP (A(d′) ∈ S) + δ. (2.2)
Here,  > 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1] are parameters that quantify the strength of the privacy guarantee. In the
standard DP definition, the metric ρ is the Hamming metric, which simply counts the number of
entries that differ in the two databases. For small  and δ, the standard (, δ)-DP guarantee implies
that changing a single entry in the database cannot change the output distribution very much.
DP also applies to general metrics ρ [33], including p-norms relevant to norm-based adversarial
examples.
Our approach relies on two key properties of DP. First is the well-known post-processing prop-
erty: any computation applied to the output of an (, δ)-DP algorithm remains (, δ)-DP. Second is
the expected output stability property, a rather obvious but not previously enunciated property that
we prove in Lemma 1: the expected value of an (, δ)-DP algorithm with bounded output is not
sensitive to small changes in the input.
Lemma 1. (General Expected Output Stability Bound) Suppose a randomized functionA, with
bounded output A(x) ∈ [a, b], a, b ∈ R, with a ≤ 0 ≤ b, satisfies (, δ)-DP. Let A+(x) =
max(0, A(x)) and A−(x) = −min(0, A(x)), so that A(x) = A+(x)− A−(x). Then the expected
value of its output meets the following property: for all α ∈ Bp(1),
E(A(x+ α)) ≤ eE(A+(x))− e−E(A−(x)) + bδ − e−aδ,
E(A(x+ α)) ≥ e−E(A+(x))− eE(A−(x))− e−bδ + aδ.
The expectation is taken over the randomness in A.
Proof. Consider any α ∈ Bp(1), and let x′ := x+α. Observe that E(A+(x)) =
∫ b
0
P (A(x) > t)dt,
so by the (, δ)-DP property of A via Equation (2.2), we have E(A+(x′)) ≤ eE(A+(x)) + bδ and
E(A+(x′)) ≥ e−E(A+(x))− e−bδ. Similarly, E(A−(x′)) ≤ eE(A−(x))− aδ and E(A−(x′)) ≥
e−E(A+(x)) + e−aδ. Putting these four inequalities together concludes the proof.
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2.3.3 DP-Robustness Connection
The intuition behind using DP to provide robustness to adversarial examples is to create a
DP scoring function such that, given an input example, the predictions are DP with regards to
the features of the input (e.g. the pixels of an image). In this setting, we can derive stability
bounds for the expected output of the DP function using Lemma 1. The bounds, combined with
Equation (2.1), give a rigorous condition (or certification) for robustness to adversarial examples.
Formally, regard the feature values (e.g., pixels) of an input x as the records in a database, and
consider a randomized scoring functionA that, on input x, outputs scores (y1(x), . . . , yK(x)) (with
yk(x) ∈ [0, 1] and
∑K
k=1 yk(x) = 1). We say that A is an (, δ)-pixel-level differentially private (or
(, δ)-PixelDP) function if it satisfies (, δ)-DP (for a given metric). This is formally equivalent to
the standard definition of DP, but we use this terminology to emphasize the context in which we
apply the definition, which is fundamentally different than the context in which DP is traditionally
applied in ML (see §2.7 for distinction).
Lemma 1 directly implies bounds on the expected outcome on an (, δ)-PixelDP scoring func-
tion:
Corollary 1. Suppose a randomized function A satisfies (, δ)-PixelDP with respect to a p-norm
metric, and where A(x) = (y1(x), . . . , yK(x)), yk(x) ∈ [0, 1]:
∀k, ∀α ∈ Bp(1)  E(yk(x)) ≤ eE(yk(x+ α)) + δ. (2.3)
Proof. For any k apply Lemma 1 with a = 0 and b = 1.
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(a) PixelDP DNN Architecture (b) Robustness Test Example
Fig. 21: Architecture. (a) In blue, the original DNN. In red, the noise layer that provides the (, δ)-DP guarantees.
The noise can be added to the inputs or any of the following layers, but the distribution is rescaled by the sensitivity
∆p,q of the computation performed by each layer before the noise layer. The DNN is trained with the original loss and
optimizer (e.g., Momentum stochastic gradient descent). Predictions repeatedly call the (, δ)-DP DNN to measure its
empirical expectation over the scores. (b) After adding the bounds for the measurement error between the empirical
and true expectation (green) and the stability bounds from Lemma 1 for a given attack size Lattack (red), the prediction
is certified robust to this attack size if the lower bound of the arg max label does not overlap with the upper bound of
any other labels.
Our approach is to transform a model’s scoring function into a randomized (, δ)-PixelDP
scoring function, A(x), and then have the model’s prediction procedure, f , use A’s expected output
over the DP noise, E(A(x)), as the label probability vector from which to pick the arg max. I.e.,
f(x) = arg maxk∈K E(Ak(x)). We prove that a model constructed this way allows the following
robustness certification to adversarial examples:
Proposition 5. (Robustness Condition) Suppose A satisfies (, δ)-PixelDP with respect to a p-




E(Ai(x)) + (1 + e
)δ, (2.4)
then the multiclass classification model based on label probability vector y(x) = (E(A1(x)), . . . ,E(AK(x)))
is robust to attacks α of size ‖α‖p ≤ 1 on input x.
Proof. Consider any α ∈ Bp(1), and let x′ := x+ α. From Equation (2.3), we have:
E(Ak(x)) ≤ eE(Ak(x′)) + δ, (a)
E(Ai(x
′)) ≤ eE(Ai(x)) + δ, i 6= k. (b)
Equation (a) gives a lower-bound on E(Ak(x′)); Equation (b) gives an upper-bound on maxi 6=k E(Ai(x′)).
The hypothesis in the proposition statement (Equation (2.4)) implies that the lower-bound of the
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expected score for label k is strictly higher than the upper-bound for the expected score for any

















=⇒ E(Ak(x′)) > max
i:i 6=k
E(Ai(x+ α)) ∀α ∈ Bp(1),
the very definition of robustness at x (Equation (2.1)).
The preceding certification test is exact regardless of the value of the δ parameter of differential
privacy: there is no failure probability in this test. The test applies only to attacks of p-norm size
of 1, however all preceding results generalize to attacks of p-norm size L, i.e., when ‖α‖p ≤ L,
by applying group privacy [61]. The next section shows how to apply group privacy (§2.4.1) and
generalize the certification test to make it practical (§2.5.1).
2.4 Design
PixelDP is a certified defense against p-norm bounded adversarial example attacks built on
the preceding DP-robustness connection. Fig. 21a shows an example PixelDP DNN architec-
ture for multi-class image classification. The original architecture is shown in blue; the changes
introduced to make it PixelDP are shown in red. Denote Q the original DNN’s scoring func-
tion; it is a deterministic map from images x to a probability distribution over the K labels
Q(x) = (y1(x), . . . , yK(x)). The vulnerability to adversarial examples stems from the unbounded
sensitivity of Q with respect to p-norm changes in the input. Making the DNN (, δ)-PixelDP in-
volves adding calibrated noise to turn Q into an (, δ)-DP randomized function AQ; the expected
output of that function will have bounded sensitivity to p-norm changes in the input. We achieve
this by introducing a noise layer (shown in red in Fig. 21a) that adds zero-mean noise to the out-
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put of the layer preceding it (layer1 in Fig. 21a). The noise is drawn from a Laplace or Gaussian
distribution and its standard deviation is proportional to: (1) L, the p-norm attack bound for which
we are constructing the network and (2) ∆, the sensitivity of the pre-noise computation (the grey
box in Fig. 21a) with respect to p-norm input changes.
Training an (, δ)-PixelDP network is similar to training the original network: we use the
original loss and optimizer, such as stochastic gradient descent. The major difference is that we
alter the pre-noise computation to constrain its sensitivity with regards to p-norm input changes.
DenoteQ(x) = h(g(x)), where g is the pre-noise computation and h is the subsequent computation
that produces Q(x) in the original network. We leverage known techniques, reviewed in §2.4.2, to
transform g into another function, g˜, that has a fixed sensitivity (∆) to p-norm input changes. We
then add the noise layer to the output of g˜, with a standard deviation scaled by ∆ and L to ensure
(, δ)-PixelDP for p-norm changes of size L. Denote the resulting scoring function of the PixelDP
network: AQ(x) = h(g˜(x) + noise(∆, L, , δ)), where noise(.) is the function implementing the
Laplace/Gaussian draw. Assuming that the noise layer is placed such that h only processes the DP
output of g˜(x) without accessing x again (i.e., no skip layers exist from pre-noise to post-noise
computation), the post-processing property of DP ensures that AQ(x) also satisfies (, δ)-PixelDP
for p-norm changes of size L.
Prediction on the (, δ)-PixelDP scoring function, AQ(x), affords the robustness certification
in Proposition 5 if the prediction procedure uses the expected scores, E(AQ(x)), to select the win-
ning label for any input x. Unfortunately, due to the potentially complex nature of the post-noise
computation, h, we cannot compute this output expectation analytically. We therefore resort to
Monte Carlo methods to estimate it at prediction time and develop an approximate version of the
robustness certification in Proposition 5 that uses standard techniques from probability theory to
account for the estimation error (§2.5.1). Specifically, given input x, PixelDP’s prediction proce-
dure invokes AQ(x) multiple times with new draws of the noise layer. It then averages the results
for each label, thereby computing an estimation Eˆ(AQ(x)) of the expected score E(AQ(x)). It then
computes an η-confidence interval for Eˆ(AQ(x)) that holds with probability η. Finally, it integrates
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this confidence interval into the stability bound for the expectation of a DP computation (Lemma 1)
to obtain η-confidence upper and lower bounds on the change an adversary can make to the average
score of any label with a p-norm input change of size up to L. Fig. 21b illustrates the upper and
lower bounds applied to the average score of each label by the PixelDP prediction procedure. If
the lower bound for the label with the top average score is strictly greater than the upper bound for
every other label, then, with probability η, the PixelDP network’s prediction for input x is robust
to arbitrary attacks of p-norm size L. The failure probability of this robustness certification, 1− η,
can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the number of invocations of AQ(x).
One can use PixelDP’s certification check in two ways: (1) one can decide only to actuate on
predictions that are deemed robust to attacks of a particular size; or (2) one can compute, on a test
set, a lower bound of a PixelDP network’s accuracy under p-norm bounded attack, independent
of how the attack is implemented. This bound, called certified accuracy, will hold no matter how
effective future generations of the attack are.
The remainder of this section details the noise layer, training, and certified prediction proce-
dures. To simplify notation, we will henceforth use A instead of AQ.
2.4.1 DP Noise Layer
The noise layer enforces (, δ)-PixelDP by inserting noise inside the DNN using one of two
well-known DP mechanisms: the Laplacian and Gaussian mechanisms. Both rely upon the sensi-
tivity of the pre-noise layers (function g). The sensitivity of a function g is defined as the maximum
change in output that can be produced by a change in the input, given some distance metrics for







Assuming we can compute the sensitivity of the pre-noise layers (addressed shortly), the noise
layer leverages the Laplace and Gaussian mechanisms as follows. On every invocation of the
network on an input x (whether for training or prediction) the noise layer computes g(x)+Z, where
the coordinates Z = (Z1, . . . , Zm) are independent random variables from a noise distribution
defined by the function noise(∆, L, , δ).
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• Laplacian mechanism: noise(∆, L, , δ) uses the Laplace distribution with mean zero and
standard deviation σ =
√
2∆p,1L/; it gives (, 0)-DP.
• Gaussian mechanism: noise(∆, L, , δ) uses the Gaussian distribution with mean zero and




)∆p,2L/; it gives (, δ)-DP for  ≤ 1.
Here, L denotes the p-norm size of the attack against which the PixelDP network provides (, δ)-
DP; we call it the construction attack bound. The noise formulas show that for a fixed noise
standard deviation σ, the guarantee degrades gracefully: attacks twice as big halve the  in the
DP guarantee (L ← 2L ⇒  ← 2). This property is often referred as group privacy in the DP
literature [61].
Computing the sensitivity of the pre-noise function g depends on where we choose to place
the noise layer in the DNN. Because the post-processing property of DP carries the (, δ)-PixelDP
guarantee from the noise layer through the end of the network, a DNN designer has great flexibility
in placing the noise layer anywhere in the DNN, as long as no skip connection exists from pre-
noise to post-noise layers. We discuss here several options for noise layer placement and how to
compute sensitivity for each. Our methods are not closely tied to particular network architectures
and can therefore be applied on a wide variety of networks.
Option 1: Noise in the Image. The most straightforward placement of the noise layer is right
after the input layer, which is equivalent to adding noise to individual pixels of the image. This
case makes sensitivity analysis trivial: g is the identity function, ∆1,1 = 1, and ∆2,2 = 1.
Option 2: Noise after First Layer. Another option is to place the noise after the first hidden
layer, which is usually simple and standard for many DNNs. For example, in image classification,
networks often start with a convolution layer. In other cases, DNNs start with fully connected
layer. These linear initial layers can be analyzed and their sensitivity computed as follows.
For linear layers, which consist of a linear operator with matrix form W ∈ Rm,n, the sensitivity
is the matrix norm, defined as: ‖W‖p,q = supx:‖x‖p≤1 ‖Wx‖q. Indeed, the definition and linearity
of W directly imply that ‖Wx‖q‖x‖p ≤ ‖W‖p,q, which means that: ∆p,q = ‖W‖p,q. We use the follow-
ing matrix norms [196]: ‖W‖1,1 is the maximum 1-norm of W ’s columns; ‖W‖1,2 is the maximum
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2-norm of W ’s columns; and ‖W‖2,2 is the maximum singular value of W . For∞-norm attacks,
we need to bound ‖W‖∞,1 or ‖W‖∞,2, as our DP mechanisms require q ∈ {1, 2}. However,




m‖W‖∞,∞ where ‖W‖∞,∞ is the maximum 1-norm of W ’s rows. While these bounds are sub-
optimal and lead to results that are not as good as for 1-norm or 2-norm attacks, they allow us to
include∞-norm attacks in our frameworks. We leave the study of better approximate bounds to
future work.
For a convolution layer, which is linear but usually not expressed in matrix form, we reshape the
input (e.g. the image) as an Rndin vector, where n is the input size (e.g. number of pixels) and din
the number of input channels (e.g. 3 for the RGB channels of an image). We write the convolution
as an Rndout×ndin matrix where each column has all filter maps corresponding to a given input
channel, and zero values. This way, a “column” of a convolution consists of all coefficients in the
kernel that correspond to a single input channel. Reshaping the input does not change sensitivity.
Option 3: Noise Deeper in the Network. One can consider adding noise later in the network using
the fact that when applying two functions in a row f1(f2(x)) we have: ∆
(f1◦f2)
p,q ≤ ∆(f2)p,r ∆(f1)r,q . For
instance, ReLU has a sensitivity of 1 for p, q ∈ {1, 2,∞}, hence a linear layer followed by a ReLU
has the same bound on the sensitivity as the linear layer alone. However, we find that this approach
for sensitivity analysis is difficult to generalize. Combining bounds in this way leads to looser and
looser approximations. Moreover, layers such as batch normalization [86], which are popular in
image classification networks, do not appear amenable to such bounds (indeed, they are assumed
away by some previous defenses [40]). Thus, our general recommendation is to add the DP noise
layer early in the network – where bounding the sensitivity is easy – and taking advantage of DP’s
post-processing property to carry the sensitivity bound through the end of the network.
Option 4: Noise in Auto-encoder. Pushing this reasoning further, we uncover an interesting place-
ment possibility that underscores the broad applicability and flexibility of our approach: adding
noise “before” the DNN in a separately trained auto-encoder. An auto-encoder is a special form
of DNN trained to predict its own input, essentially learning the identity function f(x) = x. Auto-
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encoders are typically used to de-noise inputs [188], and are thus a good fit for PixelDP. Given an
image dataset, we can train a (, δ)-PixelDP auto-encoder using the previous noise layer options.
We stack it before the predictive DNN doing the classification and fine-tune the predictive DNN
by running a few training steps on the combined auto-encoder and DNN. Thanks to the decidedly
useful post-processing property of DP, the stacked DNN and auto-encoder are (, δ)-PixelDP.
This approach has two advantages. First, the auto-encoder can be developed independently
of the DNN, separating the concerns of learning a good PixelDP model and a good predictive
DNN. Second, PixelDP auto-encoders are much smaller than predictive DNNs, and are thus much
faster to train. We leverage this property to train the first certified model for the large ImageNet
dataset, using an auto-encoder and the pre-trained Inception-v3 model, a substantial relief in terms
of experimental work (§2.6.1).
2.4.2 Training Procedure
The soundness of PixelDP’s certifications rely only on enforcing DP at prediction time. Theo-
retically, one could remove the noise layer during training. However, doing so results in near-zero
certified accuracy in our experience. Unfortunately, training with noise anywhere except in the im-
age itself raises a new challenge: left unchecked the training procedure will scale up the sensitivity
of the pre-noise layers, voiding the DP guarantees.
To avoid this, we alter the pre-noise computation to keep its sensitivity constant (e.g. ∆p,q ≤ 1)
during training. The specific technique we use depends on the type of sensitivity we need to bound,
i.e. on the values of p and q. For ∆1,1, ∆1,2, or ∆∞,∞, we normalize the columns, or rows, of
linear layers and use the regular optimization process with fixed noise variance. For ∆2,2, we run
the projection step described in [40] after each gradient step from the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD). This makes the pre-noise layers Parseval tight frames, enforcing ∆2,2 = 1. For the pre-
noise layers, we thus alternate between an SGD step with fixed noise variance and a projection
step. Subsequent layers from the original DNN are left unchanged.
It is important to note that during training, we optimize for a single draw of noise to predict
the true label for a training example x. We estimate E(A(x)) using multiple draws of noise only
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at prediction time. We can interpret this as pushing the DNN to increase the margin between the
expected score for the true label versus others. Recall from Equation (2.4) that the bounds on
predicted outputs give robustness only when the true label has a large enough margin compared to
other labels. By pushing the DNN to give high scores to the true label k at points around x likely
under the noise distribution, we increase E(Ak(x)) and decrease E(Ai 6=k(x)).
2.4.3 Prediction Procedure
For a given input x, the prediction procedure in a traditional DNN chooses the arg max label
based on the score vector obtained from a single execution of the DNN’s deterministic scoring
function, Q(x). In a PixelDP network, the prediction procedure differs in two ways. First, it
chooses the arg max label based on a Monte Carlo estimation of the expected value of the ran-
domized DNN’s scoring function, Eˆ(A(x)). This estimation is obtained by invokingA(x) multiple
times with independent draws in the noise layer. Denote ak,n(x) the nth draw from the distribu-
tion of the randomized function A on the kth label, given x (so ak,n(x) ∼ Ak(x)). In Lemma 1
we replace E(Ak(x)) with Eˆ(Ak(x)) = 1n
∑
n ak,n(x), where n is the number of invocations of
A(x). We compute η-confidence error bounds to account for the estimation error in our robustness
bounds, treating each label’s score as a random variable in [0, 1]. We use Hoeffding’s inequality [81]
or Empirical Bernstein bounds [124] to bound the error in Eˆ(A(x)). We then apply a union bound
so that the bounds for each label are all valid together. For instance, using Hoeffding’s inequality,












Second, PixelDP returns not only the prediction for x (arg max(Eˆ(A(x)))) but also a robustness
size certificate for that prediction, which theory we describe next.
2.5 Theory
2.5.1 Certifying Predictions
To compute the certificate, we extend Proposition 5 to account for the measurement error:
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Proposition 6. (Generalized Robustness Condition) Suppose A satisfies (, δ)-PixelDP with
respect to changes of size L in p-norm metric. Using the notation from Proposition 5 further let
Eˆub(Ai(x)) and Eˆlb(Ai(x)) be the η-confidence upper and lower bound, respectively, for the Monte




Eˆub(Ai(x)) + (1 + e
)δ,
then the multiclass classification model based on label probabilities (Eˆ(A1(x)), . . . , Eˆ(AK(x))) is
robust to attacks of p-norm L on input x with probability ≥ η.
Proof. Consider any α ∈ Bp(L), and let x′ := x + α. From Equation (2.2), we have with p > η
that
Eˆ(Ak(x
′)) ≥ (Eˆ(Ak(x))− δ)/e
≥ (Eˆlb(Ak(x))− δ)/e,
Eˆ(Ai:i 6=k(x′)) ≤ e max
i:i 6=k
Eˆub(Ai(x)) + δ, i 6= k.





Eˆub(Ai(x)) + (1 + e
)δ ⇒
Eˆ(Ak(x





which is the robustness condition from Equation (2.1).
Note that the DP bounds are not probabilistic even for δ > 0; the failure probability 1 − η
comes from the Monte Carlo estimate and can be made arbitrarily small with more invocations of
A(x).
Thus far, we have described PixelDP certificates as binary with respect to a fixed attack bound,
L: we either meet or do not meet a robustness check for L. In fact, our formalism allows for a
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more nuanced certificate, which gives the maximum attack size Lmax (measured in p-norm) against
which the prediction on input x is guaranteed to be robust: no attack within this size from x will
be able to change the highest probability. Lmax can differ for different inputs. We compute the
robustness size certificate for input x as follows. Recall from 2.4.1 that the DP mechanisms have
a noise standard deviation σ that grows in ∆p,qL

. For a given σ used at prediction time, we solve
for the maximum L for which the robustness condition in Proposition 6 checks out:
Lmax = maxL∈R+ L such that
Eˆlb(Ak(x)) > e2Eˆub(Ai:i6=k(x)) + (1 + e)δ AND either
• σ = ∆p,1L/ and δ = 0 (for Laplace) OR
• σ = √2 ln(1.25/δ)∆p,2L/ and  ≤ 1 (for Gaussian).
The prediction on x is robust to attacks up to Lmax, so we award a robustness size certificate
of Lmax for x.
We envision two ways of using robustness size certifications. First, when it makes sense to
only take actions on the subset of robust predictions (e.g., a human can intervene for the rest),
an application can use PixelDP’s certified robustness on each prediction. Second, when all points
must be classified, PixelDP gives a lower bound on the accuracy under attack. Like in regular ML,
the testing set is used as a proxy for the accuracy on new examples. We can certify the minimum
accuracy under attacks up to a threshold size T, that we call the prediction robustness threshold.
T is an inference-time parameter that can differ from the construction attack bound parameter, L,
that is used to configure the standard deviation of the DP noise. In this setting the certification is
computed only on the testing set, and is not required for each prediction. We only need the highest
probability label, which requires fewer noise draws. §2.6.5 shows that in practice a few hundred
draws are sufficient to retain a large fraction of the certified predictions, while a few dozen are
needed for simple predictions.
2.5.2 Analysis
We make three points about PixelDP’s guarantees and applicability. First, we emphasize that
our Monte Carlo approximation of the function x 7→ E(A(x)) is not intended to be a DP proce-
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dure. Hence, there is no need to apply composition rules from DP, because we do not need this
randomized procedure to be DP. Rather, the Monte Carlo approximation x 7→ Eˆ(A(x)) is just that:
an approximation to a function x 7→ E(A(x)) whose robustness guarantees come from Lemma 1.
The function x 7→ Eˆ(A(x)) does not satisfy DP, but because we can control the Monte Carlo esti-
mation error using standard tools from probability theory, it is also robust to small changes in the
input, just like x 7→ E(A(x)).
Second, Proposition 5 is not a high probability result; it is valid with probability 1 even when
A is (, δ > 0)-DP. The δ parameter can be thought of as a “failure probability” of an (, δ)-DP
mechanism: a chance that a small change in input will cause a big change in the probability of some
of its outputs. However, since we know that Ak(x) ∈ [0, 1], the worst-case impact of such failures
on the expectation of the output of the (, δ)-DP mechanism is at most δ, as proven in Lemma 1.
Proposition 5 explicitly accounts for this worst-case impact (term (1 + e)δ in Equation (2.4)).
Were we able to compute E(A(x)) analytically, PixelDP would output deterministic robustness
certificates. In practice however, the exact value is too complex to compute, and hence we approx-
imate it using a Monte Carlo method. This adds probabilistic measurement error bounds, making
the final certification (Proposition 6) a high probability result. However, the uncertainty comes ex-
clusively from the Monte Carlo integration – and can be made arbitrarily small with more runs of
the PixelDP DNN – and not from the underlying (, δ)-DP mechanism A. Making the uncertainty
small gives an adversary a small chance to fool a PixelDP network into thinking that its prediction
is robust when it is not. The only ways an attacker can increase that chance is by either submitting
the same attack payload many times or gaining control over PixelDP’s source of randomness.
Third, PixelDP applies to any task for which we can measure changes to input in a meaningful
p-norm, and bound the sensitivity to such changes at a given layer in the DNN (e.g. sensitivity
to a bounded change in a word frequency vector, or a change of class for categorical attributes).
PixelDP also applies to other types of optimization problems. It applies to multiclass classifica-
tion where the prediction procedure returns several top-scoring labels. PixelDP also applies to
regression problems (i.e. predicting a real value instead of a category) with three simple steps.
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First, if the output is unbounded, one must use (, 0)-DP (e.g. with the Laplace mechanism). If
the output is bounded, one may use (, δ)-DP. The output may be bounded either naturally, be-
cause the specific task has inherent output bounds, or by truncating the results to a large range
of values and using a comparatively small δ. Second, instead of estimating the expected value of
the randomized prediction function, we estimate both A+(x) and A−(x). We can use Hoeffding’s
inequality [81] or Empirical Bernstein bounds [124] to bound the error. Third, following Lemma 1,
we bound A+(x) and A−(x) separately using the DP Expected Output Stability Bound, to obtain
a bound on E(A(x)) = E(A+(x))− E(A−(x)).
2.6 Evaluation
We evaluate PixelDP by answering four key questions:
Q1: How does DP noise affect model accuracy?
Q2: What accuracy can PixelDP certify?
Q3: What is PixelDP’s accuracy under attack and how does it compare to that of other best-effort
and certified defenses?
Q4: What is PixelDP’s computational overhead?
We answer these questions by evaluating PixelDP on five standard image classification datasets and
networks – both large and small – and comparing it with one prior certified defense [197] and one
best-effort defense [120]. §2.6.1 describes the datasets, prior defenses, and our evaluation methodol-
ogy; subsequent sections address each question in turn.
Evaluation highlights: PixelDP provides meaningful certified robustness bounds for reason-
able degradation in model accuracy on all datasets and DNNs. To the best of our knowledge,
these include the first certified bounds for large, complex datasets/networks such as the Inception
network on ImageNet and Residual Networks on CIFAR-10. There, PixelDP gives 60% certified
accuracy for 2-norm attacks up to 0.1 at the cost of 8.5 and 9.2 percentage-point accuracy degra-
dation respectively. Comparing PixelDP to the prior certified defense on smaller datasets, PixelDP
























32x32x3 50K 10K 100 ResNet 78.6%
CIFAR-
10 [103]
32x32x3 50K 10K 10 ResNet 95.5%
SVHN [142] 32x32x3 73K 26K 10 ResNet 96.3%
MNIST [206] 28x28x1 60K 10K 10 CNN 99.2%
Tab. 21: Evaluation datasets and baseline models. Last column shows the accuracy of the baseline,
undefended models. The datasets are sorted based on descending order of scale or complexity.
p-norm DP Noise Sensitivity
used mechanism location approach
1-norm Laplace 1st conv. ∆1,1 = 1
1-norm Gaussian 1st conv. ∆1,2 = 1
2-norm Gaussian 1st conv. ∆2,2 ≤ 1
1-norm Laplace Autoencoder ∆1,1 = 1
2-norm Gaussian Autoencoder ∆2,2 ≤ 1
Tab. 22: Noise layers in PixelDP DNNs. For each DNN, we implement defenses for different attack bound
norms and DP mechanisms.
and higher robustness to 2-norm attacks (e.g., 55% vs. 17% accuracy on SVHN for 2-norm at-
tacks of 0.5), thanks to the ability to scale to larger models. Comparing PixelDP to the best-effort
defense on larger models and datasets, PixelDP matches its accuracy (e.g., 87% for PixelDP vs.
87.3% on CIFAR-10) and robustness to 2-norm bounded attacks.
2.6.1 Methodology
Datasets. We evaluate PixelDP on image classification tasks from five pubic datasets listed in Ta-
ble 21. The datasets are listed in descending order of size and complexity for classification tasks.
MNIST [206] consists of greyscale handwritten digits and is the easiest to classify. SVHN [142] con-
tains small, real-world digit images cropped from Google Street View photos of house numbers.
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [103] consist of small color images that are each centered on one object
of one of 10 or 100 classes, respectively. ImageNet [46] is a large, production-scale image dataset
with over 1 million images spread across 1,000 classes.
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Models: Baselines and PixelDP. We use existing DNN architectures to train a high-performing
baseline model for each dataset. Table 21 shows the accuracy of the baseline models. We then
make each of these networks PixelDP with regards to 1-norm and 2-norm bounded attacks. We
also did rudimentary evaluation of ∞-norm bounded attacks. While the PixelDP formalism can
support ∞-norm attacks, our results show that tighter bounds are needed to achieve a practical
defense. We leave the development and evaluation of these bounds for future work.
Table 22 shows the PixelDP configurations we used for the 1-norm and 2-norm defenses. The
code is available at https://github.com/columbia/pixeldp. Since most of this sec-
tion focuses on models with 2-norm attack bounds, we detail only those configurations here.
ImageNet: We use as baseline a pre-trained version of Inception-v3 [179] available in Tensor-
flow [72]. To make it PixelDP, we use the autoencoder approach from §2.4.1, which does not re-
quire a full retraining of Inception and was instrumental in our support of ImageNet. The encoder
has three convolutional layers and tied encoder/decoder weights. The convolution kernels are
10 × 10 × 32, 8 × 8 × 32, and 5 × 5 × 64, with stride 2. We make the autoencoder PixelDP by
adding the DP noise after the first convolution. We then stack the baseline Inception-v3 on the
PixelDP autoencoder and fine-tune it for 20k steps, keeping the autoencoder weights constant.
CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, SVHN: We use the same baseline architecture, a state-of-the-art Resid-
ual Network (ResNet) [208]. Specifically we use the Tensorflow implementation of a 28-10 wide
ResNet [182], with the default parameters. To make it PixelDP, we slightly alter the architecture
to remove the image standardization step. This step makes sensitivity input dependent, which is
harder to deal with in PixelDP. Interestingly, removing this step also increases the baseline’s own
accuracy for all three datasets. In this section, we therefore report the accuracy of the changed
networks as baselines.
MNIST: We train a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with two 5× 5 convolutions (stride
2, 32 and 64 filters) followed by a 1024 nodes fully connected layer.
Evaluation Metrics. We use two accuracy metrics to evaluate PixelDP models: conventional ac-
curacy and certified accuracy. Conventional accuracy (or simply accuracy) denotes the fraction of
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a testing set on which a model is correct; it is the standard accuracy metric used to evaluate any
DNN, defended or not. Certified accuracy denotes the fraction of the testing set on which a certified
model’s predictions are both correct and certified robust for a given prediction robustness thresh-
old; it has become a standard metric to evaluate models trained with certified defenses [197;161;54].
We also use precision on certified examples, which measures the number of correct predictions
exclusively on examples that are certified robust for a given prediction robustness threshold. For-





, where n is the testing set size and isCorrect(xi)





, where robustSize(scores, , δ, L) returns the cer-
tified robustness size, which is then compared to the prediction robustness threshold T.
3. Precision on certified examples
∑n
i=1(isCorrect(xi)&robustSize(pi,,δ,L)≥T ))∑n
i=1 robustSize(pi,,δ,L)≥T ) .
For T = 0 all predictions are robust, so certified accuracy is equivalent to conventional accu-
racy. Each time we report L or T , we use a [0, 1] pixel range.
Attack Methodology. Certified accuracy – as provided by PixelDP and other certified defense –
constitutes a guaranteed lower-bound on accuracy under any norm-bounded attack. However, the
accuracy obtained in practice when faced with a specific attack can be much better. How much
better depends on the attack, which we evaluate in two steps. We first perform an attack on 1,000
randomly picked samples (as is customary in defense evaluation [120]) from the testing set. We then
measure conventional accuracy on the attacked test examples.
Main 2-norm Attack: For our evaluation, we use the state-of-the art attack from Carlini and
Wagner [30], that we run for 9 iterations of binary search, 100 gradient steps without early stop-
ping (which we empirically validated to be sufficient), and learning rate 0.01. We also adapt the
attack to our specific defense following [6]: since PixelDP adds noise to the DNN, attacks based
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on optimization may fail due to the high variance of gradients, which would not be a sign of the
absence of adversarial examples, but merely of them being harder to find. We address this concern
by averaging the gradients over 20 noise draws at each gradient step.
We also implemented variants of the iterative Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) attack de-
scribed in [120], modified to average gradients over 15 noise draws per step, and performing each
attack 15 times with a small random initialization. We implemented two version of this PGD
attack.
2-norm PGD Attack: The gradients are normalized before applying the step size, to ensure
progress even when gradients are close to flat. We perform k = 100 gradient steps and select
a step size of 2.5L
k
. This heuristic ensures that all feasible points within the 2-norm ball can be
reached after k steps. After each step, if the attack is larger than L, we project it on the 2-norm
ball by normalizing it. Under this attack, results were qualitatively identical for all experiments.
The raw accuracy numbers were a few percentage points higher (i.e. the attack was slightly less
efficient), so we kept the results for the Carlini and Wagner attack.
∞-norm PGD Attack: We perform max(L + 8, 1.5L) gradient steps and maintain a constant
step of size of 0.003 (which corresponds to the minimum pixel increment in a discrete [0, 255]
pixel range). At the end of each gradient step we clip the size of the perturbation to enforce a
perturbation within the ∞-norm ball of the given attack size. We used this attack to compare
PixelDP with models from Madry and RobustOpt.
Finally, we performed sanity checks suggested in [6]. The authors observe that several heuristic
defenses do not ensure the absence of adversarial examples, but merely make them harder to find
by obfuscating gradients. This phenomenon, also referred to as gradient masking [149;185], makes
the defense susceptible to new attacks crafted to circumvent that obfuscation [6]. Although PixelDP
provides certified accuracy bounds that are guaranteed to hold regardless of the attack used, we
followed guidelines from [6], to to rule out obfuscated gradients in our empirical results. We verified
three properties that can be symptomatic of problematic attack behavior. First, when growing T ,
the accuracy drops to 0 on all models and datasets. Second, our attack significantly outperforms
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Dataset Baseline L = 0.03 L = 0.1 L = 0.3 L = 1.0
ImageNet 77.5% – 68.3% 57.7% 37.7%
CIFAR-10 95.5% 93.3% 87.0% 70.9% 44.3%
CIFAR-100 78.6% 73.4% 62.4% 44.3% 22.1%
SVHN 96.3% 96.1% 93.1% 79.6% 28.2%
MNIST 99.2% 99.1% 99.1% 98.2% 11%
Tab. 23: Impact of PixelDP noise on conventional accuracy. For each DNN, we show different levels of
construction attack size L. Conventional accuracy degrades with noise level.
random sampling. Third, our iterative attack is more powerful than the respective single-step
attack.
Prior Defenses for Comparison. We use two state-of-art defenses as comparisons. First, we use
the empirical defense model provided by the Madry Lab for CIFAR-10 [121]. This model is devel-
oped in the context of ∞-norm attacks. It uses an adversarial training strategy to approximately
minimize the worst case error under malicious samples [120]. While inspired by robust optmization
theory, this methodology is best effort (see §2.7) and supports no formal notion of robustness for
individual predictions, as we do in PixelDP. However, the Madry model performs better under
the latest attacks than other best-effort defenses (it is in fact the only one not yet broken) [6], and
represents a good comparison point.
Second, we compare with another approach for certified robustness against∞-norm attacks [197],
based on robust optimization. This method does not yet scale to the largest datasets (e.g. Ima-
geNet), or the more complex DNNs (e.g. ResNet, Inception) both for computational reasons and
because not all necessary layers are yet supported (e.g. BatchNorm). We thus use their largest re-
leased model/dataset, namely a CNN with two convolutions and a 100 nodes fully connected layer
for the SVHN dataset, and compare their robustness guarantees with our own networks’ robustness
guarantees. We call this SVHN CNN model RobustOpt.
2.6.2 Impact of Noise (Q1)
Q1: How does DP noise affect the conventional accuracy of our models? To answer, for
each dataset we train up to four (1.0, 0.05)-PixelDP DNN, for construction attack bound L ∈
{0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1}. Higher values of L correspond to robustness against larger attacks and larger
noise standard deviation σ.
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Fig. 22: Certified accuracy, varying the construction attack bound (L) and prediction robustness
threshold (T ), on ImageNet auto-encoder/Inception and CIFAR-10 ResNet, 2-norm bounds. Robust ac-
curacy at high Robustness thresholds (high T ) increases with high-noise networks (high L). Low noise
networks are both more accurate and more certifiably robust for low T .
Table 23 shows the conventional accuracy of these networks and highlights two parts of an
answer to Q1. First, at fairly low but meaningful construction attack bound (e.g., L = 0.1), all of
our DNNs exhibit reasonable accuracy loss – even on ImageNet, a dataset on which no guarantees
have been made to date! ImageNet: The Inception-v3 model stacked on the PixelDP auto-encoder
has an accuracy of 68.3% for L = 0.1, which is reasonable degradation compared to the baseline
of 77.5% for the unprotected network. CIFAR-10: Accuracy goes from 95.5% without defense to
87% with the L = 0.1 defense. For comparison, the Madry model has an accuracy of 87.3% on
CIFAR-10. SVHN: our L = 0.1 PixelDP network achieves 93.1% conventional accuracy, down
from 96.3% for the unprotected network. For comparison, the L = 0.1 RobustOpt network has an
accuracy of 79.6%, although they use a smaller DNN due to the computationally intensive method.
Second, as expected, constructing the network for larger attacks (higher L) progressively de-
grades accuracy. ImageNet: Increasing L to 0.3 and then 1.0 drops the accuracy to 57.7% and
37.7%, respectively. CIFAR-10: The ResNet with the least noise (L = 0.03) reaches 93.3% ac-
curacy, close to the baseline of 95.5%; increasing noise levels (L = (0.1, 0.3, 1.0)) yields 87%,
70.9%, and 37.7%, respectively. Yet, as shown in §2.6.4, PixelDP networks trained with fairly low
L values (such as L = 0.1) already provide meaningful empirical protection against larger attacks.
2.6.3 Certified Accuracy (Q2)
Q2: What accuracy can PixelDP certify on a test set? Fig. 22 shows the certified robust accu-
racy bounds for ImageNet and CIFAR-10 models, trained with various values of the construction
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attack bound L. The certified accuracy is shown as a function of the prediction robustness thresh-
old, T . We make two observations. First, PixelDP yields meaningful robust accuracy bounds
even on large networks for ImageNet (see Fig. 22a), attesting the scalability of our approach. The
L = 0.1 network has a certified accuracy of 59% for attacks smaller than 0.09 in 2-norm. The
L = 0.3 network has a certified accuracy of 40% to attacks up to size 0.2. To our knowledge,
PixelDP is the first defense to yield DNNs with certified bounds on accuracy under 2-norm attacks
on datasets of ImageNet’s size and for large networks like Inception.
Second, PixelDP networks constructed for larger attacks (higher L, hence higher noise) tend
to yield higher certified accuracy for high thresholds T . For example, the ResNet on CIFAR-10
(see Fig. 22b) constructed with L = 0.03 has the highest robust accuracy up to T = 0.03, but
the ResNet constructed with L = 0.1 becomes better past that threshold. Similarly, the L = 0.3
ResNet has higher robust accuracy than the L = 0.1 ResNet above the 0.14 2-norm prediction
robustness threshold.
We ran the same experiments on SVHN, CIFAR-100 and MNIST models but omit the graphs
for space reasons. Our main conclusion – that adding more noise (higher L) hurts both conven-
tional and low T certified accuracy, but enhances the quality of its high T predictions – holds in
all cases.
As far as∞-norm attacks are concerned, we acknowledge that the size of the attacks against
which our current PixelDP defense can certify accuracy is substantially lower than that of previous
certified defenses. Although previous defenses have been demonstrated on MNIST and SVHN
only, and for smaller DNNs, they achieve ∞-norm defenses of T∞ = 0.1 with robust accuracy
91.6% [197] and 65% [161] on MNIST. On SVHN, [197] uses T∞ = 0.01, achieving 59.3% of certified
accuracy. Using the crude bounds we have between p-norms makes a comparison difficult in both
directions. Mapping∞-norm bounds in 2-norm gives T2 ≥ T∞, also yielding very small bounds.
On the other hand, translating 2-norm guarantees into∞-norm ones (using that ‖x‖2 ≤
√
n‖x‖∞
with n the size of the image) would require a 2-norm defense of size T2 = 2.8 to match the
T∞ = 0.1 bound from MNIST, an order of magnitude higher than what we can achieve. As
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Fig. 23: Accuracy under attack on ImageNet. For the ImageNet auto-encoder plus Inception-v3, L ∈
{0.1, 0.3, 1.0} 2-norm attacks. The PixelDP auto-encoder increases the robustness of Inception against
2-norm attacks.
comparison points, our L = 0.3 CNN has a robust accuracy of 91.6% at T = 0.19 and 65% at
T = 0.39. We make the same observation on SVHN, where we would need a bound at T2 = 0.56
to match the T∞ = 0.01 bound, but our ResNet with L = 0.1 reaches a similar robust accuracy
as RobustOpt for T2 = 0.1. This calls for the design∞-norm specific PixelDP mechanisms that
could also scale to larger DNNs and datasets.
While PixelDP does not yet yield strong ∞-norm bounds, it provides meaningful certified
accuracy bounds for 2-norm attacks, including on much larger and more complex datasets and
networks than those supported by previous approaches.
2.6.4 Accuracy Under Attack (Q3)
A standard method to evaluate the strength of a defense is to measure the conventional accuracy
of a defended model on malicious samples obtained by running a state-of-the-art attack against
samples in a held-out testing set [120]. We apply this method to answer three aspects of question
Q3: (1) Can PixelDP help defend complex models on large datasets in practice? (2) How does
PixelDP’s accuracy under attack compare to state-of-the-art defenses? (3) How does the accuracy
under attack change for certified predictions?
Accuracy under Attack on ImageNet. We first study conventional accuracy under attack for Pix-
elDP models on ImageNet. Fig. 23 shows this metric for 2-norm attacks on the baseline Inception-
v3 model, as well as three defended versions, with a stacked PixelDP auto-encoder trained with
construction attack bound L ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 1.0}. PixelDP makes the model significantly more robust
to attacks. For attacks of size Lattack = 0.5, the baseline model’s accuracy drops to 11%, whereas
the L = 0.1 PixelDP model’s accuracy remains above 60%. At Lattack = 1.5, the baseline model
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Fig. 24: Accuracy under 2-norm attack for PixelDP vs. Madry and RobustOpt, CIFAR-10 and SVHN.
For 2-norm attacks, PixelDP is on par with Madry until Lattack ≥ 1.2; RobustOpt support only small
models, and has lower accuracy.
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Fig. 25: Accuracy under∞-norm attacks for PixelDP and Madry. The Madry model, explicitly trained
against∞-norm attacks, outperforms PixelDP. The difference increases with the size of the attack.
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Fig. 26: Accuracy under∞-norm attacks for PixelDP and RobustOpt. PixelDP is better up to L∞ =
0.015, due to its support of larger ResNet models. For attacks of ∞-norm above this value, RobustOpt is
more robust.
has an accuracy of 0, but the L = 0.1 PixelDP is still at 30%, while the L = 0.3 PixelDP model
have more that 39% accuracy.
Accuracy under Attack Compared to Madry. Fig. 24a compares conventional accuracy of a
PixelDP model to that of a Madry model on CIFAR-10, as the empirical attack bound increases
for 2-norm attacks. For 2-norm attacks, our model achieves conventional accuracy on par with, or
slightly higher than, that of the Madry model. Both models are dramatically more robust under
this attack compared to the baseline (undefended) model. For∞-norm attacks our model does not
fare as well, which is expected as the PixelDP model is trained to defend against 2-norm attacks,
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Fig. 27: PixelDP certified predictions vs. Madry accuracy, under attack, CIFAR-10 ResNets, 2-norm
attack. PixelDP makes fewer but more correct predictions up to Lattack = 1.0.
while the Madry model is optimized for∞-norm attacks. For Lattack = 0.01, PixelDP’s accuracy
is 69%, 8 percentage points lower than Madry’s. The gap increases until PixelDP arrives at 0
accuracy for Lattack = 0.06, with Madry still having 22%.
Figure 25 shows PixelDP’s accuracy under ∞-norm attacks compared to the Madry model,
trained specifically against this type of attacks. On CIFAR-10, the Madry model outperforms
PixelDP: for Lattack = 0.01, PixelDP’s accuracy is 69%, 8 percentage points lower than Madry’s.
The gap increases until PixelDP arrives at 0 accuracy for Lattack = 0.06, with Madry still having
22%.
Accuracy under Attack Compared to RobustOpt. Fig. 24b shows a similar comparison with
the RobustOpt defense [197], which provides certified accuracy bounds for ∞-norm attacks. We
use the SVHN dataset for the comparison as the RobustOpt defense has not yet been applied to
larger datasets. Due to our support of larger DNN (ResNet), PixelDP starts with higher accuracy,
which it maintains under 2-norm attacks. For attacks of Lattack = 0.5, RobustOpt is bellow 20%
accuracy, and PixelDP above 55%. Under∞-norm attacks, the behavior is different: PixelDP has
the advantage up to Lattack = 0.015 (58.8% to 57.1%), and RobustOpt is better thereafter. For
instance, at Lattack = 0.03, PixelDP has 22.8% accuracy, to RobustOpt’s 32.7%.
On Figure 26 we show PixelDP’s accuracy under∞-norm attacks compared to the RobustOpt
model, trained specifically against this type of attacks. On SVHN, against the RobustOpt model,
trained with robust optimization against ∞-norm attacks, PixelDP is better up to L∞ = 0.015,
due to its support of larger ResNet models. For attacks of∞-norm above this value, RobustOpt is
more robust.
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Precision on Certified Predictions Under Attack. Another interesting feature of PixelDP is its
ability to make certifiably robust predictions. We compute the accuracy of these certified predic-
tions under attack – which we term robust precision – and compare them to predictions of the
Madry network that do not provide such a certification. Fig. 27 shows the results of considering
only predictions with a certified robustness above 0.05 and 0.1. It reflects the benefit to be gained
by applications that can leverage our theoretical guarantees to filter out non-robust predictions. We
observe that PixelDP’s robust predictions are substantially more correct than Madry’s predictions
up to an empirical attack bound of 1.1. For T = 0.05 PixelDP’s robust predictions are 93.9%
accurate, and up to 10 percentage points more correct under attack for Lattack ≤ 1.1. A robust
prediction is given for above 60% of the data points. The more conservative the robustness test is
(higher T ), the more correct PixelDP’s predictions are, although it makes fewer of them (Certified
Fraction lines).
Thus, for applications that can afford to not act on a minority of the predictions, PixelDP’s
robust predictions under 2-norm attack are substantially more precise than Madry’s. For applica-
tions that need to act on every prediction, PixelDP offers on-par accuracy under 2-norm attack to
Madry’s. Interestingly, although our defense is trained for 2-norm attacks, the first conclusion still
holds for∞-norm attacks; the second (as we saw) does not.
2.6.5 Computational Overhead (Q4)
Q4: What is PixelDP’s computational overhead? We evaluate overheads for training and pre-
diction. PixelDP adds little overhead for training, as the only additions are a random noise tensor
and sensitivity computations. On our GPU, the CIFAR-10 ResNet baseline takes on average 0.65s
per training step. PixelDP versions take at most 0.66s per training step (1.5% overhead). This rep-
resents a significant benefit over adversarial training (e.g. Madry) that requires finding good adver-
sarial attacks for each image in the mini-batch at each gradient step, and over robust optimization
(e.g. RobustOpt) that requires solving a constrained optimization problem at each gradient step.
The low training overhead is instrumental to our support of large models and datasets.
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PixelDP impacts prediction more substantially, since it uses multiple noise draws to estimate
the label scores. Making a prediction for a single image with 1 noise draw takes 0.01s on average.
Making 10 draws brings it only to 0.02s, but 100 requires 0.13s, and 1000, 1.23s. It is possible to
use Hoeffding’s inequality [81] to bound the number of draws necessary to distinguish the highest
score with probability at least η, given the difference between the top two scores ymax−ysecond−max.
Empirically, we found that 300 draws were typically necessary to properly certify a prediction,
implying a prediction time of 0.42s seconds, a 42× overhead. This is parallelizable, but resource
consumption is still substantial. To make simple predictions – distinguish the top label when we
must make a prediction on all inputs – 25 draws are enough in practice, reducing the overhead to
3×.
2.7 Related Work
Our work relates to a significant body of work in adversarial examples and beyond. Our main
contribution to this space is to introduce a new and very different direction for building certified
defenses. Previous attempts have built on robust optimization theory. In PixelDP we propose
a new approach built on differential privacy theory which exhibits a level of flexibility, broad
applicability, and scalability that exceeds what robust optimization-based certified defenses have
demonstrated. While the most promising way to defend against adversarial examples is still an
open question, we observe undebatable benefits unique to our DP based approach, such as the post-
processing guarantee of our defense. In particular, the ability to prepend a defense to unmodified
networks via a PixelDP auto-encoder, as we did to defend Inception with no structural changes, is
unique among certified (and best-effort) defenses.
Best-effort Defenses. Defenders have used multiple heuristics to empirically increase DNNs’
robustness. These defenses include model distillation [148], automated detection of adversarial ex-
amples [80;133;132], application of various input transformations [87;38], randomization [75;39], and gen-
erative models [157;85;205]. Most of these defenses have been broken, sometimes months after their
publication [30;29;6].
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The main empirical defense that still holds is Madry et al. [120], based on adversarial training [69].
Madry et al. motivate their approach with robust optimization, a rigorous theory. However not all
the assumptions are met, as this approach runs a best-effort attack on each image in the minibatch
at each gradient step, when the theory requires finding the best possible adversarial attack. And
indeed, finding this worst case adversarial example for ReLU DNNs, used in [120], was proven to
be NP-hard in [174]. Therefore, while this defense works well in practice, it gives no theoretical
guarantees for individual predictions or for the model’s accuracy under attack. PixelDP lever-
ages DP theory to provide guarantees of robustness to arbitrary, norm-based attacks for individual
predictions.
Randomization-based defenses are closest in method to our work [75;39;118]. For example, Liu et
al. [118] randomizes the entire DNN and predicts using an ensemble of multiple copies of the DNN,
essentially using draws to roughly estimate the expected arg max prediction. They observe empir-
ically that randomization smoothens the prediction function, improving robustness to adversarial
examples. However, randomization-based prior work provides limited formalism that is insuffi-
cient to answer important defense design questions: where to add noise, in what quantities, and
what formal guarantees can be obtained from randomization? The lack of formalism has caused
some works [75;39] to add insufficient amounts of noise (e.g., noise not calibrated to pre-noise sen-
sitivity), which makes them vulnerable to attack [29]. On the contrary, [118] inserts randomness into
every layer of the DNN: our work shows that adding the right amount of calibrated noise at a single
layer is sufficient to leverage DP’s post-processing guarantee and carry the bounds through the end
of the network. Our work formalizes randomization-based defenses using DP theory, and in doing
so helps answer many of these design questions. Our formalism also lets us reason about the guar-
antees obtained through randomization and enables us to elevate randomization-based approaches
from the class of best-effort defenses to that of certified defenses.
Certified Defenses and Robustness Evaluations. PixelDP offers two functions: (1) a strategy
for learning robust models and (2) a method for evaluating the robustness of these models against
adversarial examples. Both of these approaches have been explored in the literature. First, several
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certified defenses modify the neural network training process to minimize the number of robustness
violations [197;161;40]. These approaches, though promising, do not yet scale to larger networks like
Google Inception [197;161]. In fact, all published certified defenses have been evaluated on small
models and datasets [197;161;40;138], and at least in one case, the authors directly acknowledge that
some components of their defense would be “completely infeasible” on ImageNet [197]. A recent
paper [54] presents a certified defense evaluated on the CIFAR-10 dataset [103] for multi-layer DNNs
(but smaller than ResNets). Their approach is completely different from ours and, based on the
current results we see no evidence that it can readily scale to large datasets like ImageNet.
Another approach [174] combines robust optimization and adversarial training in a way that
gives formal guarantees and has lower computational complexity than previous robust optimiza-
tion work, hence it has the potential to scale better. This approach requires smooth DNNs (e.g.,
no ReLU or max pooling) and robustness guarantees are over the expected loss (e.g., log loss),
whereas PixelDP can certify each specific prediction, and also provides intuitive metrics like ro-
bust accuracy, which is not supported by [174]. Finally, unlike PixelDP, which we evaluated on five
datasets of increasing size and complexity, this technique was evaluated only on MNIST, a small
dataset that is notoriously amenable to robust optimization (due to being almost black and white).
Since the effectiveness of all defenses depends on the model and dataset, it is hard to conclude
anything about how well it will work on more complex datasets.
Second, several works seek to formally verify [84;98;190;191;53;68;184] or lower bound [153;195] the ro-
bustness of pre-trained ML models against adversarial attacks. Some of these works scale to large
networks [153;195], but they are insufficient from a defense perspective as they provide no scalable
way to train robust models.
Differentially Private ML. Significant work focuses on making ML algorithms DP to preserve the
privacy of training sets [129;1;35]. PixelDP is orthogonal to these works, differing in goals, semantic,
and algorithms. The only thing we share with DP ML (and most other applied DP literature) are
DP theory and mechanisms. The goal of DP ML is to learn the parameters of a model while en-
suring DP with respect to the training data. Public release of model parameters trained using a DP
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learning algorithm (such as DP empirical risk minimization or ERM) is guaranteed to not reveal
much information about individual training examples. PixelDP’s goal is to create a robust predic-
tive model where a small change to any input example does not drastically change the model’s
prediction on that example. We achieve this by ensuring that the model’s scoring function is a DP
function with respect to the features of an input example (eg, pixels). DP ML algorithms (e.g.,
DP ERM) do not necessarily produce models that satisfy PixelDP’s semantic, and our training
algorithm for producing PixelDP models does not ensure DP of training data.
Previous DP-Robustness Connections. Previous work studies generalization properties of DP [12].
It is shown that learning algorithms that satisfy DP with respect to the training data have statistical
benefits in terms of out-of-sample performance; or that DP has a deep connection to robustness at
the dataset level [47;57]. Our work is rather different. Our learning algorithm is not DP; rather, the
predictor we learn satisfies DP with respect to the atomic units (e.g., pixels) of a given test point.
2.8 Summary
We demonstrated a connection between robustness against adversarial examples and differ-
ential privacy theory. We showed how the connection can be leveraged to develop a certified
defense against such attacks that is (1) as effective at defending against 2-norm attacks as today’s
state-of-the-art best-effort defense and (2) more scalable and broadly applicable to large networks
compared to any prior certified defense. Finally, we presented the first evaluation of a certified
2-norm defense on the large-scale ImageNet dataset. In addition to offering encouraging results,
the evaluation highlighted the substantial flexibility of our approach by leveraging a convenient
autoencoder-based architecture to make the experiments possible with limited resources.
Since we first published this work [106], multiple other groups have built, most notably to im-
prove the robustness bounds [114;41] or the training methodology [168], yielding new state of the art
theoretical and empirical robustness guarantees. The approach described in this chapter thus seems
promising as a defense against adversarial examples. We believe that a third avenue for improve-
ment that hasn’t been explored in depth yet is to design DNNs specifically for PixelDP. In our
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opinion, a particularly promising approach is to perform multiple queries and leverage composi-
tion results from DP, maybe using recurrent neural networks or attention mechanisms.
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Chapter 3
Data Use Transparency in Opaque Targeting Services
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The last challenge triggered by the switch to ML that we described is the application of opaque
decisions at large scale. This chapter addresses a particular facet of this challenge, namely the
lack of transparency in data use for large scale targeting and personalization in web services. We
present tools that provide a new visibility into how ML-driven web services use end-users’ data,
as well as a measurement study that reveals violations of the servcies’ own privacy policies. This
chapter is based in large parts on our Sunlight paper [110]. It also includes work we published in a
prior paper, xRay [108], in particular on algorithms to detect targeting and an empirical evalution of
the scalability of such algorithms.
3.1 Motivation
In a 1913 paper [24], Louis Brandeis, the proponent of modern views of individual rights to
privacy, stated: “Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efficient
policeman.” Unfortunately, today’s Web is a very dark and complex ecosystem driven to a large
extent by the massive collection and monetization of personal data. Myriad of Web services,
mobile applications, and third parties are collecting large amounts of information from our daily
online interactions, such as our website visits, clicks, emails, documents, and pictures. At a surface
level, end-users and researchers alike largely understand that these companies may be using this
information to target advertisements, customize recommendations, personalize news feeds, and
even fine-tune prices. Indeed, the companies’ own terms of service often stipulate such uses. But
at a concrete level, neither end-users nor researchers – nor, as we argue, individual companies –
understand how specific personal data flows through the complex web ecosystem, how it is being
used (or abused) in practice by parties that interact with it, and how those uses affect the users.
Questions about the targeting on the web abound: Are our children’s online activities being
targeted, and if so what kinds of products are they being offered? Are people being targeted
because their browsing patterns suggest that they might be vulnerable (e.g., sick, depressed, or
in financial difficulty)? Are such inferences being used to increase insurance premiums, deny
housing, or place potentially damaging products, such as alcoholic products or risky mortgage
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deals? In other words, is our data being used without our knowledge or consent in ways that affect
us? Today, we lack believable, at-scale answers to such questions.
A good way to shed light on large, complex systems is to measure them at scale using scientific
methods and tools. Indeed, a number of measurement studies have attempted to answer questions
about how personal data is being used on the web [76;202;135;136;189;77;11;117;45;141;22]. We reviewed 12
of these studies and found a significant gap in scalable experimental methodologies. Generally
speaking, prior studies conduct tightly controlled experiments that vary personal data inputs (such
as location, search terms, or profile interests) one at a time and observe the effect on service outputs
(such as ads, recommendations, or prices) compared to a control group. Unfortunately, we find
the methodologies employed by prior studies either difficult to scale or lacking formal notions of
confidence, which make their results difficult to trust, interpret, and generalize. Consequently, the
scale and scope of what we can assert today about data use on the web is limited, and our capacity
to exert oversight on this large, complex, and ever-changing ecosystem is virtually non-existent.
In this chapter, we argue that shedding light into the web’s complex data ecosystem requires
the development of robust experimental methodologies, as well as infrastructures that implement
them, that can be used to answer broad classes of questions at large scale and with interpretable,
trustworthy, statistical justification of the results. We present Sunlight, a new methodology, plus
a system that implements it, that achieves these goals in the context of one important class of
questions: those that require a fine-grained measurement of the causes of targeting phenomena on
the web. All the questions raised at the start of this section can be addressed with Sunlight.
3.2 The Sunlight System
The Sunlight methodology builds upon robust statistical methods to support scalable, trustwor-
thy, and interpretable results. Our key innovation is to formally separate various operations into
multiple interacting stages organized in a pipeline and identifying the right building blocks from
statistics and machine learning to leverage at each stage of the pipeline. The Sunlight pipeline
analyzes the data collected from an experiment that tries many different inputs at once, placing
them at random in a small number of user accounts (logarithmic in the number of inputs) and col-
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lecting outputs from each account. The Sunlight pipeline analyzes the data to reveal which specific
input likely caused which output. The first stage, scalable hypothesis generation, creates a set of
plausible targeting hypotheses regarding which specific inputs correlate with which outputs. It
leverages sparsity properties to support the simultaneous estimation of the effect of multiple inputs
on the outputs, a consequence of the same phenomenon that underlies compressed sensing [49]. If
needed, the second stage, interpretable hypothesis formation, converts the targeting hypotheses to
an interpretable form that Sunlight users (such as auditors or researchers) can readily understand.
The third stage, hypothesis testing, establishes the statistical significance of the interpretable, plau-
sible targeting hypotheses by testing their veracity in a separate, testing dataset initially carved out
from the collected data but never used until this stage. In some circumstances, specialized tests
can establish causation and not just correlation between the inputs and the outputs. Finally, the
fourth stage, multiple testing correction, accounts for the testing of many hypotheses on the same
dataset, which increases the chance of any individual hypothesis being wrong. The end result are
validated, interpretable hypotheses about which inputs are targeted by each output, along with a
statistical significance score (a p-value) for each hypothesis.
Sunlight implements this methodology in a modular way, which supports both the instantiation
and the evaluation of each stage based on multiple building blocks from statistics and machine
learning. We find that different mechanisms lead to different trade-offs between the scale of and
the confidence in the results, hence Sunlight lets its users choose end-to-end pipelines that best fit
their needs. Development of effective such pipelines from existing building blocks is surprisingly
challenging, as different mechanisms interact in unexpected ways in the pipeline. For example, our
detailed evaluation of various Sunlight pipelines reveals counterintuitive inversions of recall near
the start of the pipeline and at the end. Indeed, substituting a mechanism for generating hypotheses
in Stage 1 with one that has higher recall but lower precision, may ultimately lower the recall at
the end of the pipeline. The reason is that the multiple testing correction at Stage 4 tends to favor
those mechanisms that generate fewer but more accurate hypotheses.
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This chapter discusses and evaluates the inherent trade-offs in web transparency measurement
designs, bringing the following contributions to this emerging research topic:
1. A review of 12 recent articles on web transparency measurement and tools, which highlights
the need for new, principled methodologies for scalable and trustworthy web transparency
measurements. (§3.3.2)
2. The first methodology for detecting targeting in large-scale experiments with interpretable
and statistically justifiable results. While our methodology focuses on our specific problem
– fine-grained targeting detection – we believe that its conceptual bearings are relevant to
other web transparency problems (e.g., price discrimination studies at scale). (§3.4)
3. The first system that implements this methodology to detect targeting at fine granularity, at
scale, and with solid statistical justification of its results. Sunlight is modular, allows broad
design space explorations, and customization of its pipeline to strike varied trade-offs of
confidence and scale. (§3.5)
4. A detailed evaluation of Sunlight with comparisons of multiple design options and prior art.
Our evaluation methodology is new in itself, and (we believe) a useful starting point for
future transparency infrastructures, an area that currently lacks rigorous evaluations. Our re-
sults reveal a trade-off between the statistical confidence and number of targeting hypotheses
that can be made. They also show that favoring high precision algorithms can yield better
recall at high confidence, and that scaling output numbers may require to accept lower sta-
tistical guarantees to find sufficient hypotheses. (§3.6)
5. Results from analyzing targeting of tens of thousands of ads in two ecosystems: Gmail and
the broader Web. Results reveal a large and diverse collection of ads targeting websites
across many categories, including ads that appear to contradict explicit statements made by
Google about targeting on sensitive topics, as well as advertising network policies about ads
facilitating recreational drug use. (§3.6.10 and §3.6.10).
6. Sunlight’s source code and datasets. (https://columbia.github.io/sunlight/)
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3.3 Background
At an abstract level, our work is motivated by our desire to understand how to build principled,
scalable infrastructures that can bring visibility to today’s dark data-driven web. Such infrastruc-
tures must be able to detect data flows at great scale and in complex, heterogeneous environments,
and provide trustworthy assessments about these data flows. We believe there is urgent need for
such infrastructures (which we term generically web transparency infrastructures), yet we find
limited progress in the related literature.
At a concrete level, we describe our experience building one such scalable and trustworthy1
infrastructure, Sunlight, which aims to discover data flows in a specific context: detecting the
causes of targeting phenomena at fine granularity from controlled experiments with differentiated
inputs. We next motivate the need for targeting detection systems in particular, before motivating
the broader need for scale and confidence in web transparency infrastructures.
3.3.1 The Targeting Detection Problem
Targeting is a pervasive phenomenon on the web and involves the use of a user’s personal data
(inputs) to tailor some content (output), such as an ad, a recommendation, a price, search results,
or news. Sunlight aims to identify the likely causes of each targeted output in the context of
controlled experiments that test many inputs at once. Numerous use cases exist that could leverage
such functionality. For example, researchers could use it to study targeting at larger scale than was
possible before. We provide results from our own case studies of ad targeting in Gmail and on
the web in §3.6.10. Following are two other example use cases that broaden the scope and help
underscore Sunlight’s design requirements.
Example 1: Ann, a federal trade commission researcher specializing in COPPA enforcement,
plans to investigate whether and how advertisers target children. She hypothesizes that advertisers
leverage information amassed by web trackers to bid for users with browsing histories character-
istic of children. Ann wants to run a large-scale study to both quantify the amount of children-
1In this chapter, the term trustworthy refers strictly to the level of confidence (in a statistical sense) one can have
in the results of an investigation assuming the non-malicious service model in §3.4.3.
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oriented targeting, and find specific instances of what might be deemed as inappropriate or illegal
targeting (e.g., targeting pornographic movies at teenagers or promoting unhealthy eating habits to
young children). The number of websites dedicated to children is large, and there are even more
neutral websites frequented by both children and adults on which targeted ads might appear. Ann
fully expects that child-based targeting will be rare events, hence running her experiment at large
scale is vital. For any case of inappropriate or illegal targeting, Ann plans to investigate through
legal means (e.g., interview the advertiser) to determine whether the targeting was intentional or
purely algorithmic. Such investigations are expensive, so Ann requires high confidence in an ex-
perimental finding to justify her investigative effort.
Example 2: Bob, a tech-savvy investigative journalist, wishes to investigate how coupons are
targeted at users. Coupon services aim to provide product discounts to users who are likely to
be interested in a particular product but may need some incentive to do so. A wide variety of
types of information could feed into the targeting decision, including web history, tweets, and
Facebook likes. Bob would like to try many different activities and see which ones are targeted
by coupons. In addition to requiring high confidence in the results, Bob needs the results to also
be easily interpretable so that he and his readers can understand and reason about the implications
of the targeting. Ideally, whatever statements he makes in his articles should be directly validated
on the datasets and have an associated confidence level that he can understand and potentially
communicate to his audience. For example, he imagines statements such as the following to be
appropriate for communication with his readers: “In our experiments, profiles that tweeted about
weight loss or diets were much more likely to be offered McDonald’s coupons than those without
such tweets. This result was very unlikely (0.01% chance) to have been observed if such tweets
were not targeted by McDonald’s.”
3.3.2 Limitations of Prior Approaches
The preceding examples illustrate the need for a generic system that supports targeting inves-
tigations by identifying not only the fact of targeting but also the likely cause of each targeted
output at fine granularity (specific inputs). The experiments must run at large scale and any re-
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sults must be statistically justifiable and interpretable. We know of no prior system that satisfies
all these properties. Indeed, when turning to prior literature on measurements and tools for web
transparency to guide our own design, we discovered significant mismatches at all levels.
We examined the methodologies used by 12 web transparency measurements and tools to study
various aspects of data use, including: personalization in search engines [76;202], news and product
recommendations [77], and online pricing [135;136;189;77]; targeting in advertising on the web [11;117;45;108]
and in mobile apps [141;22]. We make several observations.
• Generic, reusable methodologies are scarce: Until 2014 the approach was to investigate specific
questions about web targeting and personalization by developing purpose-specific, small-scale
experimental methodologies. This resulted in much redundancy between investigations, and typi-
cally in small-scale, one-off experiments. In 2014, our team developed XRay [108], the first generic
and scalable system design that provides reusable algorithmic building blocks in support of many
targeting investigations. Following XRay, AdFisher [45] introduced in 2015 a generic, statistically
sound methodology for small-scale targeting investigations. (See §3.7 for further discussion of
XRay and AdFisher.)
• Scalability is often disregarded: Most prior works [76;202;77;135;136;189;11;117;45;141;22] disregard scal-
ability as a core design goal. Generally speaking, the approach is to observe data flows by vary-
ing one input at a time in successive experiments. This independent treatment of inputs limits
the forms of personalization (e.g. based on location, cookie profile, or some system-specific at-
tributes) that can be detected by the approach. Extending such approaches to scale to many inputs
and hypotheses appears difficult. For example, AdFisher builds a separate classifier for each input
and validates its effect with experimental data. To investigate targeting on combinations of mul-
tiple inputs, one must build a classifier and run a separate experiment for each such combination
– an exponential approach that does not scale. XRay is the only prior system that incorporates
scalability with many inputs into its design.
• Confidence assessments are often missing: Most prior works lack robust statistical justifica-
tion for their results [135;136;189;76;77;202;11;141;22;117;108]. Many works use case-by-case, comparative
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metrics, where the variation in different conditions is compared to that of a control group (e.g. ob-
served price differences [135;136;189], fraction of inconsistent search results [202], Jaccard Index and
edit distance [76], normalized discount cumulative gain [77]), but do not report any assessments
of statistical confidence or reliability. Other works detect targeting by running basic statistical
tests, typically to reject that a given input seen conditionally on a given output is distributed uni-
formly [11;141;22]. Running these tests multiple times requires a careful correction step, an aspect
that is usually ignored. Finally, our own prior system, XRay [108], provides no confidence on an
individual finding basis; its predictions are only shown to become asymptotically accurate overall
as XRay is applied to larger and larger systems. This makes individual results hard to trust and
interpret. In terms of statistical rigor, the most mature approach is AdFisher [45] which, for a given
input, builds a specific classifier and validates its effect with statistical confidence.
• Limited evaluation and design space exploration: Most prior work lack a rigorous evaluation
of the proposed tools and associated design space. In web transparency, evaluation is extremely
challenging because ground truth of targeting effects is unknown. Manual assessment is sometimes
used in prior work [108;45], but it is, in our experience, extremely prone to error (see §3.6.8). Inability
to quantify the accuracy (precision, recall) of an algorithm makes it difficult to explore the design
space and understand its trade-offs.
This work seeks to fill in the preceding gaps by presenting: (1) The first generic web transparency
methodology that provides both scalability and robust statistical confidence for individual infer-
ences. (2) An implementation of this methodology in Sunlight. Sunlight’s design is inspired by
XRay and AdFisher, but improves both in significant ways (see §3.7 for detailed comparison). (3)
An approach for evaluating the design space of a transparency system like Sunlight. We next begin
by describing Sunlight’s methodology.
3.4 Design
A core contribution in Sunlight is the development of a principled methodology for web target-
ing investigations, which follows what we believe are important principles to follow when building
infrastructures for other types of web transparency investigations.
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3.4.1 Design Principles
• Design for scale and generality. The web is big; the number of services and third-parties that
could be targeting the users is gigantic. The kinds of personal data they could be using as inputs
of their targeting are many and diverse. The number of service outputs that could be targeted
at the users is immense. Reliability and trust in an investigation’s results depend not only on
the methodologies used but also on the scale at which conclusions are reached. Sunlight must thus
support large-scale investigations, both in terms of the number of inputs being tracked and in terms
of the number of outputs, as well as – to the extent possible – in terms of the services to which it
is applied. This last goal requires us to minimize the assumptions we make about the inspected
service(s).
• Provide robust statistical justification for all inferences. Trustworthiness in the results is key
to an investigation, hence Sunlight must provide robust confidence assessments for its inferences.
The metrics must be understandable and broadly accepted by the community. Where possible,
Sunlight should be able to make causal claims about its inferences, and not simply correlations,
which are more difficult to reason about. Enforcing high confidence for all findings may result in
missing some. We believe that correct findings are preferable to complete findings. Sunlight hence
attempts to limit such effects, but given a choice favors precision over recall.
• Ensure interpretability of inferences. A key challenge with many machine learning or statistics
mechanisms is that their inferences are often not easily interpretable, and post hoc interpretations
may not have been statistically validated. Interpretability is a critical aspect of a transparency sys-
tem as people are the consumers of the system’s output. Sunlight explicitly integrates a rudimen-
tary but effective technique to ensure that its inferences are interpretable and statistically validated
in these interpretable forms.
To the best of our knowledge, Sunlight is the first web transparency system to closely follow all
these principles. It can currently run on hundreds of virtual machines to process data from targeting
experiments, and precisely detects targeting of tens of thousands of Gmail and web ads, testing
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Fig. 31: The Sunlight methodology. Relies on randomized input assignments for causality and a train/test
set split for statistical soundness. The analysis consists of a four-phase pipeline: (1) scalable hypothesis
generation, (2) interpretable hypothesis formation, (3) hypothesis testing, and (4) multiple test correction.
The Sunlight system. Adds: service specific account managers responsible for populating and managing
the accounts used in experiments, perform data collection, and store observations; an index of results with a
search interface to explore findings.
hundreds of inputs simultaneously. It minimizes the assumptions it makes about the services and
provides statistically significant and interpretable results.
3.4.2 Methodology
Fig. 31 shows the Sunlight methodology. It consists of a pipeline with four data analysis stages.
Those stages depend on experimental data from an initial data collection step determined by the
investigator. Data collection begins with the creation of several fictitious user profiles, each with
randomly-assigned input attributes (called inputs) which are potentially visible to an ad targeting
mechanism. For instance, an input may indicate the presence of a particular e-mail in the user
profile’s webmail inbox, or that the user profile was used to visit a particular website. Then, each
user profile is used to measure several potential effects of targeting mechanisms (outputs), such
as specific ad displays shown on browser visits to a news website or webmail service. The inputs
should be specified a priori, and for various reasons which we discuss later, it will be desirable
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that the random assignment of input values be statistically independent (across different inputs
and across different user profiles); the outputs may be specified generically (e.g., all possible ads
displayed in ten refreshes of cnn.com), so that the set of outputs is only determined post hoc.
The end result is a data set comprised of inputs and output measurements for each profile.
At its core, the Sunlight methodology analyzes the collected data set using a sample-splitting
approach (sometimes called the “holdout method” in machine learning) to generate and evaluate
targeting hypotheses. The profiles in the data set are randomly split into a training set and a
testing set. In Stage 1 (Scalable Hypothesis Generation), we apply scalable classification and
regression methods to the training set to generate prediction functions that can explain the output
measurements for a user profile (e.g., indicator of whether a particular ad was displayed to the user)
using the profile’s input attributes. We focus on scalable methods that generate simple functions
of a small number of inputs so that they are readily interpretable as targeting hypotheses, and take
explicit measures in Stage 2 (Interpretable Hypothesis Formation) to ensure this if necessary.
In addition, we discard any prediction functions that fail some simple sanity checks so as to reduce
the number of targeting hypotheses; this again is performed just using the training set. At the end
of Stage 2, we have a filtered collection of interpretable targeting hypotheses generated using only
the training set.
In Stage 3 (Hypothesis Testing), each such hypothesis is then evaluated on the testing set using
a statistical test to generate a measure of confidence in the targeting hypothesis—specifically, a p-
value. The p-value computations may make use of the known probability distributions used to
assign input values in the test set profiles, and each targeting hypothesis’ p-value should be valid
under minimal assumptions. Because such statistical tests may be conducted for many targeting
hypotheses (e.g., possibly several targeted ads), we finally apply a correction to these confidence
scores in Stage 4 (Multiple Testing Correction) so that they are simultaneously valid. We may
then filter the targeting hypotheses to just those with sufficiently high confidence scores, so that
the end result is a statistically-validated set of interpretable targeting hypotheses.
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3.4.3 Threat Model and Assumptions
Like all prior transparency systems of which we are aware, we assume that Web services,
advertisers, trackers, and any other parties involved in the web data ecosystem, do not attempt to
frustrate Sunlight’s targeting detection. In the future, we believe that robustness against malicious
adversaries should become a core design principle, but this work does not provide such progress.
Moreover, we assume that the users leveraging Sunlight are tech-savvy and capable of developing
the measurement data collection necessary to collect the data. Sunlight enables targeting detection
given the experimental datasets obtained through independent means.
While Sunlight can establish correlation and even causation in some circumstances between
particular inputs and targeted outputs (within some confidence level), it cannot attribute targeting
decisions to particular parties (e.g., advertisers, ad networks, trackers, etc.), nor can it distinguish
between intentional targeting (e.g., advertisers choosing to target users in a particular category)
versus algorithmic decisions (e.g. an unsupervised algorithm decides to target a particular popula-
tion of users based on patterns of prior ad clicks). Moreover, because Sunlight’s correlations and
causations are obtained from controlled experiments with synthetic user profiles, its findings are
not guaranteed to be representative of the targeting on the real population. Finally, while Sunlight
can detect certain combined-input targeting, it cannot detect all forms of targeting, but rather only
targeting on disjunctive (OR) combinations of a limited number of controlled inputs.
Given all of these constraints, Sunlight is best used in contexts where its results inform and
provide believable justification for subsequent investigations through independent means aimed at
establishing the “truth.” Our scenarios in §3.3.1 fall into this category.
3.4.4 Architecture
Sunlight instantiates the preceding methodology to detect, validate, and report the likely causes
of targeting phenomena on the web. This raises three significant challenges. First, at each stage,
unique aspects of our domain require careful modeling of the problem to map them onto appro-
priate statistical mechanisms. Second, across stages, mechanisms may interact in subtle ways and
require careful and challenging co-designs. For example, as §3.6 shows, a design choice to use
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a permissive classification at Stage 1 (high recall but low precision) results in significant penalty
due to correction in Stage 4 and failure to validate many true hypotheses (i.e., poor recall at the
end of the Sunlight pipeline). In contrast, a stricter Stage 1 method that we developed for Sunlight
(§3.5.1), which has comparatively lower recall but higher precision in it of itself results in better
recall at the end of the Sunlight pipeline. Thus, a second key contribution in Sunlight is to identify
the key requirements that must be met by the mechanisms we use at each stage of the pipeline and
combine them in ways that provide scalability, confidence, and interpretability.
To address these challenges, we have designed Sunlight to be modular. It allows both the
instantiation of multiple pipelines and the evaluation and comparison at different levels of the
pipeline. This provides two benefits. First, it lets us explore the design space and choose the best
combination of mechanisms for our problem. Second, it lets our users – researchers and investi-
gators – adapt Sunlight to their own needs. For example, some mechanisms provide confidence at
scale while others provide superior statistical guarantees; with Sunlight users can make the choices
they prefer. Fig. 32 lists the mechanisms we currently support at each stage, some of them which
we imported from prior literature, others we developed to address limitations of prior mechanisms
(see §3.5).
3.4.5 Prototype
We implemented Sunlight in Ruby using statistical routines (e.g., Lasso) from R, a program-
ming environment for statistical computing. The analysis is built around a modular pipeline that
lists the algorithms to use for each stage, and each algorithm implements a basic protocol to com-
municate with the next stage.
Service Specific Transparency Tools. The Account Manager (Fig. 31) is responsible for: (1) pop-
ulating accounts on the target Web service with its assigned inputs, and (2) periodically retrieving
outputs from the audited service for each shadow account. Both functions are service specific.
For Gmail, they involve sending emails with SMTP and invoking the ad API to request ads. For
YouTube, they involve streaming a video and scraping recommendations, and for Amazon, they in-












































Fig. 32: The Sunlight modular pipeline. Grey boxes show the default pipeline, which in our experi-
ence strikes a good balance between results confidence and interpretability versus support for large-scale
investigations.
depends on the availability of APIs or the stability of a service’s page formats. Outputs collected
from the Web service are placed into a database (Cassandra), which maps shadow accounts to their
input sets, output observations, and various metadata (e.g. context input, observation timestamp).
After running the analysis pipeline, results are indexed in Elasticsearch to enable convenient access
and analysis.
Default Analysis Pipeline. Fig. 32 shows the default pipeline used by Sunlight. In Stage 1, we
use sparse logistic regression (Logit) to estimate regression coefficients that give an ordering over
the inputs. In Stage 2, we select a disjunction (i.e., an “OR” combination) with the best predic-
tive accuracy from ordered inputs from Stage 1, and discard inaccurate hypotheses as determined
using heuristic p-value computations. Stage 3 computes the p-values for the statistical test of
independence on the test data. Finally, our Stage 4 implementation computes both the Benjamini-
Yekutieli (BY) and Holm-Bonferroni (Holm) corrections, though our default recommendation is
the BY correction. Finally, we recommend p-values < 0.05 for good confidence.
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In §3.6, we show that these defaults strike a good balance between the scalability and the
confidence of these hypotheses. Using these defaults, our targeting experiments on Gmail and
on the web produced the largest number of high confidence hypotheses, and we have manually
inspected many of these hypotheses to validate the results. We describe these measurements next.
3.5 Theory
We next describe the mechanisms we developed for each stage of Sunlight, and detail the
semantics and guarantees they offer.
3.5.1 Stage 1: Scalable Hypothesis Generation
We generate interpretable targeting hypotheses by applying classification and regression meth-
ods to the training set; the hypotheses are formulated as interpretable functions of a profiles’ input
attributes that can explain the corresponding output measurements. In machine learning parlance,
we train predictors of the outputs based on the inputs (as input variables). To ensure that the
hypotheses are interpretable, we explicitly seek predictors that only depend on a few inputs, and
that only have a simple functional form. To this end, we restrict attention to hypotheses about
the output that can be represented as a disjunction formula over at most k inputs for some small
integer number k (here we also assume for simplicity that inputs and outputs are binary-valued).
This class of small disjunction formulae is one of the simplest classes of natural and interpretable
hypotheses; our focus on this class here serves as a starting point for building up techniques for
other hypothesis classes.
Even with the restriction to the simple class of disjunction formulae, we face formidable com-
putational challenges. Finding the most accurate such disjunction on an arbitrary training set is
generally computationally intractable in very strong senses [67], with brute force enumeration re-
quiring Ω(dk) time for d inputs. Therefore, we can only hope to find accurate small disjunction
hypotheses that have additional special structure. In some cases, we can use a two-step greedy
approach to find such disjunction hypotheses: (i) we first use scalable classification and regression
methods to order the inputs by some measure of relevance—e.g., by their average correlation with
the output across user profiles in the training set (this stage); then (ii) we use this ordering over
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inputs to greedily construct a disjunction with sufficiently high accuracy on the training set (Stage
2). Under other conditions, it may be possible to directly form small disjunction hypotheses. We
discuss three approaches we implemented in more detail below.
Threshold Set Intersection
First, we present the Set Intersection Algorithm (Fig. 33) for which we can prove that, under
some assumptions, infering targeting requires no more than a logarithmic number of accounts as a
function of the number of inputs.
Specifically, we assume that the studied service decides targeting using a disjunctive combina-
tion of the inputs (e.g. showOk ifD5 orD8 are in the account) with a size bounded by a maximum
input size, r. Additionally, we define the following three probabilities: pin, the probability that an
account containing the input targeted by a particular ad, will see that ad at least once; pout the
probability that an account lacking the targeted input Di will see the ad; and p∅ the probability that
an ad that is nottargeted will appear in a given account. We assume that pin, p∅, pout are constant
across all emails, ads, and time, and that pout is strictly smaller than pin (bounded noise hypothesis).
Under these assumptions, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5. Under the previous assumptions, for any ε > 0 there exists an algorithm that requires
C × ln(N) accounts to correctly identify the inputs of a targeted ad with probability (1− ε). The
constant C depends on ε and the maximum size of combinations r (O(r2r log(1
ε
))).
Given that outputs will appear more often in accounts containing the targeting inputs, the core
of the algorithm is to determine the set of inputs appearing in the highest number of accounts
that also see a given ad. We prove that it has the correctness and scaling properties specified in
the theorem. Here we describes a basic version of the algorithm that makes some simplifying
assumptions and provides a brief proof sketch. The detailed proof and complete algorithm are
described in our technical report [107].
Algorithm. The algorithm relies on a randomized placement of inputs into shadow accounts, with
some redundancy to cope with imperfect coverage. We thus pick a probability, 0 < α < 1, create
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1 // Set Intersection Algo:
2 // Runs with each collected ad.
3 In: Output Ok (e.g. an ad).
4 Params: MIN_ACTIVE_ACCTS, THRESHOLD.
5 Out: Targeted input combination.
6 // Step 1: Compute active accounts.
7 Ak = the accounts that see ad Ok.
8 if |Ak| < MIN_ACTIVE_ACCTS
9 return ∅
10 end
11 // Step 2: Create input combination hypothesis.
12 targeted_set = ∅
13 foreach input Di do
14 if number of Ak containing Di|Ak| >THRESHOLD
15 targeted_set += Di
16 end
17 end
18 // Step 3: Verify it is a real combination.
19 if number of Ak containing entire targeted set|Ak| <THRESHOLD
20 return ∅
21 end
22 // targeted_set triggered the output.
23 return targeted_set
Fig. 33: The Set Intersection Algorithm. Can be proven to predict targeting correctly under certain as-
sumptions with a logarithmic number of accounts.
C ln(N) shadow accounts, and place each input Di randomly into each account with probability
α. Fig. 33 shows the Set Intersection algorithm for a set of observations, ~x. Given an output
Ok collected from the user account, we compute the set of active accounts, Ak, as those shadow
accounts that have seen the output (Step 1). We then compute the set of inputs that appear in at
least a threshold fraction of active accounts; this set is our candidate for the combination being
targeted by the ad (Step 2). Finally, we check that the entire combination is in a threshold fraction
of the active accounts (Step 3). Theoretically, we prove that there exists a threshold for which
the algorithm is arbitrarily correct with the available C ln(N) accounts. Practically, this threshold
must be tuned experimentally to achieve good accuracy on every service – a key reason for our
Bayesian enhancement in §3.5.1.
Correctness Proof Sketch. The proof shows that if there were targeting, every non-targeting input
would have a vanishingly small probability to be in a significant fraction of the active accounts.
Let us call S the set of inputs contained in a significant fraction of the active accounts. Without
targeting, these inputs would be present in the accounts by mere chance. Since inputs are indepen-
dently distributed into the accounts, we show that the probability of S not being empty decreases
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1 // Bayesian Prediction Alg:
2 // Runs with each collected ad.
3 In: Output Ok (e.g. an ad).
4 Out: Targeted input.
5 // Compute probabilities.
6 foreach input Di do
7 P [Di| ~x ] = bayes(P [~x| Di ])
8 end
9 // Compute untargeted prob.
10 P [D∅| ~x ] = bayes(P [~x| D∅ ])
11 // Return event with max prob.
12 return Di with max P [Di| ~x ]
1 // Parameter Learning Alg:
2 // Runs periodically.
3 // Initialize params (arbitrary).
4 pin = .7,pout = .01,p∅ = .1
5 do
6 foreach output Ok do
7 Run Bayesian Prediction.
8 end
9 Update pin, pout, p∅
10 from predictions.
11 until pin, pout, p∅ converge
12 end
Fig. 34: Bayesian Algorithm. Left: Bayesian prediction algorithm for behavioral targeting. Right: Expec-
tation Maximization algorithm to learn parameters.
exponentially with the number of active accounts (through Chernoff bounds). With targeting, we
show that with high probability no other input than the explaining combination is in S, because of
the bounded noise hypothesis.
Self-Tuning Bayesian Algorithm
The Set Intersection algorithm provides a good theoretical foundation; however, it requires
parameters be tuned and applies only to behavioral targeting, not contextual targeting. Thus, we
include a more robust, self-tuning version that leverages a Bayesian model and en expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm to automatically adjust parameters.
The Bayesian model leverages the same information from the shadow account observations, ~x.
It counts the observations xj of ad Ok in an account j as a binary signal: if the ad has appeared
at least once in account j, we count it once; otherwise we do not count it. Briefly, the Bayesian
model is a simple generative model that simulates the audited service given some targeting asso-
ciations (e.g., Di triggers Ok). It computes the probability for this model to generate the outputs
we do observe for every targeting association. The most likely association will be the one Sunlight
returns.
In more detail if the ad were targeted towards Di, then an account j containing Di would see
this ad at least once with a coverage probability pin; otherwise, it would miss it with probability
(1− pin). An account j′ without input Di would see the ad with a smaller probability, pout, missing
it with probability (1 − pout). If the ad were not behaviorally targeted, it would appear in each
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account with the same probability, p∅. If we define Ak as the set of active accounts that have seen
the ad, and Ai as the set of accounts that contain email Di, then we have the following definitions
for the probabilities:
P [~x| Di ] = (pin)|Ai∩Ak| (1− pin)|Ai∩A¯k| × (pout)|A¯i∩Ak| (1− pout)|A¯i∩A¯k| ,
P [~x| D∅ ] = (p∅)|Ak| (1− p∅)|A¯k| ,
where D∅ designates the untargeted prediction.
The preceding formula has an interesting interpretation that is visible if placed in the equivalent
form:







From the point of view of the event Di, an account found in Ai ∩ A¯k is a false positive (an ad was
expected but not shown). This should lower the probability, especially when the coverage pin is
close to 1. Inversely, an account found in A¯i∩Ak acts as a false negative (we observed an ad where
we did not expect it), which should decrease the probability, especially when pout is close to 0.
These formulas let us infer the likelihood of event Di according to Bayes’ rule: P [A| B ] =
P [B|A ]×P [A ]
P [B ] . Figure 34 shows two algorithms. First, the prediction algorithm (left) predicts the
targeting of Ok by computing the probabilities defined above, applying Bayes’ rule, and returning
the input with the maximum probability. Second, the EM parameter learning algorithm (right)
computes the variables that those probabilities depend upon (pin, pout, and p∅) using an iterative
process. It repeatedly runs the prediction algorithm for all outputs and re-computes pin, pout, and
p∅ based on the predictions. It stops when the variables converge (i.e., their variation from one
iteration to another is small).
Sparse regression.
Our last technique for ordering inputs, and the one we will use as default, is based on linear
regression. In our application, each of the d inputs is regarded as a (boolean) predictive variable,
and our goal is to find a linear combination of these d variables x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd) that predicts
an associated output measurement. The coefficients w = (w1, w2, . . . , wd) used to form the linear
combination 〈w,x〉 = ∑di=1 wixi are called the regression coefficients, and these can be regarded
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as a measure of association between the inputs and the output. These coefficients are estimated
from a collection of d-dimensional data vectors, which in our setting are the vectors of input
attributes for each profile in the training set.
We use a sparse linear regression method called Lasso [183] to estimate the regression coeffi-
cients w. Lasso is specifically designed to handle the setting where the number of inputs may
exceed the number n of data vectors (i.e., user profiles) in the training set, as long as the number
of non-zero regression coefficients is expected to be small—i.e., the coefficient vector is sparse.
This sparsity assumption entails that only a few inputs are, in combination, correlated with the
output. Under certain conditions on the n data vectors (which we ensure are likely to be satis-
fied by construction of our user profiles), Lasso accurately estimates the coefficients as long as
n ≥ O(k log d), where k is the number of non-zero coefficients [15]—i.e., the number of input
variables potentially correlated with the output. In fact, this collection of O(k log d) input vec-
tors supports the simultaneous estimation of multiple coefficient vectors for different outputs (e.g.,
different ads), a consequence of the same phenomenon that underlies compressed sensing [49].
Linear regression permits the use of additional variables for uncontrolled factors (e.g., time-of-
day, IP address of machine used to collect data) to help guard against erroneous input/output asso-
ciations that could otherwise be explained by these factors. For instance, some ads may be shown
more during work hours to target office workers, but the time-of-day in which data is collected
for certain profiles could inadvertently be correlated with some inputs. Including time-of-day as a
variable in the regression model helps suppress these unwanted associations.
We also consider the use of a generalized linear model called logistic regression, which is
especially suited for binary outputs. This model posits that Pr[output = 1] = g(〈x,w〉), where
g(z) = 1/(1 + e−z). To estimate regression coefficients in this model, we use a variant of Lasso
called L1-regularized logistic regression [143], whose effectiveness has been established in several
empirical studies across multiple domains (e.g., [199;19]). As in Lasso, we are able to regard the
inputs with large estimated coefficients as likely to be relevant in predicting the output (and this
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Fig. 35: Interpretable vs. raw hypothesis. (Left) Targeting hypothesis formulated as disjunction of inputs.
(Right) Raw hypothesis based on logistic regression parameters.
would not be the case if we used unregularized or L2-regularized logistic regression, at least in this
n d regime).
3.5.2 Stage 2: Interpretable Hypothesis Formation
Given an ordering over the inputs, we form disjunctions of inputs in a greedy fashion. Specif-
ically, we first consider a singleton disjunction with the first input on the list, then a disjunction
of the first two inputs on the list, and so on. We proceed as long as the training accuracy of the
disjunction (in predicting the output for profiles in the training set) is sufficiently high; the criterion
we use to determine this threshold is just a heuristic, but is similar to the hypothesis test used in the
testing stage (§3.5.3). The largest sufficiently accurate disjunction is then taken (together with the
associated output) as a targeting hypothesis. For some outputs, it is possible that even the singleton
disjunction lacks high-enough accuracy; in such cases no hypothesis is formed.
Fig. 35 shows an example of this transformation for a hypothesis based on logistic regression.
The leftside hypothesis says a profile is targeted if it has at least one of the shown inputs; the
rightside hypothesis says a profile is targeted if the sum of coefficients for the inputs in the profile
is greater than zero. The latter appears more difficult to interpret than the former.
An alternative is to forgo interpretability and seek out out any kind of potential association be-
tween inputs and outputs. For instance, we could look for associations between arbitrary functions
of inputs and outputs by using richer classes of prediction functions beyond simple disjunctions
(e.g. arbitrary linear threshold functions), as well as by using other flexible measures of associa-
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tion (e.g. [74]). Such associations may be much easier to detect and statistically validate, but they
may not be readily interpretable nor easy to reason about in a follow-up studies.
An important and subtle note is that if interpretability is important, then any transformation
needed for interpretation should be applied at this stage. For example, an intuitive but incorrect
way of interpreting a result from Sunlight would be to generate raw hypotheses, validate them
in Stages 3 and 4, and then “interpret” those with low enough p-values. That would result in
potentially misleading conclusions. For example, just because a hypothesis based on a logistic
model can be validated with low p-values, it does not follow that the corresponding disjunctive
version of that hypothesis is also statistically significant. For this reason, the Sunlight methodology
critically includes this explicitly interpretability stage, which reminds a developer to transform her
hypothesis early for interpretability so the p-values can be computed for that hypothesis.
3.5.3 Stage 3: Hypothesis Testing
The second stage of the analysis considers the targeting hypotheses (disjunctions of inputs
and an associated output) generated from the first stage and provides a confidence score for each
hypothesis. The score, a p-value, comes from an exact statistical test that decides between a
null hypothesis H0 that the disjunction of inputs is independent of the associated output, and an
alternative hypothesis H1 that the disjunction of inputs is positively correlated with the output. A
small p-value—≤0.05 by convention—implies that our observations on the data (discussed below)
are unlikely to be seen under H0; it lends confidence in rejecting H0 and accepting H1 and the
validity of the targeting hypothesis.
Computing p-values. The test is based on computing a test statistic on the testing set (i.e., the
subset of profiles that were not used to generate targeting hypotheses). A critical assumption
here is that the profiles (and specifically, the outputs associated with each profile) are statistically
independent, and hence the selected disjunction is also independent of the profiles in the testing
set. The specific test statistic T we use is an association measure based on Pearson’s correlation:
we compute T using the profiles from the testing set, and then determine the probability mass
of the interval {t ∈ R : t ≥ T} under H0. This probability is precisely the p-value we seek.
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Because the distribution of the inputs for each profile is known (and, in fact, controlled by us), it is
straightforward to determine the exact distribution of T under H0. For example, when the inputs
for each profile are determined with independent but identically distributed coin tosses, the p-value
computation boils down to a simple binomial tail calculation.
More specifically, suppose the inputs are independent and identically distributed binary random
variables with mean α ∈ (0, 1). Consider a disjunction of k inputs and a particular (binary-valued)
output. Let N be the number of profiles for which the output is 1, and let B be the number of
profiles for which both the disjunction and the output are 1. If N = 0, then the p-value is 1.







αik(1− αk)N−i where αk = 1− (1− α)k.
Use of p-value in Stage 2. As previously mentioned, we also use this p-value computation in Stage
2 as a rough heuristic for deciding which disjunctions to keep and pass on to Stage 3. However,
we stress that these Stage 2 p-value computations are not valid because the disjunctions are formed
using the profiles from the training set, and hence are not independent of these same training set
profiles. The validity of the Stage 3 p-values, which are based on the testing set, relies on the
independence of the disjunction formulae and the testing set profiles themselves.
Independence assumption. It is possible to weaken the independence assumption by using dif-
ferent non-parametric statistical tests, as is done in [45]. Such tests are often highly computationally
intensive and have lower statistical power to detect associations. We opt to admit the assumption
of independence in favor of obtaining more interpretable results under the assumption; gross vio-
lations may be identified in follow-up studies by an investigator, which we anyway recommend in
all cases.
Causal effects. Under the alternative hypothesis of a positive correlation between a disjunction of
inputs and an output, it is possible to draw a conclusion about the causal effect of the inputs on
the output. Specifically, if the input values are independently assigned for each user profile, then
a positive correlation between a given disjunction of inputs and an output translates to a positive
average causal effect [166]. This independent assignment of input values can be ensured in the
creation of the user profiles.
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3.5.4 Stage 4: Multiple Testing Correction
In the final stage of our analysis methodology, we appropriately adjust the p-values for each
of our targeting hypotheses to correct for the multiple testing problem. As one simultaneously
considers more and more statistical tests, it becomes more and more likely that the p-value for
some test will be small just by chance alone even when the null hypothesis H0 is true. If one
simply rejects H0 whenever the stated p-value is below 0.05 (say), then this effect often leads to
erroneous rejections of H0 (false rejections).
This multiple testing problem is well-known and ubiquitous in high-throughput sciences (e.g.,
genomics [52]), and several statistical methods have been developed to address it. A very conserva-
tive correction is the Holm-Bonferroni method [82], which adjusts the p-values (generally making
them larger them by some amount) in a way so that the probability of any false rejection of H0
(based on comparing adjusted p-values to 0.05) is indeed bounded above by 0.05. While this strict
criterion offers a very strong guarantee on the resulting set of discoveries, it is often overly conser-
vative and has low statistical power to make any discoveries at all. A less conservative correction
is the Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure [14], which guarantees that among the adjusted p-values that
are less than 0.05, the expected fraction that correspond to false discoveries (i.e., false rejections
of H0) is at most 0.05. Although this guarantee on the expected false discovery rate is weaker than
what is provided by the Holm-Bonferroni method, it is widely accepted in applied statistics as an
appropriate and preferred correction for exploratory studies.
With either correction method, the adjusted p-values provide a more accurate and calibrated
measure of confidence relative to the nominal 0.05 cut-off. We can either return the set of targeting
hypotheses whose p-values fall below the cut-off, or simply return the list of targeting hypotheses
ordered by the p-values. Either way, the overall analysis produced by this methodology is highly-
interpretable and statistically justified.
3.6 Evaluation
We evaluate Sunlight by answering the following questions: (Q0) Sanity check: can Sunlight
detect our own advertizing? (Q1) How accurate is Sunlight against ground truth, where it is avail-
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able? (Q2) How does Sunlight’s Stage 1 account requirements scale with input size? (Q3) How
do different Stage 1 algorithm’s hypotheses compare? (Q4) What is the influence of p-value cor-
rection on Sunlight? (Q5) How does scale affect confidence? As foreshadowing, we show that
Sunlight’s high-confidence hypotheses are precise, and that the Logit (logistic regression) method
is best suited among those we evaluated for maximizing hypothesis recall after p-value correction.
Somewhat surprisingly, we show that the “winning” inference algorithm at Stage 1 (the Bayesian
algorithm) is not the winner at the end of the pipeline, after correction is applied. Finally, we show
that the same effect in also responsible for a trade-off between confidence and scalability in the
number of outputs.
Finally, we conclude with a measurement study of Gmail ads and ads on the web, in which we
find contradictions of statements from Google policies or official FAQs.
3.6.1 Methodology
We evaluate Sunlight using the system’s split of observations into a training and a testing set,
and leveraging the modularity of Sunlight to measure the effectiveness of targeting detection at
different stages of the analysis pipeline. We believe that our evaluation methodology, along with
the metrics that we developed for it, represents a significant contribution and a useful starting
point for the evaluation of future transparency infrastructures, an area that currently lacks rigorous
evaluations (see §3.3.2).
A critical challenge in evaluating Sunlight and its design space is the lack of ground truth for
targeting for most experiments. For example, in Gmail, we do not know how ads are targeted; we
can take guesses, but that is extremely error prone (see §3.6.8). In other cases (such as for Amazon
and Youtube recommendations), we can obtain the ground truth from the services. For a thorough
evaluation, we thus decided to use a multitude of metrics, each designed for a different situation
and goal. They are:






























































(d) Ad prediction recall, Websites
Fig. 36: Ad prediction precision and recall. The x-axis shows different p-value correction methods, and
the y-axis shows the proportion of precision and recall. (a) and (b) show ad prediction precision and recall
on the Gmail dataset, (c) and (d) on the Websites dataset, for all algorithms. Both metrics increase when
using stricter p-values, indicating better hypotheses.
2. hypothesis recall: proportion of true hypotheses that are found from some ground truth
assessment.
3. ad prediction precision, the proportion of success in predicting if an ad will be present in a
training set account.2
4. ad prediction recall: proportion of ads appearances that were correctly guessed when pre-
dicting if an ad will be present in a training set account.
5. algorithm coverage: proportion of low p-value hypotheses found by an algorithm, out of all
low p-value hypotheses found by any of the algorithms.
2“Ad” in this section is short for the more generic output.
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Workload Profiles Inputs Outputs
Gmail (one day) 119 327 4099
Website 200 84 4867
Website-large 798 263 19808
Gmail-simple 35 51 193
YouTube 45 64 308
Amazon 51 61 2593
Tab. 31: Workloads used to evaluate Sunlight
We use the first two metrics in cases where ground truth is available (§3.6.3) and with manual
assessments (§3.6.2, §3.6.4, §3.6.8). These are typically small scale experiments. We use the
next two metrics in cases where ground truth is unavailable; this lets us evaluate at full scale
and on interesting targeting. Finally, we use the last metric for comparison of various pipeline
instantiations.
Table 31 shows the datasets on which we apply these metrics. The first three datasets come
from the experiments described in the preceding section. The Gmail dataset corresponds to one
day’s worth of ads in the middle of our 33-day experiment. The Gmail-simple, YouTube, and
Amazon datasets are from our early work on XRay [108]. They contain Gmail ads, and targeting
observations for the recommendation systems of YouTube and Amazon, for videos and products
respectively. They are small (about 60 inputs), and with inputs on very distinct topics, minimizing
the chances for targeting on input combinations. We created the inputs workload for each service
by selecting topics from well-defined categories relevant for that service. For Gmail and YouTube,
we crafted emails and selected videos based on AdSense categories; for Amazon, we selected
products from its own product categories. On the other hand the Gmail and Websites datasets are
larger scale, with up to 327 inputs and thousands outputs. Moreover their inputs are not distinct,
containing some redundancy because they include emails or websites on the same topics that are
more likely to attract similar outputs. They are thus more representative of experiments that would
be conducted by investigators.
To assess Sunlight’s hypothesis precision and recall on small experiments (last three), we
needed the ground truth for associations. Amazon and YouTube provide it for their recommen-
dations. For instance, Amazon provides a link “Why recommended?” which explicitly explains
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Ad Targeted Detected # Accounts
Keyword Email by Sunlight? & Displays
Chaldean Like Chaldean Yes 13/13,
Poetry Poetry? 1588/1622
Steampunk Fan of Steampunk? Yes 13/13,
888/912
Cosplay Discover Cosplay. Yes 13/13,
440/442
Falconry Learn about Falconry. Yes 13/13,
1569/1608
Fig. 37: Self-Targeted Ads. The last column shows raw behavioral and contextual data for interpretation:
X/Y, Z/T means that the ad was seen in X active accounts that contain the targeted email out of a total of Y
active accounts; the ad was shown Z times in the context of the targeted email out of a total of T times.
the recommendation ; when clicked, it shows an explanation of the form “The [Coloring Book]
is recommended because your wish list includes [Crayola Crayons Set].” YouTube explains its
video recommendations similarly. For Gmail, we manually labeled ads based on our personal as-
sessment. The ads for different experiments were labeled by different people, generally project
members. A non-computer scientist labeled the largest experiment (51 emails).
3.6.2 Q0: Sanity-check experiment: detecting our own advertizing
To build intuition into Sunlight’s functioning, we ran a simple sanity-check experiment on
Gmail. Recall that, unlike Amazon and YouTube, Gmail does not provide any ground truth, re-
quiring us to manually label associations, a process that can be itself faulty. Before measuring
Sunlight’s accuracy against labeled associations, we checked that Sunlight can detect associations
for our own ads, whose targeting we control. For this, we strayed away from the aforementioned
methodology to create a highly controlled experiment. We posted four Google AdWords cam-
paigns targeted on very specific keywords (Chaldean Poetry, Steampunk, Cosplay, and Falconry),
crafted an inbox that included one email per keyword, and used Sunlight to recover the associa-
tions between our ads and those emails. In total, we saw our ads 1622, 912, 442, and 1608 times,
respectively, across all accounts (shadows and master). Fig. 37 shows our results. After one round
of ad collection (which involved 50 refreshes per email), Sunlight correctly associated all four ads
with the targeted email. It did so with very high confidence: the p-value << 0.05 in all cases.
The figure also shows some of the raw contextual/behavioral data, which provides intuition into
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Sunlight’s perfect precision and recall in this controlled experiment. We next turn to evaluating
Sunlight in less controlled environments.
3.6.3 Q1: Precision and recall on ground truth
Dataset Precision Recall Hyp.Sunlight XRay Sunlight XRay count
Amazon 100% 81% 46% 78% 142
YouTube 100% 93% 52% 68% 1349
Tab. 32: Sunlight’s hypothesis precision & recall
Sunlight favors finding reliable, validated targeting hypotheses over finding every potential tar-
geting, so that investigators do not waste time on dead ends. This strategy is characterized by
hypothesis precision that should be very high, and hypothesis recall that we try to keep high with-
out lowering precision. We measure these two metrics on two datasets from YouTube and Amazon,
both containing ground truth (Amazon and YouTube inform users why they are shown certain rec-
ommendations). This gives us a direct comparison with prior art, as well as an assessment of
Sunlight’s hypothesis precision and recall on services provided ground truth for recommendation
targeting. Table 32 describes the results. We make two observations. First Sunlight’s hypothe-
sis precision against ground truth is 100% (with a Logit Stage 1) on both Amazon and YouTube,
while XRay’s best algorithm reaches only 81% and 93% respectively. This confirms Sunlight’s
high hypothesis precision that makes a difference even on simple cases.
Second hypothesis recall is higher for XRay. The Bayesian algorithm reaches 68% on YouTube
and 78% on Amazon while Logit yields 46% and 52% respectively. This can be explained by the
small size of these datasets: when faced with little evidence, Sunlight will return no hypothesis
or low confidence hypotheses, favoring precision over recall compared to XRay’s algorithms. We
believe this is a valuable trade-off when performing large scale experiments. In the absence of
ground truth, we need to be able to trust targeting hypotheses even at the cost of some recall.
This confirms Sunlight’s focus on precision over recall on datasets with ground truth. We next























































(c) Precision with Input Size
Fig. 38: Scalability. (a) Number of accounts required to achieve the knee accuracy for varied numbers of
inputs. (b), (c) Recall/precision achievable with the number of accounts in (a).
3.6.4 Q2: Scalability with input size
A main contribution of this work is the realization that, under certain assumptions, the number
of accounts needed to achieve high accuracy for Sunlight scales logarithmically with the number
of tracked inputs. We have proven that under certain assumptions, the Set Intersection and sparse
regression algorithms scale logarithmically. This theoretical result is hard to extend to the Bayesian
algorithm, so we evaluated it experimentally by studying three metrics with growing input size:
the number of accounts required to reach the recall knee and the value of recall/precision at this
knee. Figures 38a, 38b and 38c show the corresponding results for Gmail-simple, YouTube and
Amazon. For Gmail-simple, the number of accounts necessary to reach the knee increased less
than 3-fold (from 8 to 21) as input size increased more than 25-fold (from 2 to 51). For Amazon
and YouTube, the increases in accounts were 6- and 8-fold respectively, for a 32-fold increase in
input size. In general, the roughly linear shapes of the log-x-scale graphs in Fig. 38a confirm
the logarithmic increase in the number of accounts required to handle different inputs. Fig. 38b
and 38c confirm that the “knee number” of accounts (number of accounts above which precision
and recall are flat) achieved high recall and precision (over 80%).
What accounts for the large gap between the number of accounts needed for high accuracy in
Gmail-simple versus Amazon? For example, tracking a mere two emails in Gmail-simple required
8 accounts, while tracking two viewed products in Amazon needed 2 accounts. The distinction cor-
responds to the difference in coverage exhibited by the two services. In Gmail-simple, a targeted
ad was typically seen in a smaller fraction of the relevant accounts compared to a recommended
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product in Amazon. Sunlight adapted its parameters to lower coverage automatically, but it needed
more accounts to do so.
Overall, these results confirm that our theoretical scalability results hold for real-world systems,
at least for carefully crafted, non-overlapping input workloads. We next study more complex
scenarios with more realistic workloads and measures of statistical significance. In this case,
because we cannot get ground truth, we use our proxy metrics of ad prediction precision/recall and
algorithm coverage.
3.6.5 Q3: Evaluating the analysis pipeline
We now look inside the analysis pipeline to measure the effects of its different stages and to
compare stage 1 algorithms. In order to measure each algorithm’s performance we use its ad
prediction precision and recall described in §3.6.1. Intuitively if the algorithms detect targeting,
they can predict where the ads will be seen in the testing set. Because ads do not always appear in
all accounts that have the targeted inputs, we do not expect precision to always be 100%. On the
other hand, a targeting hypothesis formed using many inputs may easily yield high recall.
Fig. 36 shows the precision and recall of those predictions on the Gmail and Website datasets,
first on all hypotheses and then after selecting higher and higher confidence hypotheses. We make
three observations. First, the precision is poor if we take every hypotheses into account (see group
labeled all hyps). Precision is below 80% for both datasets, and even less than 60% for most
algorithms. Restricting to just the low p-value hypotheses (without correction) somewhat increases
ad presence precision (low pvals group).
Second, correcting the p-values for multiple testing increases precision as well as recall.
The best algorithms on the Gmail and Website datasets, respectively, reach a precision of 90%
and 84% after BY correction, and 93% and 91% after Holm correction (low pvals w/BY and
low pvals w/Holm groups). The precision is higher when with Holm because it is more conserva-
tive than BY.
Third, the differences introduced by Stage 1 algorithms are reduced by filtering out low-



























































































(b) Same as (a) with Holm
Fig. 310: Effect of p-value correction on the distribution. The Set Intersection algorithm makes much
more hypothesis, and thus has more low p-value hypothesis. After Holm’s correction however, the Logit
algorithm has more low p-value hypothesis. X is log scale.
40 percentage points, different Stage 1 algorithms vary only by 1 or 2 percentage points after Holm
correction (low pvals w/Holm group). The exception is with the BY correction (low pvals w/BY
group), where the precision of Logit is noticeably higher than that of the other algorithms on the
Website dataset.
Thus, when selecting only high-confidence hypotheses, Sunlight is able to predict the presence
of an ad with high precision and recall. Moreover, all Stage 1 algorithms generally yield accurate
high-confidence hypotheses, which suggests that we should maximize the number of hypotheses.

























































































(c) P-value dist. after Holm cor-
rection
Fig. 311: Effect of p-value correction on the distribution, at different scales. In this graph, the scale is
regarding the number of ads. For our small and large scale Website datasets, for the Logit Stage 1, (a) shows
the p-value distribution, (b) the p-value distribution after BY correction, and (c) the p-value distribution
after Holm correction. The higher number of hypotheses in the large experiment widens the difference in
distributions after correction.
3.6.6 Q4: The effect of p-value correction
Maximizing the number of high-confidence hypotheses is maximizing coverage (see §3.6.1),
the proportion of all high-confidence hypotheses found by a given algorithm. Fig. 39 shows for
each Stage 1 algorithm the coverage on the Gmail and Website datasets for low p-values, before
and after correction. Set Intersection outputs the most low p-value hypotheses (low pvals group),
but we saw in Fig. 36a-36c that these hypotheses are poor predictors of the ad presence, with a
precision below 50%. After the strictest correction (low pvals w/Holm), when all hypotheses have
similar predictive power, the Logit Stage 1 gives the best coverage, with 93% on Gmail and 94%
on Website, beating Lm, the Bayesian algorithm, and Set Intersection. We can make the same
conclusion on Gmail after BY correction, but the picture is not as clear on the Websites dataset,
where Logit has a lower coverage (about 80%) but makes hypotheses with a better ad prediction
precision (see Fig. 36c).
It is interesting to understand why Set Intersection has a much better coverage before correc-
tion, but loses this edge to Logit after p-value correction. This can be explained by the fact that the
number of hypotheses, and the proportion of high p-value hypotheses play an important role in the
correction, both increasing the penalty applied to each p-value. To further demonstrate this effect,
Fig. 310 shows the CDF for the distribution of the absolute number of hypotheses per p-value
for Logit and Set Intersection. On Fig. 310a we observe that the Set Intersection Stage 1 algo-
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rithm makes more low p-value hypotheses with 836 hypothesis below 5%, and only 486 for Logit.
However we can also see that the total number of hypothesis is much higher (3282 compared to
928), and that a lot of these hypotheses have a high p-value. After Holm correction however, the
Logit algorithm retains 80% more low p-value hypotheses, as shown on Fig. 310b. BY correction
shows the same trend, although with less extreme results, explaining why on the Websites dataset
Set Intersection keeps a higher coverage.
We show that making many hypotheses hurts coverage after p-value correction, particularly
with the Holm method. This calls for algorithms that favor small number of high quality hypothe-
ses, such as Logit, over algorithms that make hypotheses even on weak signal, such as Set Inter-
section. Making only a small number of low p-value hypotheses is not always possible however,
especially when scaling experiments, which we evaluate next.
3.6.7 Q5: Confidence at scale
We saw in §3.6.6 that favoring fewer, higher quality hypothesis is a winning strategy to retain
low p-value hypothesis after correction. Unfortunately this is not always possible when scaling the
number of outputs, for instance when experiments have more inputs, more profiles, or just when
we collected data for a longer period. In these cases analysis may also be harder, leading to fewer
good p-value hypotheses. Fig. 311 shows a CDF of the proportion of inputs below a given p-value,
and the same after the two p-value correction techniques we consider. We make three observations.
First, it appears that hypotheses are indeed harder to make on the large dataset. Fig. 311a shows
that the proportion of low p-values is lower even before correction, with 75% of hypotheses with
a p-value below 5% for the Website-large, and 88% for Website.
Second, Fig. 311c shows that the Holm correction greatly reduces the proportion of low p-
values, with the Website experiment going from 88% to 61%. The effect on the many hypotheses
of Website-large is much stronger however, with the low p-values dropping from 75% to 21%. We
conclude that the Holm correction is very hard on experiments with a lot hypotheses. The larger
the proverbial haystack, the harder the needles will be to find.
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Third, the BY correction method is milder than Holm’s. Even though we can see the large
experiment’s distribution caving more than the small’s, the distinction at scale is smaller. Website-
large still has 46% of its p-values below 5%, while the small one has 74%. Despite the weaker
guarantees of the BY correction, it can be a useful trade-off to make when dealing with large
numbers of outputs. Indeed, it is a well-accepted correction in statistics and machine learning. We
hence include it as a default in our system.
3.6.8 Anecdotal experience with the data
We already saw that high confidence hypotheses give good predictors of the profiles in which an
ad will appear. While this ad prediction precision and recall reveals that our algorithms are indeed
detecting a correlation, we also manually looked at many hypotheses to understand the strengths
and weaknesses of our methods. We next describe the results of this experience on large, complex
datasets from Gmail and Websites experiments. These services do not provide ground truth at
this granularity, so we manually assessed the hypotheses’ validity. For this manual assessment we
looked at low p-value hypotheses, visited the website targeted by the ad, and decided if it made
sense for the website to target the ad. If we did not find a connection for at least one email in
the targeting combination, we declared the hypothesis wrong. For instance an ad for a ski resort
targeting the “Ski” email was considered right, but the same ad targeting “Ski” and “Cars” was
considered a mistake. This labelling is very error prone. On the one hand some associations can
be non obvious but still be a real targeting. On the other hand it can be easy to convince ourselves
that an association makes sense even when there is no targeting. It is thus an anecdotal experience
of Sunlight’s performance.
Hypothesis Precision. We examined 100 ads with high-confidence hypotheses (p-value < 0.05
after Holm) from the Gmail and Website experiments, and counted instances where we could not
explain the input/output association with high certainty. We found precisions of 95% and 96%,
respectively. Hypotheses we classified as false positives were associations of ads and emails that
we just could not explain from the topics, such as the luggage company “www.eaglecreek.com”
targeting the “Cheap drugs online order” email from Figure 312. In this specific case the ad appears
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for 3 consecutive days, multiple times (a total of 437 impressions in 15 to 19 different accounts),
and almost only in the context of the email, so there does seem to be some targeting, although we
cannot semantically explain it. However, in other cases we have less data to gain confidence, and
we classify them as a mistake. This example highlights the difficulty and the risk of bias of manual
labelling.
Many errors were also combinations with one input that seemed relevant, and other inputs
that did not. Intuitively this happens if the targeting detection algorithm adds any other input to
a heavily targeted input, because in the specific training set this other input correlates with the
output (this is a case of over-fitting in the training set). If for instance the ad appears in 10 profiles
in the testing set, all with the relevant input, and the inputs are assigned to profiles with a 20%
probability, the p-value should be 1.0e−7 with only the relevant input. With the second input added
the p-value becomes higher since a combination is more likely to cover profiles. However the new
p-value is still 3.6e−5 for two inputs, which will remain below the 5% accepted error rate after
correction.
Hypothesis Recall. Assessing hypothesis recall based on manual inspection is even more chal-
lenging than assessing hypothesis precision. First, there are many more ads to analyze. Second,
finding an input among the hundreds we have that is very likely to be targeted is challenging, and
the many possibilities make it very easy to invent connections where there is none. For this reason
we did not try to quantify hypothesis recall. Instead, we studied low p-value hypotheses that are re-
jected after correction, a more amenable method that gives information into how many hypotheses
we lose due to correction. In our experience, this happens mostly if an ad does not appear enough:
the p-value cannot be low enough to be below 5% after correction. For instance if the ad appears
in 10 profiles, it will be in about 3 profiles of the testing set, and the p-value cannot be below 0.008
if the inputs are assigned with a 20% probability. After correction this will most likely be over the
5% threshold on big experiments.
This anecdotal experience qualitatively confirms Sunlight’s high hypothesis precision on size-
able datasets. It also confirms that manual labelling is unreliable. This is why we conducted our
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rigorous evaluation with the five objective metrics described in §3.6.1. More importantly this ex-
perience emphasizes the importance of focusing on quality hypotheses when analyzing a large
number of outputs. Indeed, the correction will reject all reasonable hypotheses without a lot of
data when the number of hypotheses is too high.
3.6.9 Evaluation Summary
We show that Sunlight’s high-confidence hypotheses have a good ad prediction precision and
recall after p-value correction. This empirically confirms the need to correct for multiple hypoth-
esis testing. The BY correction seems to reach a good trade-off between statistical guarantees and
number of low p-value hypotheses.
More surprisingly, we also show an inversion of recall after correction, where algorithms that
make fewer, more precise hypotheses end up with better coverage after correction. This makes the
case for algorithms that favor precision even at the cost of some recall. Even with such algorithms,
recall can become lower after correction when scaling the number of outputs. This represents a
fundamental scale/confidence trade-off in targeting detection.
To showcase Sunlight, we also ran larger measurement experiments, which we describe next.
3.6.10 (Q6) Measurement
To showcase Sunlight, we explored targeting in two ad ecosystems with two experiments, on
Gmail ads and ads on the web respectively. We used the datasets generated from these experi-
ments for two purposes: (1) to evaluate Sunlight and compare its performance to prior art’s (§3.6)
and (2) to study a number of interesting aspects about targeting in these ecosystems (§3.6.10).
As foreshadowing for our results, both experiments revealed contradictions of separate statements
from Google policies or official FAQs. While our use cases refer exclusively to ad targeting de-
tection, we stress that our method is general and (intuitively) should be applicable to other forms
of targeting and personalization (e.g., §3.6.3 shows its effectiveness on Amazon’s and YouTube’s
recommendation systems).
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Fig. 312: Sample targeted ads from the 33-day Gmail experiment.
Gmail Ads
As a first example of personal data use, we turn to Gmail which, until November last year,
offered personalized advertisements tailored to a user’s email content. We selectively placed more
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than 300 emails containing single keywords or short phrases to encode a variety of topics, including
commercial products (e.g. TV, cars, clothes) and sensitive topics (e.g., religion, sexual orientation,
health) into 119 profiles. The emails were manually written by us by selecting topics and writing
keywords related to this topic. The first column of Figure 312 shows examples of emails we used.
The topics were selected from the AdSense categories [70], with other sensitive forbidden by the
AdWords policies [71].
The profiles were Gmail accounts created specifically to study Gmail targeting. Because cre-
ating Gmail accounts is costly, some accounts were reused from previous studies, and already
contained some emails. The emails relevant to this study were different, and assigned indepen-
dently from previous emails, so our statistical guaranties still hold. To perform the independent
assignment each email was sent to each account with a given probability (in this case 0.2). Emails
were sent from 30 other Gmail accounts that did not otherwise take part in the study. No account
from the study sent an email to another account of the study. Finally we collected targeted ads
by calling Google’s advertising endpoints the same way Gmail does, looping over each email and
account ten times.
Our goal was to study (1) various aspects related to targeted advertisements, such as how
frequent they are and how often they appear in the context of the email being targeted (a more
obvious form of targeting) versus in the context of another email (a more obscure form of targeting)
and (2) whether advertisers are able to target their ads to sensitive situations or special groups
defined by race, religion etc. We collected targeting data for 33 days, from Oct. 8 to Nov. 10, 2014
when Google abruptly shut down Gmail ads. One might say that we have the last month of Gmail
ads.3
Before Google disabled Gmail ads, we collected 24,961,698 impressions created collectively
by 19,543 unique ads. As expected, the distribution of impressions per ad is skewed: the median
ads were observed 22 times, while the top 25/5/1% of ads were observed 217/4,417/20,516 times.
We classify an ad as targeted if its statistical confidence is high (corrected p-value< 0.05 with
3Gmail now has email “promotions;” we did not study those.
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Sunlight’s default pipeline). In our experiment, 2890 unique ads (15% of all) were classified as
targeted. While we observe that ads classified as targeted are seen more often (1159 impressions
for the median targeted ads), this could be an artifact as most ads seen only occasionally present
insufficient evidence to form hypotheses.
Figure 312 shows some examples of ads Sunlight identified as targeted, along with the content
of the emails they targeted, the corrected p-values, and information about the context where the
impressions appeared. Some ads show targeting on single inputs while others show targeting on
combinations of emails. We selected these examples by looking at all ads that were detected as
targeting the sensitive emails we constructed, and choosing representative ones. When multiple
interesting examples were available, we chose those with a lot of data, or that we detected across
multiple days, as we are more confident in them.
Notably, the examples show that information about a user’s health, race, religious affiliation
or religious interest, sexual orientation, or difficult financial situation, all generate targeted adver-
tisements. Our system cannot assign intention of either advertisers or Google for the targeting we
found, but this appears to contradict a statement in an official-looking Gmail Help page: 4
Only ads classified as Family-Safe are displayed in Gmail. We are careful about the types of
content we serve ads against. For example, Google may block certain ads from running next to
an email about catastrophic news. We will also not target ads based on sensitive information,
such as race, religion, sexual orientation, health, or sensitive financial categories.
– support.google.com/mail/answer/6603.
While our results do not imply that this targeting was intentional or explicitly chosen by any
party involved (Google, advertisers, etc.), we believe they demonstrate the need for investigations
like the ones Sunlight supports. We also point out that those violations are needles in a haystack.
Several topics we included in our experiment (e.g., fatal diseases and loss) generated not a single
ad classified as targeted.
4The page containing this statement used to be accessible through a user’s own account (Gmail - Help - Security
& privacy - Privacy policies) and its look and feel until 12/24/2014 was more official than it currently is. The 2014









































Bongs, Pipes, and Smoke 
Accessories
Proven to Prevent Nasal 
Alergy Symptoms
Invest in Israel
Speak w/ a counselor now
Starting at $699
Support Patrick Murphy
Great Minds Like a Think - 
Introductory Offer
Fig. 313: Sample targeted ads from the display-ads experiment (also called Website experiment).
§3.6.10 presents further results about targeting on Gmail.
Display Ads on the Web
As a second example of personal data use, we look at targeting of arbitrary ads on the web on
users’ browsing histories. This experiment is not specifically related to Google, though Google
is one of the major ad networks that serve the ads we collect. Similar to the Gmail use case, our
goal is to study aspects such as frequency of targeted ad impressions, how often they appear in the
context of the website being targeted versus outside, and whether evidence of targeting on sensitive
websites (e.g., health, support groups, etc.) exists. We populate 200 browsing profiles with 200
input sites chosen randomly from the top 40 sites across 16 different Alexa categories, such as
News, Home, Science, Health, and Children/Teens. Each website is randomly assigned to each
profile with a probability 0.5. For each site, we visit the top 10 pages returned from a site-specific
search on Google. We use Selenium [170] for browsing automation. We collect ads from the visited
pages using a modified version of AdBlockPlus [3] that detects ads instead of blocking them. After


































































(c) Web Category Targeting
Fig. 314: Measurement Results. (a) Shows what fraction of targeted ads appear how often in their targeted
context in both Gmail and Web experiments. (b) Shows the number of ads are found to target emails in the
eight most popular categories in the Gmail experiment. (c) Shows the number of ads are found to target
sites in the eight most popular categories in the web experiment.
We collect 19,807 distinct ads through 932,612 total impressions. The web display ads we
collected skewed to fewer impressions than those we collected in the Gmail experiment. The
median ad appears 3 times and we recorded 12/126/584 impressions for the top 25/5/1% of display
ads. In this experiment, 931 unique ads (5% of all) were classified as targeted, and collectively
they are responsible from 37% of all impressions.
Figure 313 shows a selection of ads from the study, chosen similarly as the ads from the Gmail
study. Among the examples are ads targeted on marijuana sites and drug use sites. Many of
the ads targeted on drug use sites we saw, such as the “Aqua Lab Technologies” ad, advertise
drug paraphernalia and are served from googlesyndication.com. This appears to contradict
Google’s advertising policy, which bans “Products or services marketed as facilitating recreational
drug use.” – https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/answer/6014299.
We next presents further results about targeting on the web.
Other Targeting Results
Using Sunlight, we found several other interesting aspects about ad targeting in Gmail (when
ads were shown next to emails) and on the web. We next describe those aspects as examples of the
kinds of things that could be learned with Sunlight. As before, we consider an ad targeted if its
corrected p-value is < 0.05 under the Sunlight default pipeline. For the results in this section we
use the entire website display ad dataset and focus on one day from the Gmail study.
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In Context vs. Outside Context. One interesting question one might wonder is how often are ads
shown out of the context of the targeted input. Intuitively, if an ad is shown in the email (or on the
page) that it targets, its should be more obvious to a user compared to an ad shown with one email
(or page) but targeting another email (or page). Figure 314a shows a CDF of how often targeted
ads appear in their target context for the Gmail and Website-large datasets. The Y axis represents
the fraction of all targeted ads in each experiment.
In Gmail, ads are frequently out of context (i.e., alongside emails that they do not target).
Approximately 28% of the Gmail ads labeled as targeted appear only in their targeted context and
half of targeted Gmail ads appear out of context 48% of the time or more. Thus there is (or rather,
was) heavy behavioral targeting in Gmail.
On the web, display ads are rarely shown outside of their targeted context. 73% of ads are only
ever shown on the site targeted by the ad. Of the targeted ads that do appear out of context, the
majority of them appear on only 1 or 2 other sites. This suggests a very heavy contextual targeting
for display ads. That said, we have found convincing examples of behaviorally targeted ads that
appear entirely outside of their targeted context. Included in Figure 313 is an ad for The Economist
encouraging viewers to subscribe to the publication. That ad never appeared on the targeted site.
We found similar examples for The New York Times.
Targeting Per Category. Figures 314b and 314c show the number of ads targeting emails and
websites, respectively in a particular category. For emails, we classify them based on their content.
For websites, we use the Alexa categories. It is possible, and common, for Sunlight to detect that
an ad targets multiple emails so the cumulative number of guesses represented in the figure may
be larger than the total number of ads.
In Gmail, by far the most targeted category (topic) in our dataset was shopping (e.g., emails
containing keywords such as clothes, antiques, furniture etc.). The second most popular targeted
category was General health (i.e., emails with keywords such as vitamins, yoga, etc.). On the web,
we did not observe a single dominant category as we did in Gmail. The News category, containing
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sites like The Economist and Market, was targeted by the most ads in the study but with only
slightly more ads then the Home category.
Overall, these results demonstrate that Sunlight is valuable not only for investigators but also
for researchers interested in broader aspects of targeting.
3.7 Related Work
§3.3.2 already discusses web transparency measurements [76;202;77;135;136;189;11;117;141;22;45;108]. These
works aim to quantify various data uses on the web, including targeting, personalization, price
tuning, or discrimination. Sunlight is the first system to detect targeting at fine grain (individual
inputs), at scale, and with solid statistical justification.
The work closest in spirit to ours [108;110] is AdFisher [45] which aims, like us, to create generic,
broadly applicable methodologies for various web transparency goals. AdFisher shares our goal
of providing solid statistical justification for its findings, but, because of scale limitations, makes it
hard to simultaneously track many inputs. So far it was applied to relatively coarse targeting (e.g.,
gender, a specific interest). Since Ad-Fisher grounds its confidence in all outputs simultaneously,
its results should be carefully interpreted: it rigorously proved that some targeting is taking place,
but does not exhaustively and separately single out the output subject to this targeting. Finally this
design disregards scalability with the number of inputs: the effect of each input and each possible
combination of inputs needs to be tested separately.
Our methods for statistical experimental design and analysis draw from the subjects of com-
pressed sensing [49] and sparse regression [183;15]. The experimental setups we consider correspond
to sensing matrices that satisfy certain analytic properties that permit robust recovery of sparse sig-
nals. In Sunlight, these signals correspond to the hypothesized targeting effects we subsequently
test and validate, and they are sparse when the targeting effects only depend on a few variables.
3.8 Summary
This chapter argues for the need for scalable and statistically rigorous methodologies, plus
infrastructures that implement them, to shed light over today’s opaque online data ecosystem. We
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have presented one such methodology, developed in the context of Sunlight, a system designed to
detect targeting at fine granularity, at scale, and with statistical justification for all its inferences.
The Sunlight methodology consists of a four-stage pipeline, which gradually generates, refines,
and validates hypotheses to reveal the likely causes of observed targeting. Sunlight implements
this methodology in a modular way, allowing for broad explorations and evaluation of the design
space. Our own exploration reveals an interesting trade-off between the statistical confidence and
the number of targeting hypotheses that can be made. Our empirical study of this effect suggests
that favoring high precision hypothesis generation can yield better recall at high confidence at the
end of the Sunlight pipeline, and that scaling the number of outputs of an experiment may require
to accept lower statistical semantics.
In our opinion, a crucial avenue for future work will be to leverage causal inference methods
(see [166;152] for different approaches), and in particular recent advances on causal inference on ob-
servational data, such as [192]. This would break two major limitations of current measurements.
First, causal results from randomized experiments are valid only for the studied population. For-
mulating and testing causal targeting hypotheses on real user accounts would be more broadly
applicable, and would probably detect more complex targeting. Second, it would break the scaling
barrier by opening a much larger pool of data, which would also be much harder for services to
tamper with as the data would come from real user accounts.
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Conclusion
In this dissertation we considered the implications of the recent shift to ML-driven applications.
This recent ML revolution, powered by new systems supporting massive amounts of data and
advanced algorithms to analyse them, is transforming a wide range of applications. However,
it also poses substantial security, privacy, and transparency concerns, creating serious barriers to
reaching ML’s full potential. ML workloads push companies toward aggressive data collection
and loose data access policies, placing troves of user information in danger if the company is
hacked. ML also introduces new attack vectors, which can completely nullify models’ accuracy
under attack. Finally, ML models make complex, data-driven decisions that are opaque for the
end-users and difficult to inspect for programmers.
Through examples of tools and systems we developed to address one aspect of each challenge,
we showed how an approach combining systems design and theory from different domains, from
privacy to statistics and causal inference, can enable ML systems with strong semantics of security,
privacy, and transparency, offering provable guarantees while remaining practical. Components re-
quiring strong guarantees, typically those enforcing security, privacy, or interpretability semantics,
are separated from those that can do with best-effort operation. Components enforcing rigorous
guarantees are matched to the theoretical field best suited as a foundation for a solution. Best-effort
components leverage heuristics approaches, enabling practical and scalable designs.
In Chapter 1 we argued that disseminating ML models trained over sensitive data to untrusted
domains, a common practice in ML applications, is an access control issue. Indeed, those mod-
els leak the data they were trained on, in a sense giving an irrevocable capability to the training
data. Based on the fact that differential privacy (DP), a theory from the privacy domain, protects
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each single observation in the training set from leakage we built Sage, the first ML platform that
enforces a global event level DP guarantee across all models released from sensitive data streams.
The components enforcing DP and testing the accuracy of the trained models before release require
strong guarantees for their semantics. To enable these semantics, we leveraged and adapted exist-
ing theory from differential privacy and statistics, and proposed a block-level accounting technique
that permits endless operation of ML workloads on growing databases. Best-effort components in-
clude resource allocation for data and privacy budget, an iterative training method to find good
performing models while conserving these resources, and a component leveraging training set
minimization techniques to compute DP summaries of past data. These summaries can be used as
surrogates to the data, to conserve their privacy budget or benefit from their information even after
their privacy budget is exhausted.
In Chapter 2 we proposed a new defense strategy against adversarial examples, an ML-specific
class of attacks in which the adversary finds a small perturbation to an input which results in a
prediction of the adversary’s choosing. To enforce strong security semantics, namely give for each
prediction a size bellow which no adversarial attack exists, we leverage the stability properties of
differential privacy in a novel way. We also use theory from statistics. Training the model on the
other hand is a best effort approach, which empirically maximizes the accuracy of our robust model
on a training set. This approach yields the first certified defense that both scales to large networks
and datasets (such as Google’s Inception network for ImageNet) and applies broadly to arbitrary
model types. It not only introduces scalable algorithms for learning more robust models with
probable guarantees, but also enables a firewall-like security architecture, where a small model
is prepended to an existing, already trained one to make it more robust. Such an architecture is
common in traditional software systems but unique for ML workloads.
In Chapter 3 we presented transparency tools that provide a new visibility into how ML-driven
web services use end-users’ data for targeting. The methodology relies on a multi-stage pipeline
handling the experiment design and the data analysis. This pipeline has three components enforc-
ing important semantics. First, the experiment design component leverages theory from causal
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inference and randomized experiments to provide causal semantics: when we detect a reaction to
user data (e.g. targeting, personalization), the data caused the change, and was indeed directly
used by the Web service. Second, the targeting hypothesis formulations component provides al-
gorithms with strong theoretical scalability properties, at least under sparsity assumptions. Third,
the hypothesis testing component uses theory form statistics to give sound measures of statistical
significance, which express how (un)likely a result is to have happened by mere chance. Inte-
grating these components in a practical architecture raises significant challenges, that we address
with heuristic components. For instance, a best-effort hypothesis filtering component ensures that
we have enough statistical power to validate hypotheses, giving output size scalability without
compromising other components’ guarantees.
To conclude, we presented three research directions to build guarantees of security, privacy,
and transparency in ML systems. More generally, we hope that this work will show the value
of designing mechanisms that leverage theory domains not traditionally associated with systems,
such as statistics, causal inference, or differential privacy. With this approach, we can integrate ML
into systems while enforcing strong semantics system designers can rely on. Other applications,
such as learning decision policies or resource allocation, could benefit from such semantics.
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